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Abstract

Heavy Ion Beam Propagation in a Gas-Filled Chamber

for Inertial Confinement Fusion*

by

Nigel Oswald Barboza

Doctor of Philosophy in Nuclear Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor T. K. Fowler, Chair

The work presented here evaluates the dynamics of a beam of heavy ions prop-

agating through a chamber filled with gas. The motivation for this research stems

from the possibility of using heavy ion beams as a driver in inertial confinement fu-

sion reactors for th'e purpose of generating electricity. Such a study is important in

determining the constraints on the beam which limit its focus to the small radius

necessary for the ignition of thermonuclear microexplosions which are the source of

fusion energy.

Nuclear fusion is the process of combining light nuclei to form heavier ones. One

possible fusion reaction combines two isotopes of hydrogen, deuterium and tritium, to

form an alpha particle and a neutron, with an accompanying release of ~17.6MeV

of energy. Generating electricity from fusion requires that we create such reactions in

an efficient and controlled fashion, and harness the resulting energy. In the inertial

confinement fusion (ICF) approach to energy production, a small spherical target, a

few millimeters in radius, of deuterium and tritium fuel is compressed so that the

density and temperature of the fuel are high enough, ~ 200 gjcir? and ~20 keV, that

* This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of Fusion Energy,

U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098
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a substantial number of fusion reactions occur; the pellet microexplosion typically

releases ~ 350 M J of energy in optimized power plant scenarios.

In order to compress and heat the pellet, some current ICF power plant designs

call for using high energy, ~ 10 GeV, heavy ion, ~ 200 amu, beams to ablate, either

directly or indirectly, by generating x-rays, the outside layer of the fuel pellet, thus

causing it to compress via a rocket-like action. The heavy ion beams are focused

into a fusion chamber, a few meters in radius, at the target located in its center. In

the "liquid-wall" type of chamber, exposed liquid flows, consisting of liquid lithium

or lithium compounds, surround the central region within the chamber where the

subsequent microexplosion of the pellet occurs. The resultant energy from this ex-

plosion heats and partially vaporizes the liquid which is then used to generate steam

for driving conventional electric generators. This process is repeated approximately

ten times a second for a ~ 1000 MWe power plant.

The heavy ion beams must be focused to a small spot-size radius on target;

~ 2 mm for some target designs. The final beam focusing1 elements can only be

placed outside the chamber, ~ 5 m away from the target, or they will be damaged by

neutrons from the microexplosion. Immediately after the explosion, the background

gas density in the chamber can reach as high as ~ 1018 molecules per cm~s. Because

the time between subsequent shots is on the order of a tenth of a second, it may

not be possible, without employing various mechanisms such as cold liquid sprays, to

lower the density to ~ 1013 cro~3, essentially vacuum, needed for beam propagation

under conservative assumptions. The ability to focus the beam in higher density gas,

therefore, has considerable advantages, in that it eases this stringent requirement on

the chamber recovery to substantially reduce the background gas density, leading

to simplified reactor designs. It also allows for operation at higher temperatures,

improving the thermodynamicefficiencies of the plant. In this thesis we examine the
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propagation of a beam through vapor densities of ~ 1014 to 1015 molecules per cmz

of both lithium and Flibe, a molten salt mixture of LiF and BeFi- The focal spot

radius of the beam is expected to be strongly influenced by collisions of the beam ions

with the background gas. The predominant collision processes are beam stripping,

where the charge state of the beam ions increases due to the loss of electrons, and

ionization of the background gas. These processes can significantly alter and amplify

the electrodynamic interaction of the beam ions with the collective electromagnetic

field of the combined beam-plasma system.

The collisions of the beam ions with the background gas result in a highly ran-

dom distribution of beam charge states and complicated plasma phenomena, making

analytic methods inadequate for qualitatively describing the dynamics of the beam.

We have therefore developed a new computer code, BTRAC, consisting of a fully elec-

tromagnetic 2|D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation coupled to a Monte Carlo collision

(MCC) model. The PIC code simulates the complete dynamics of the interaction

of the various charged particle species: beam ions, electrons and background gas

ions, with the self-generated fields; while the MCC code follows the collisions be-

tween the beam ions and the background gas atoms. The cross sections for stripping

the beam ions and for ionizing the background gas were calculated using systematic

semi-empirical corrections to the classical Bohr formula based on the Bethe quantum

mechanical results for fast atomic collisions.

The BTRAC simulation of a 4.3 kA beam of 10 GeV, Hg+ ions focused by a typical

final focus system achieves the requisite spot radius of ~ 2.1mm on target in a

vacuum. For propagation through Flibe background gas with densities in the range

of ~ 1014 to 1015 molecules per cm3, the same beam achieves spot radii of a few cm:

from ~ 3.1 cm in 2 x 1014 cm"3 density gas, to ~ 5.5 cm in 1 x 1015 cm~z gas. The

heavy fluorine atoms in the vapor cause the beam to strip substantially, to average
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charge-states of ~ 11.4 to ~20. These highly stripped beam, ions greatly ionize the

background gas leading to gas ion charge densities in the vicinity of the beam that are

comparable to that of the beam. In undertaking this study, it was initially hoped that

the electrons generated from both these processes, stripping and ionization, would be

confined within the beam and adequately neutralize the net charge, thereby reducing

the repulsive electric forces that tend to defocus the beam. However, it was discovered

that a substantial fraction of the electrons gain transverse kinetic energies that are

comparable to or larger than the potential "well" of the beam. These electrons are

not adequately confined by the beam and therefore cannot contribute effectively to its

neutralization. However, there exists a central "core" of the beam within which the

electrons are better confined, leading to a higher degree of neutralization and better

focusing that the rest of the beam. Indeed the rms radius of the beam continues to

decrease well past the point at which the edge radius reaches a "waist", and achieves

a minimum of ~ 1.7 cm when the edge radius has expanded to ~ 6.9 cm. Propagation

through low-density, ixlO13 molecules per cm3, Flibe background gas leads to average

charge-states of ~1.7, and does allow the beam to focus to a spot radius of ~8mm,

with a minimum rms radius of ~ 2.2 mm. The beam also focuses to mm size spot-

radii in high-density, ~ 1014 to 1015 atoms per cm?, lithium background gas: from

~ 3.8 mm in 2xlO14 cm~3 density gas, to ~ 6.9 mm in ~ 1 x 1015 crn~3 gas. Because

lithium has a lower atomic number than fluorine, the stripping cross sections are

generally an order of magnitude lower, leading to average charge-states of ~ 1.9 to

We therefore conclude that although conventional focusing and propagation of

heavy ion beams through low-density, ~ 1013 molecules per cm3, Flibe background

gas can achieve the mm size spot radii on target that are needed for heavy ion driven

inertial confinement fusion, propagation through high-density Flibe, ~ 1014 to 1015
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molecules per era3, where the beam ions become highly stripped, cannot. Perhaps

some mechanism of injecting "cold" electrons into the beam to replenish the high-

energy electrons lost during propagation could provide the necessary neutralization

allowing the beam to focus in this high-density regime. Another possibility for high-

density propagation is to use working fluids that contain atoms with low atomic

numbers, such as liquid lithium. Ultimately, however, these various approaches to

propagating a beam of heavy ions through background gas in a liquid-wall chamber

of an inertial confinement fusion power plant must all be weighed with respect to

the cost and safety of the power plant. For example allowing for higher density

background gas in the chamber may lead to simpler chamber designs, but this must

be weighed against the disadvantages of larger focal-spot radii, such as lower target

gain, etc; and although using liquid-lithium instead of Flibe allows the beam to focus

to smaller radii in higher background gas densities, lithium has several disadvantages

when compared with Flibe, such as its fire hazard and large tritium inventory.
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1 Introduction

Nuclear fusion of hydrogen isotopes has long been viewed as a potential source of

safe, relatively clean energy to meet the increasing demands projected for the future.

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) is one concept currently being pursued as a means

of harnessing this energy for the production of electricity. In this approach, small,

spherical capsules containing deuterium and tritium, two isotopes of hydrogen, are

compressed and heated until fusion occurs. The use of heavy ion beams to initiate

these fusion microexplosions looks extremely promising in principle; however, it re-

quires that such beams be focused to a small spot in a fusion chamber that may be

filled with a low density gas. The research presented here is concerned with the fun-

damentals of ion beam dynamics in the fusion chamber. Collisions between the beam

ions and the residual background gas in the chamber will strip the ions to higher

charge states and generate a background plasma. These processes will aifect the

feasibility of propagating the beam to a small spot-size needed for heavy ion driven

ICF.

1.1 Heavy Ion Driven

Inertial Confinement Fusion

Nuclear fusion is the process of combining light nuclei to form heavier ones. One

possible fusion reaction combines two isotopes of hydrogen, deuterium (D) and tritium

(T), to form helium and a neutron. This reaction releases 17.6 MeV of energy, with

the neutron carrying away 14.1 MeV and the alpha particle 3.5 MeV:

2H+3H-+ 4He + n (17.6 MeV) . (1)

Figure (1)* shows the Maxwellian averaged reaction rate parameters {av} for various

Taken from Keefe (1982).
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Figure 1: Values of (crv) averaged over a Maxwellian distribution
for a variety of fusion reactions.

fusion reactions as a function of temperature. As can be seen, (crv) for the T(D, n)a

reaction peaks when the reactant temperature is in the range 20 to 100 keV, and is

~4xlO~16 cm?/s at 20 keV. Using this reaction for the purposes of generating energy

requires not only that we raise the temperature of the fuel, a mixture of deuterium

and tritium, to ~ 20 keV, but also that the density be high enough for a significant

number of reactions to occur before cooling or disassembly. If the fuel consists of a

50-50 mixture of D and T (DT), then the number of fusion reactions that occur per

unit volume, / , can be given by:
At ,,2

(2)
df n2

Tt = T{av)'
where n is the total number density of D and T at time t. If we now let no be the total

initial number density, then assuming there is no transport of particles, n = no—2/;

and if we define the burn-up fraction as ̂  = 2//no, then we can solve (2) for <}> at



some time r:
[crv)

The burn-up fraction increases with the UQT product. For TIQT > 2x 1015 s/cra3, we

get a burn-up fraction of ^30%.

The basic physics challenges facing any approach to fusion energy production are

to attain a certain nor product, referred to as the Lawson criterion, and to heat the

fuel to the desired temperature. In the inertial confinement fusion concept, a laser

or ion beam driver is used to deliver energy to a target containing a small spherical

capsule of cold DT fuel causing it to compress substantially, thereby greatly increasing

both its temperature and density. The subsequent fusion reactions will "burn-up" a

significant fraction of the fuel, releasing energy in a microexplosion.

Figure 2: Power Sow diagram for a typical inertial fusion plant.

A typical inertial confinement fusion facility would contain, in addition to other

components, a driver for delivering the necessary energy to the target, a chamber to

contain the subsequent capsule microexplosion, and provide a mechanism for carrying

away the generated energy, and generators for converting this thermal energy to

electric power. Figure (2) shows a block diagram of the power flow for such a plant.

From this diagram we can write
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where G, the target gain, is defined as the ratio between the energy released by the

capsule microexplosion and the energy delivered to the capsule by the driver, Ed, P

is the output electric power of the plant to the grid, fp is the recirculating power

fraction of P that is used to power the driver and run other plant equipment, t]t is

the thermal conversion efficiency, v is the plant repetition rate, and Me is the energy

multiplication factor that results from neutron induced nuclear reactions that take

place in the chamber. We can also write

vEd^{fpP-Paux)rjd, (5)

where rjd i
s the wall-plug to output driver efficiency, and Paux is the amount of

recirculating power that is used to drive plant equipment other than the driver. The

idea behind any feasible power plant is to reduce the cost of the plant for a given

output power, P. Zukerman, et al., (1988) do a detailed study of the cost of a heavy-

ion fusion power plant versus various physical parameters. The cost increases as the

driver energy, Ed, and the recirculating fraction, fp, are increased; therefore, for fixed

efficiencies and energy multiplication factor, we generally want to lower Ed and fp.

We can solve for fp, by dividing equations (4) and (5):

, _l+VdVt{MeG+l)Paux •

where PaUx = Paux/P- As can be seen fp decreases as the gain, G, is increased.

However for a typical value of Pavx — 0.05, fp does not decrease much for 7}dTjt{MeG+

1) <; 10. We can also solve for Eg in equations (5) and (4):

Lw»(tf.G+i)-iJ • v v

The target gain, G, as we will see later, is not independent of the driver energy, Ed, but

nevertheless, we can see from equation (7) that increasing the plant repetition rate, v,

will decrease the driver energy and hence the cost of the plant. However, making the



repetition rate too high will not allow enough time to "clear" the chamber between

subsequent microexplosions; this point will be discussed in more detail later. We can

solve for this repetition rate in (7):

v = Ed

1
(Me

(8)

For a ~ 1000 MWe power plant, with PaUx = 0, Me = l and rjt — 35%, and a heavy

ion accelerator as the driver with energy E&~5 MJ and an efficiency of % ~ 25%,

and a target gain of G~7Q, equation (8) yields a repetition rate of ~9.6Hz, which

is reasonable.

ion source
and

injector

acceleration
with

electrostatic
focusing

acceleration
with

magnetic
focusing

target

(4-32) beams

Figure 3: A block diagram of an induction linac for heavy ion driven ICF.

Up to now we have alluded to a driver, and mentioned in passing that this could

be a heavy ion accelerator. One possible high current accelerator technology that

could be used as a driver is the heavy ion induction linac. In such a system beams of

heavy ions, like Cs+ or Hg+, are accelerated through induction cores, and focused

using electrostatic and magnetic quadrupoles. Figure (3) shows a block diagram of an

induction accelerator. Many beams are accelerated in parallel, combined, and further

accelerated until they reach the energy and power necessary to compress and heat

the fusion capsule. They are then focused onto the target in a chamber.
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Figure 4: Schematic of a typical inertial confinement fusion capsule.

In one type of capsule design, this compression is accomplished by delivering

energy to an outer shell, causing it to ablate off thereby imparting inward momentum

to the fuel in much the same way as a rocket. Figure (4) shows a schematic of such

a capsule, that consists of the shell, or ablator, a solid DT fuel layer and DT gas fill.

The capsule radius is typically only a few mm.

heavy ion
beams

capsule
\

hohlraum

Figure 5: Schematic of an indirect drive target for heavy ion driven ICF.

In order to achieve uniform compression, the capsule must be symmetrically illu-

minated. It may be possible to achieve this uniformity by having several heavy ion

beams impinge on the ablator in some symmetrical configuration. In this method,

called "direct-drive", the capsule is the target, and the ablator absorbs the energy of

the heavy ions directly. Another method of obtaining symmetrical illumination, called

"indirect drive", is to enclose the capsule within a cylindrical case, or "hohlraum". Fig



(5) shows a schematic of a hohlraum for heavy ion driven ICF. Here the hohlraum is

the target and the heavy ions are stopped in the end plugs of the hohlraum. This ma-

terial, heated by the ions, then radiates x-rays that, with the appropriate hohlraum

design, can be made to symmetrically illuminate the outside shell of the capsule.

Lindi (1995) provides a good overview of various target concepts.

1.1.1 Focal Spot-Size
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Figure 6: The range-energy relation

for several ion species in hot matter (200 eV).

102

In both the direct and indirect methods of capsule illumination, the stopping

range of the ions in either the ablator or radiator and the spot-size, or radius, to

which the beams can be focused are important in determining the energy gain of the

target. Figure (6)* shows the range of various ions in aluminum as a function of ion

energy. Bangerter (1988) discusses the results of gain analysis for indirectly driven

* Taken from Keefe (1982).
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targets that are illuminated from two sides as shown in figure (5). Figure (7) * shows

curves for gain versus driver energy, for various spot-sizes and ion ranges, and figure

(8)* shows the peak driver power, Pd, as a function of driver energy corresponding to

the curves in figure (7).
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corresponding to the gain curves in figure (7).

We can use the results in these graphs to discuss the relationship between the

target gain and the focal spot-size of the beams. The general idea behind heavy-

ion fusion is to produce the required high driver power with a relatively low beam

current that can be accelerated and focused by conventional means, as we'll see later.

This translates to ions with high kinetic energy and, to match the required short

ion range, high mass. Consider ions that have a range of ~ 0.1 g/cm2. As can be

seen from figure (6), this corresponds to heavy ions, ~200<zm«, with kinetic energy
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around Ei ~ 10 GeV. Some plausible ion species are mercury, which has a mass of

200.59 omti, or cesium, with a mass of 132.91 amu, among others. For a ~ 5 MJ

driver, with a spot-radius of ~ 2 mm, figure (7) predicts a gain of ~ 70. As before,

equation (8) gives a plant repetition rate of i/~ 10 Hz for a ~ 1000 MWe power plant.

And finally figure (8) gives a peak driver power of ~500TW. Smaller spot sizes are

more difficult to achieve due to intrinsic limitations of a focal system; therefore let

us examine what happens if we increase the spot-size to ~Zmm, but keep the driver

energy and ion range the same. We expect that this will decrease the gain since a

greater mass of radiator material must be heated. From figure (7) we see that the gain

drops to ~40, leading to a repetition rate of ~20 Hz, which, in turn, would stress the

fusion chamber dynamics. In order to lower the repetition rate, we need to increase

the gain. We can accomplish this in one of two ways, by either increasing the driver

energy or decreasing the range. From figure (7), we see that to regain Gcz70, for the

same ion range, we would have to increase the driver energy to ~ 7 MJ, and from

figure (8) the peak power would become ~ 600 TW. Following the second approach

and decreasing the range to ~ 0.05 g/cm? for the same driver energy of ~ 5 MJ would

also increase the gain to ~65 but leave the peak power at ~500TW. However, now

from figure (6) we see that the kinetic energy of a ~ 200 amu ion would need to be

lowered to ~4.5 GeV. Table (1) summarizes these results. As we'll see later, the price

for either raising the peak power or lowering the ion kinetic energy to compensate

for a larger spot size is paid for by increasing the driver current, which makes final

focus more difficult. Therefore it is necessary to make the focal spot size of the beam

as small as possible. However, from a cost point of view, although increasing the

peak driver power increases the accelerator cost, lowering the ion kinetic energy may

substantially reduce the accelerator cost. For a general discussion of these economic

tradeoffs see Hovingh, et al., (1988).
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spot-size range G E& Pd Ej,
(mm) (g/cm2) (MJ) (TW) (GeV)

2 0.1 70 5 500 10
3 0.1 70 7 600 10
3 0.05 65 5 500 4.5

Table 1: Beam, driver and target parameters as a function of focal spot size

for a 1000 MWe power plant.

1.1.2 Beam Current

The total current that needs to be delivered by the driver, to the target is given

by

h = ^ (kA). • (9)

where Pd is the driver power in TW, q is the ion charge state, and Ej, is the kinetic

energy of the ions in GeV. As can be seen, this current increases if we either raise

the peak power or lower the ion kinetic energy. Typically, the driver current is on the

order of tens of kiloamps and cannot be delivered by a single beam. Indeed for double-

sided, indirect drive targets, and more so for direct drive targets where symmetry of

irradiation is important, we need to have considerably more than one beam, perhaps

Nj, ~4—32. However, the complexity and expense of the hardware that will be needed

to bend and focus several beams, in conventional final focus designs, limits us to few

tens of beams.

The maximum amount of current that can be focused in a single beam without

neutralization is determined by solving for the "free-flight'' of the beam in the reaction

chamber. The radius of the beam, a, as a function of the axial position, z, in a vacuum

chamber is governed by the "envelope" equation. For an axisymmetric beam with
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mono-energetic ions, where there are no external forces present, this is:

no)
dz2 a a3

We shall discuss this equation in more detail later when we analyze the beam transport

in the chamber. The terms on the right-hand-side of equation (10) represent the

defocusing space-charge and transverse thermal forces of the beam. The first term

represents the defocusing effect due to the space-charge of the beam. For a long,

narrow, cylindrical beam, with uniform transverse distribution, the dimensionless

perveance, Q, is given by

Q =

where q as before is the charge state of the beam ion, 7j is the beam current, m& is

the beam ion mass in amu, and fij is the relativistic factor. It is related to the ion

kinetic energy by:

(07)* = & ( ^ + 2) , (12)

where j?j ~ l.p7E&/mj and E\, is in GeV. The factor of 7~3 instead of /y~1 in equation

(11) reflects the partial cancellation of the beam's electric repulsion by magnetic

attraction. The second term in (10) is a measure of the defocusing effect due to the

thermal forces of the beam. The emittance is defined as:

where vr and vg are the transverse radial and azimuthal velocities of the beam ions

respectively, and.() denotes moments of the beam taken at a given position z and time,

t. This emittance is usually determined by the ion source, and beam manipulations

in the accelerator; for example combining several beams to form a single beam may

lead to a large growth in the emittance.

We can now integrate equation (10) with the initial conditions, a(0) = a/, the
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radius of the beam at the last focusing lens, and da/dz(0) — 0, the focusing half-

angle of the beam emerging from the lens:

where as is the minimum beam radius, or "waist" of the beam, where da/dz = 0.

Consider a beam with initial radius a; ~ 10 cm, emittance e ~ 2.0 x 10~5 m — rad,

and a convergence angle of 0 ~ 0.02 rad. Then we get a spot-size, or minimum beam

radius, of as ~ 2 mm with a beam perveance of Q — 3.8 x 10~5. For a ~ 200 amu,

~ IQGeV, + 1 ion, equation (11) yields a beam current of If,c^4.3kA. Finally for a

~ 500 TW peak power machine (9) gives a driver current of Id ̂  50 kA, resulting in

iVj ~ 12 beams. We now look at the case where we increased the spot size to ~ 3 mm.

Then equation (14) yields Q~b.l x 10~5. If we wish to keep the peak driver power

at ~500TW, table (1) predicts a beam kinetic energy of ~4.5 GeV. Using equation

(9) gives /<z~lll kA, and equation (11) yields J&~1.7 kA, leading to iV&~66 beams.

Therefore smaller spot-sizes result in fewer beams on target due to the lower peak

power requirement. However, one must remember that this analysis was done for

the transport of a beam in a vacuum chamber. As mentioned above, the background

gas in the chamber will partially strip the beam ions and introduce other atomic and

plasma processes which will affect the spot size of the beam and consequently the

maximum transportable current.

1.1.3 Chamber Characteristics

Although the basic function of the chamber is to provide a means for transport-

ing the energy produced in the explosion, via some working fluid, to an electricity

generating facility, it also has to meet some other requirements in order to be viable

for a commercial power plant. As an example, we consider, one of the most recent
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Figure 9: HYLIFE-II inertial confinement fusion reaction chamber.

One view is rotated 90 deg. from the other.

and detailed liquid-wall chamber designs, HYLIFE-II by Moir, et al. (1994). Figure

(9) * shows two views of this chamber, one rotated 90 degrees from the other.

The working fluid that is used to carry away the heat in the HYLIFE-II chamber is

Flibe, a molten-salt mixture of 66.7 mol % LiF and 33.3 mol % BeFi. As mentioned

above, the fuel for fusion power plants consists of deuterium and tritium. Deuterium

is very abundant in nature, constituting about 0.015% of natural hydrogen, however,

the amount of tritium is negligible. Both isotopes of lithium in LiF can be used to

breed tritium via the reactions:

*Li +n-* 4He + T (4.8 MeV) ,

7Li + n -> 4He + T + n (-2.5 MeV)

* Taken from Moir, et al., (1994).
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Therefore, lithium plays a vital role as a breeder of the necessary tritium as well as

being a working fluid component.

In the HYLIFE-II design, the fusion target is injected into a "pocket" of Flibe

created in the center of the chamber by oscillating nozzles. This pocket, which has a

Flibe thickness of about ~ l m , and various other configurations of Flibe jets within

the chamber serve to protect the chamber walls from neutrons. After the microex-

plosion the pocket disintegrates. A 1000 MWe reactor design with a driver energy of

5 MJ and a gain of 70, results in a capsule output energy of ~ 350 MJ. This explosion

can vaporize several kg of liquid, resulting in background gas densities on the order

of 1018 molecules per cm~3 immediately after a microexplosion. The background gas

density in the chamber at the time of the next shot is an important parameter in

determining the spot-size to which the ion beams can be focused. And as we have

seen above, it is important that we try to focus the beam to a spot small enough to

allow the high gains needed for an economically attractive fusion plant.

The HYLIFE-II design assumes a driver efficiency of J^ ~ 35%, and a thermal

conversion efficiency of r\t ~43%. With an energy multiplication factor, Me = 1.18 and

50 MW of auxiliary power, equation (8) predicts a repetition rate of ~ 6.3 Hz. This

means that a target must be injected into the chamber, a fresh pocket of liquid formed,

and any conditions that are necessary for the propagation of the beam through the

chamber, in particular the original density of the background gas, must be restored

every sixth of a second.

For Ei~5MJ and (?~70, we can use figures (7) and (8) to determine a set of

spot-sizes, ion ranges, and driver powers, P^. Then, with these ion ranges, figure (6)

can be used to give a set of beam kinetic energies, JBJ, and driver currents, 7<f, for
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spot-size range P<j E}, Id 7j iVj
{mm) (g/cm2) (TW) (GeV) {kA) {kA)

2 0.1 500 10 50 4.3 12
2.75 0.05 525 4.5 117 1.6 73
3.25 0.025 550 2.5 220 0.7 314

Table 2: Beam, and driver parameters as a function of various focal spot sizes

for a 5 MJ driver.

~200amu, + 1 ions. Then we can use equations (10) and (11) to calculate the beam

currents, 7j, and number of beams. Table (2) lists the results of such calculations; as

an example, for a 12 beam design, like HYLIFE-II, the focal spot radius for ~4.3 kA,

~ 10 GeV beams is ~ 2 mm. It must be stressed that these calculations are predicated

on the target gain calculations shown in figures (7) and (8) by Bangerter (1988).

More recent results by Bangerter and Ho (1990) show that target gains of ~ 60 can

be achieved with ~ 5 MJ drivers and spot radii of ~ 3 mm. Lindl (1995) gives an

overview of ongoing experimental and theoretical work in target physics and design

that may allow for even larger spot-sizes.

1.2 Purpose of this Thesis

As we have seen above, the spot radius of the beam on the target is a key param-

eter in detenning the target gain and peak driver power. Since the kinetic energy of

the ions and the total beam current, and ultimately the cost of the power plant, are

influenced adversely by increasing spot-size, the beams must be focused to a small

spot radius. This spot radius is affected by the density of background vapor present

in the chamber at the time of the beam propagation.

As mentioned above, the background gas density immediately following a mi-
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croexplosion can reach as high as ~ 1018 molecules per cm~3. In the HYLIFE-II

design study by Moir, et al., (1994), 205 spray heads of cold Flibe, 843 A", are em-

ployed to condense the background gas and reduce the density in the chamber to

~1013 molecules per cm3 within the ~ 0.17 s between shots. The ability to focus the

beam in higher density vapor, ~ 1014 era"3, has considerable advantages, in that it

eases these stringent requirements on the chamber, reducing or perhaps even elimi-

nating the need for sprays and other mechanisms to condense the vapor, leading to

simplified reactor designs. Methods for propagating the beam through lower density,

& 1013 cm~3, gas have been explored by Callahan (1995). Beam propagation as a

magnetic pinch through higher density, > 1015 cm~3, gas are being studied by Hahn

and Lee (1995) and Tauschwitz, et al., (1995), and are very advantageous if physi-

cally feasible. However, some neutralized transport schemes lead to more complicated

designs requiring, for example, the formation of stable plasma channels within the

chamber, etc.

The purpose of this thesis is to determine if a beam of heavy ions can be focused

to the necessary mm size spot radii on target through background gas densities in the

range of ~1014 to 1015 molecules per cm3. We will explore chambers that use Flibe

or liquid-lithium, which was proposed in the original HYLIFE design by Blink, et

al., (1985), and also meets the basic requirements of breeding tritium and protecting

the first structural wall from neutrons, as the working fluid. Collisions of the beam

ions with the background gas will result in a highly random distribution of beam

charge states due to stripping, and complicated plasma phenomena due to ionization

of the background gas. Analytic formulations, such as the simple envelope equation,

(10), used earlier are inadequate for describing the dynamics of the beam under these

conditions. We therefore turn to numerical methods based on particle-in-cell and

Monte Carlo techniques to solve the basic equations of motion for the beam ions.
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2 Beam Propagation Theory

In this thesis we wish to determine the spot radius to which a heavy ion beam

can be conventionally focused through a chamber filled with background gas. In

particular we wish to determine the positions and velocities of the beam ions as they

move through the chamber as this will determine the position and radius of the focal

spot. In order to do this we first need to understand the physical processes that

affect the motion of the beam ions, and then write a set of equations that describe

this motion.

Beam ion Hg+

Ion kinetic energy (i?j) 10 GeV
Particle velocity (/?) 0.32
Beam current (7j) 4 kA
Pulse length (Lj,) 1 m
Beam emittance (e) 20 mm — mrad
Beam radius at final lens (af) 10 cm
Beam convergence half-angle (0) 20 mrad

Table 3: Some typical beam parameters.

Before proceeding, we summarize, in table (3), a set of beam parameters.based

on the discussion in the previous chapter and adapted from Lee (1991). We shall use

these parameters to determine the order of magnitude of various dynamical quantities

throughout this thesis.

2.1 Physical Processes

We separate the interactions of the particles in the chamber into two types. Dis-

crete, or particle-particle, interactions where the charged and neutral particles in the
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chamber undergo collisions; and collective, or particle-field, interactions, where the

charged particles are affected by the self-generated electromagnetic fields. As men-

tioned above, inertial confinement fusion may require that multiple beams, ~4 to 32,

be focused onto the target; in this thesis however, we study the transport of a single

beam and neglect the forces of the other beams. Interactions between these multiple

beams has been studied by Callahan (1995).

2.1.1 Particle-Particle Interactions

As mentioned above, the background gas neutrals, beam ions, background gas

ions, and electrons can interact with each other via collisions. These collisions can be

elastic scattering collisions or inelastic charge-changing and excitation collisions. The

charge-changing collisions are responsible for the creation of electrons and gas ions,

and for the alteration of the beam ion charge state. It is. hoped that the electrons

generated by ionizing collisions with the background gas will be entrained by the

beam, while the background gas ions, being heavier than the electrons, will remain

essentially at the location of their creation. These electrons may be sufficient to

compensate for the increase in charge state of the beam ions due to stripping and any

gas ions in the vicinity of the beam, allowing the beam to be focused to spot radii

comparable to those in a pure vacuum chamber.

The densities of the charged species, electrons, beam ions and gas ions, are gener-

ally orders of magnitude lower than that of the background gas neutral density; even

the electrons, which are the most prolific of the charged species, reach densities of

~1013 cm~3 only when the background gas density is at the high end, ~1015 cm~3,

and the beam is at the target. Therefore we can ignore collisions between the charged

species. Within the scope of this thesis, we also ignore collisions between the sec-
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ondary charged species, electrons and gas ions, and background gas neutrals; although

such collisions will result in the generation of electrons and background gas ions, they

will not change the charge state of the beam ions.

We are therefore left with collisions between the beam ions and background gas

neutrals. As mentioned above, these collisions can be elastic scattering or inelastic.

Elastic scattering collisions result in an angular deflection of the beam ions. Jack-

son (1975) has shown that after several collisions, the distribution in angle will be

approximately Gaussian with a mean square angle:

9

where Zg is the background gas atomic number, ng is the background gas density, q

and m& are the charge-state and mass of the beam ion in amu respectively, fi is its

velocity in units of c, and 7 is the relativistic factor. L is the distance that the beam

ion travels, and is approximately given by ~ a / / 0 , where a; is the radius of the beam

at the lens and 0 is the convergence angle from the lens. For example consider the

typical beam parameters given in table (3) with an average charge state of q ~ + 3

propagating through fluorine gas with density ng ~ 1015 cm~3; as we will see later,

fluorine is the dominant background gas component for reactors that use Flibe. The

root mean square deflection angle is then ~ 2.3 firad. From emittance considerations, •

the minimum mean square angle can be given by: (02) ~ e2/2af, where e is the

emittance of the beam. Again using the parameters given in table (3) we get a mean

square angle of ~ 0.14 mrad. This is more than sixty times larger than the deflection

angle from scattering, thereforewe can ignore elastic scattering collisions.

We are left then with inelastic collisions between the beam ions and background

gas neutrals. These collisions can be divided into excitation collisions, where the

beam ion or the background gas neutral is left in an excited state after the collision,
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and charge-changing collisions, where the charge states of the beam ions and back-

ground gas atoms are altered by the collision. Viewed from a classical perspective,

the excitation process is one where an electron in a lower-lying level in the atom is

excited to a higher level via the absorption of energy; this leaves a "hole" in the lower

level where the electron used to be. The time to fill this hole, and return the atom to

its ground state can be given by fr/T, where F is the natural line width of the level.

From compilations by Keski-Rahkonen and Krause (1974) we see that the outer-most

atomic levels generally have the smallest line-widths. For example for the JV7 shell in

mercury, F ~ 0.2 eV, which yields a de-excitation time of 3.3 fs. Similarly the lifetime

for a hole in the L2 shell of fluorine is ~ 1.3 ps. As will be seen later, these times

are generally much smaller than the mean time between charge-changing collisions,

therefore we can neglect excitation.

We are now left with charge-changing collisions between the beam ions and back-

ground gas neutrals. These collisions are of two types, electron loss, where the charge

state of the beam ion or the background gas neutral increases, and electron capture,

where the charge state of the beam ion decreases due to the capture of an electron

from the background gas neutral. These collisions can be described by a "cross sec-

tion", such that the probability for a beam ion to undergo a particular type of collision

in a small distance, 6s, is given by

P = ang8s , (16)

where ng is the neutral density of the background gas. The cross section, a, for this

collision has the dimensions of area.

Schlachter, et al., (1983) have shown that the capture cross section, crC}q, the cross

section for a beam ion of charge state q to capture an electron from the background
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gas, follows the approximate empirical scaling law:
-2^3.9 74.2

. C i ^ 8 . 6 x l 0 - 2 1 ^ _ | ^ , (17)

where q and Zg, as before, are the charge-state of the beam ion and atomic number of

the background gas respectively, and Ei cz l.OTjEj/mj where Ej, is the kinetic energy of

the beam ion in GeV and mj is its mass in amu. ao is the Bohr radius. For example

with the values in table (3) with an average charge state of q a + 3 and fluorine

background gas, we calculate a capture cross section <Tc>g~2.2xlO~25cm2. As will

be shown this is much less than the cross sections for electron loss and therefore can

be ignored.

We are then left only with the electron loss collisions between the beam ions and

the background gas neutrals. There are two types of electron loss collisions, those

that result in the loss of electrons from the beam ions, stripping, and those that

result in the loss of electrons from the background gas, ionization; these generally

occur simultaneously. We quote here the results of a semi-empirical method for

calculating the single-electron loss cross sections for fast collisions, i.e. collisions

where only a single electron is lost from either the background gas or the beam ion;

this method is described in detail in a later section. For example, the ionization of an

almost fully stripped mercury ion, Hg79+, due to a collision with a neutral fluorine

atom has the smallest cross section, ~ 2.5 x 10~22 cm2. Although we would never

expect a mercury beam ion to reach this high a charge state, this cross section is still

more than three orders of magnitude larger than the capture cross section, so we are

justified in ignoring electron capture. The largest cross section is for the ionization

of a neutral fluorine atom by a fully stripped mercury ion, ~ 2.7 x 10"~14 cm2; and

with a background gas density of ng ~ 1015 cm~3, the mean time between collisions,

~ l/arigfic, is ~ 3.9ps. Although this is only three times larger than the largest

de-excitation time, as mentioned above, we do not expect the mercury beam ions
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to become fully stripped. For the more realistic +20 charge state ions, the collision

time increases to ~ 32.5 ps which is more than twenty-five times larger than the de-

excitation time; therefore the beam ions and the background gas neutrals are assumed

to be in their ground states when they undergo electron loss collisions.

Finally, a few words must be said about multiple electron loss cross sections. As

will be shown later, for fast collisions the electron loss cross sections are independent

of a detailed knowledge of the structure of the projectile, and depend only on its

charge state. Therefore at high velocities, the electron loss cross sections will be

approximately the same whether the projectile is an electron, proton, or Hg+ ion.

Schram, et al., (1966) have reported single and multiple electron loss cross sections

for electron impact on noble gases. Their data go as high as 15 keV electrons, which

correspond to a velocity of 0.24c, slightly lower than the 0.32c velocity for 10 GeV

mercury. For the ionization of helium, the ratio of the cross section for the loss of two

electrons to that for one electron is ~0.27%. For neon this ratio is ~2.4% and gets

much lower for the loss of more than two electrons. For the heavier gases, krypton and

xenon, the ratios are ~8.8% and ~18% respectively. Clearly, for heavier atoms that

have many loosely bound outer electrons, the multiple electron loss cross sections are

a significant fraction of the single electron loss cross sections, but for1 lighter atoms

they are only a few percent of the single electron loss cross sections. Therefore in

the case of the ionization of the background gas we can safely neglect the multiple

loss cross sections. For mercury stripping, however, it seems that we may not be able

to neglect multiple electron loss since it forms about ~ 20% of the single electron

loss cross section. But, single electron stripping is never a major component of the

total collision cross section; for +10 mercury ions colliding with fluorine, it's about

~ 7%. Consequently the multiple electron stripping cross section will be even smaller,

~1.5% of the total cross section, and therefore can be ignored.
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2.1.2 Particle-Field Interactions

beam

Figure 10: The beam coordinate system.

Besides collisional interactions, the charged species in the chamber can also in-

teract with the collective, self-generated electromagnetic fields. In order to discuss

these fields and their effect on the velocities and positions of theparticles, it becomes

necessary to specify a coordinate system. The most natural system is cylindrical,

with the axis running through the center line of the beam as shown in figure (10).

The computations to be presented here are axisymmetric, therefore, by assump-

tion, the space charge of the beam will generate only radial and axial electric fields.

Also the beams of concern here have no net angular momentum around the z axis,

therefore the only bulk currents that exist are radial and axial; consequently, by sym-

metry, only azimuthal magnetic fields exist. Therefore, we retain only the transverse

magnetic field set: the radial and axial electric fields, Er and Ez respectively, and the

azimuthal magnetic field, BQ.

The motions of all the charged particles in the chamber: beam ions, background

gas ions and electrons are coupled to these fields via the Lorentz force. Since the

system is taken to be axisymmetric, we are only concerned with the radial and axial

positions of the particles, r and z, respectively. Although the beam itself has no

net angular momentum, each individual beam ion does have an azimuthal velocity,
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therefore we keep all three velocity components, radial, axial and azimuthal, vr, vz

and v$, respectively.

For some types of particles, one or more of these velocity components may re-

main invariant under the influence of the fields discussed above. We first look at

the beam ions. For the values in table (3) both vr and v$ are much less than

i;z; therefore /? ~ vz/c, and the change in the axial velocity can be written as

Avzc^(qeAt/^3mi)7n0)(Ez + vrBg), where mj is the mass in amu and q is the charge

state of the ion. Again for the values in table (3) we get maximum fields of around,

B$~O.Q1T and Ez~4.2MV/m for an ellipsoidal beam, and Ai~53ns for the beam

to traverse a distance of ~ 5 rn. Then Avz/vz ~ 0.1%. Therefore vz and 7, which

is only a function of vz, are taken to be invariant. For the beam ions then we only

need equations for vr and vg. We now look at the gas ions; as mentioned before,

these are created via ionizing collisions between the beam ions and background gas

atoms, and essentially have zero initial velocity. The radial and axial velocities are

given by Av ~ (qgeAt/mgm0)E, where qg and mg are the charge state and mass of

the background gas ion in amu respectively. For a + 1 fluorine ion, and the values in

table (3) we get maximum fields of around E ~ 8.6 MV/m and Av ~ 0.007c. There-

fore the gas ions never reach relativistic velocities. Also with the transverse magnetic

field set, there are no forces in the azimuthal direction; therefore angular momentum

is conserved and the azimuthal velocity remains zero. For the background gas ions

then we keep only vT and vz. The electrons however, are created with some initial

velocity; this velocity is dependent on whether the electron is created via ionizing

a background gas atom or stripping a beam ion, and will be discussed in more de-

tail later. Therefore all three electron velocity components, vr, vz and vg, must be

maintained.
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2.2 Governing Equations

An analysis of the particle-field interactions will allow us to write a set of time-

evolution equations for the dynamic quantities discussed above: the radial and axial

positions of ail the particles, the radial, axial and azimuthal velocity components of

the electrons, the radial and axial velocities of the gas ions, and the radial and az-

imuthal velocities of the beam ions- We also need to write equations for the transverse

magnetic field set: the radial and axial electric fields, and the azimuthal magnetic

field. The formalism presented here benefits from lectures by Kaufman (1995).

The particle-particle interactions, as discussed above, will result in the creation

of electrons and gas ions, and an increase in the charge states of the beam ions.

Because we only allow for single, electron loss collisions between background gas neu-

trals and beam ions, all the gas ions created have charge state + 1 ; but the beam

ions can undergo several successive stripping collisions with background gas neutrals,

and therefore can have any charge state from an initial value to fully stripped. We

can then write evolution equations for the number of electrons, gas ions, and beam

ions of a particular charge state. The resulting equations will form a complete set

that can, in theory, be solved with the appropriate initial and boundary conditions

to determine the dynamics of the beam.

2.2.1 Particle Position Equations

The positions of the particles are given by:

where rS)l- is the position of a particle and v5)t- is its velocity. The subscript s = (g, e, g)

is a species label refering to beam ions of charge state <?, electrons, and gas ions
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respectively, and the subscript i denotes a particular particle. As mentioned above,

we keep only the radial and axial positions of the particles. Then for the radial

position (18) becomes:

^ r = ^ - (19)

r3)i refers to the radial position of a particle. And for the axial position, zS){:

- ^ i = vz,s,i , (20)

2.2.2 Particle Velocity Equations

The fully relativistic time evolution equations for the velocities is the Newton-

Lorentz equation:

^ = qse (E(r,,f) + v5)t- x B(r5f£)) , (21)

where pS)t- is the particle momentum defined as msm07SjiVSj,-, where ms is the particle

mass in amu, 7S)t' is the relativistic factor, q3 is the charge state of the particle, E(rSj,-)

and B(rs,») are the electric and magnetic fields at the position of the particles.

Now for the radial velocity of the electrons we can write:

r[Yt,i) - vz,e,iB6{re,i)) , (22)
at '6,1 77leTll0

where the subscript s is written as e, and me is the mass of the electron in units of

amu. Similarly for the axial velocity:

and for the azimuthal velocity:

d7e,iV9,e,i _ 1e,iV0,e,iVr,e,i

• dt re,," '
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As mentioned in the previous section, for the beam ions, we only need equations

for the radial and azimuthal velocities. Using equation (21) we can write the radial

velocity of a beam ion of charge state q as:

where now the subscirpt 5 is written as q, the charge state of a particular beam ion,

and mj is its mass in amu. Notice that the relativistic factor 7?)t- is taken to be

invariant. The azimuthal velocity is given by:

dt ~ ^
at Tq)t

And finally for the non-relativistic, 7ff>:- ~ 1, background gas ions, we write the

radial and axial velocities as:

dVrni &
JfLM. = _ £ _ (ET{rg,i) - vz,g7iBe(rg,i)) , (27)

dt — "^

where the charge-state of all gas ions, as discussed above, is + 1 , and where mg is the

mass of the gas atom in units of amu.

2.2.3 Field Equations

As can be seen, in order to solve the time evolution of the velocities, we need

to know the electric and magnetic fields at the positions of the particles. The time

evolution of the magnetic field is given by the Faraday-Maxwell equation:

(29)

For the azimuthal magnetic field then:

dBe _ dEz dEr
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And the time evolution of the electric field is be given by the Ampere-Maxwell

equation:

« J_VxB-V (31)
at HQCQ eo

where J is the current density. For the radial and axial electric fields, equation (31)

yields:

« * ^ L « * I * , (32)at fioeo oz eo
8EZ_ 1 1 d{vBe) 1
at fxoeo r or eo

The divergence of B equation, V • B = 0, is trivially satisfied with the azimuthally

symmetric transverse magnetic field set used here, and we substitute the continuity

equation for Gauss' law, V • E=p/eo.

2.2.4 Current Density Equations

Equations (32) and (33) contain the source terms Jr and Jz, the radial and axial

current densities respectively. Later we will show how we can get these by evaluating

the continuity equation:

V . J - - | , (34)'

where p is the charge density defined as:
Zb Nq Ne Ng

p = E «e E *3( r- r^-)+E -e*3(r-re>«)+E ^ ( r - r w ) ' (35)
q=l »=1 *=1 i = l

where Zj, is the atomic number of the beam ion, and iVg, Ne, and Ng are the number

of beam ions of charge state q, the number of electrons, and the number of gas ions

respectively. 53 is a three-dimensional delta function, such that the integral of p

over all space would result in e(Ng — Ne + ]C3=i 9-̂ g)- F°r the geometry of concern,

equation (34) becomes:
ldjrJr) dJz dp
7-dr- + -d7 = -di- (36)
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2.2.5 Particle Number Equations

Finally we need a method for calculating the total number of particles of a given

species. The derivation presented here benefits from lectures by Vujic (1992). As

mentioned above, these numbers are determined by the collisions. The only collisions

of concern axe those between beam ions and background gas neutrals. If we write Ss

for the beam ions in equation (16) as vz6t, since, as discussed above, vr,vg-4Zvz, then

the probability that a beam ion of charge state q will undergo a particular type of

collision, x, in the time interval 8t is given by:

SPx,q,i = (rz,qngv2,g,i6t, (37)

where aXtq is the cross section for this type of collision, ng is the background gas

density, and vZjqii is. the velocity of the beam ion. Therefore the probability that no

collision will occur in this time is:

SPq,i = 1 - <rt,qngvz>q,i8t, (38)

where a^q is now the total cross section and is given by Y^x
 a*A- Then the probability

that no collision has occurred after a time t=n6t has elapsed is given by Pq>i = (&Pg,t)n,

or in the limit of n —> oo:'

h,i = exp (-<rt,gngv2,q]it) . (39)

Then the probability that a collision of type x will take place between some time t

and t+6t is simply given by Pqj8Px%qj. Finally the probability distribution function,

or the probability density for a collision of type x to occur at time t is given by:

% , « = <rx,qngvZtq,i exp (-<rt,qngvZtq)it) . (40)

This probability density is normalized over the interval 0 < t < oo. We now define

a cumulative distribution, Px,g,i(t), or the probability that a collision of type x will
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take place over the interval 0<i'<<:

i W = f\x>g>i(t')dt'. (41)
Jo

Substituting from (40) into (41) yields:

Px,q,i = ^ [1 - exp {-<rMngvz,q,it)} , (42)
crt,q

where PXj?)t-(0)=0 and Px,g>«(oo) = 1.

Since we have concluded that the only two types of collisions that can occur are

stripping and ionization, we can write:

<7t = <7m,0 + OStfi + <riniSi . (43)

where we have suppressed the subscript q for convenience. cr,-njo is the cross section for

ionizing the background gas but not stripping the beam ion; likewise, ostfi is the cross

section for stripping the beam ion without ionizing the background gas atom; and

&in,st is the cross section for both these processes to occur simultaneously. In the case

of collisions between fast, heavy particles, like the beam ions, and light projectiles,

such as the background gas atoms, almost all collisions will result in some ionization

of the background gas atom; therefore astfl ~ 0, and we can write (43) as:

<7i ='O":n,0 + CTjn)5< , ( 44 )

If we now define the ionization cross section as, <x,-n = <xtn)o + <?in,st, then the

probability equation (42) becomes:

Px,q,i = -r3- [1 - exp {-(Tin,qngv2,q,it)] , (45)
(Ttn,q

where for ionizing collisions we replace <rx by <7,-re, and for stripping collisions, by

ast = astfi + crintSt ~ ain,st- As discussed above, every ionizing collision between a
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beam ion q,i and a background gas neutral leads to the creation of a background

gas ion of charge state + 1 and an electron; and every stripping collision will result in

the conversion of the beam ion charge state from q to q + 1 and the creation of an

electron. The probability function (45) can then be solved to calculate the number of

background gas ions, A^, electrons, Ne, and beam ions of charge state q, Nq at time

t.

We now have a complete set of equations for the following unknows. Particle

radial positions, r?jt-, z?)t-, rejt-: equation (19); axial positions, 2ei,-, rgj, zg>{: equation

(20); electron velocities, t>r,e,»3
 vz,e,i, V9,e,i: equations (22), (23) and (24); beam ion

velocities, Vr,g,t, V9,q,i'- equations (25) and (26); background gas ion velocities, vr>gti,

vz,g,V- equations (27) and (28); azimuthal magnetic field, Bg: equation (30); radial

and axial electric fields, Er, Ez: equations (32) and (33); radial and axial current

densities, Jr, Jz: equation (36); and particle numbers, Ng, Ne, Nq: equation (45).

Given a set of boundary and initial conditions, we can solve these equations for the

dynamics of the beam, in particular for the positions of the beam ions. The constant

parameters that appear in these equations are the axial velocities for the beam ions,
vz,q,U the beam ion and gas atom masses, mj and mg, the atomic number of the

beam ions, Zj, the background gas density, %, and the stripping and ionization cross

sections, ast,q and ain,q-
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3 Numerical Equations

The equations in the previous section can be grouped into four categories. The

particle equations for the positions and velocities; the field equations for the electric

and magnetic fields; the particle-field interaction equations for the current densities

and the field interpolation to the particle positions; and the particle-particle interac-

tion equation for the particle numbers. Solving these equations is impossible analyti-

cally without making many simplifying assumptions. We therefore turn to numerical

methods. The resulting numerical equations can be "solved" using a computer.

For the particle position and velocity equations we impose a temporal grid and

employ a central differencing scheme to reduce the temporal derivatives to algebraic

quantities. In addition to this we impose a spatial mesh and finite differencing tech-

niques to reduce the spatial derivatives in the field equations. Particle-in-cell (PIC)

techniques are used to interpolate the fields to the particle positions and calculate

the current densities. Finally Monte Carlo collision (MCC) techniques are employed

to calculate the particle numbers. A study of the boundary and initial conditions

needed to solve these equations is deferred until later.

We first describe the geometry used to model the target chamber. In a liquid-wall

chamber such as HYLIFE-II by Moir, et al., (1994), shown in figure (9), a pocket of

liquid Flibe surrounds the target. Figure (11) * shows a top and side view of this

pocket, the location of the target and the beams in the chamber. As mentioned

before, in this thesis we study the transport of a single beam through the chamber,

neglecting the other beams. We then replace the complex geometry shown in figure

(11) by a large open-ended cylinder with a conducting wall, as shown in figure (12).

Taken from Moir, et al., (1994).
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Figure 11: The oscillating and stationary jets of liquid Flibe

in the HYLIFE-II chamber. Top and side views.

open end conducting wall leis

target

R

open end

beam

Figure 12: The simplified chamber geometry

used to solve the system of equations.

The final focus system is included in the model as a thin lens located a distance

Lf ~ ai/Q from the target; where a\ is the radius of the beam at the lens, and 0 is

the beam convergence angle. The radius of the cylinder, Rc is tens of centimeters;

in the HYLIFE-II chamber, for example, the closest "structure" to- the beam, once

it enters the chamber, is the Flibe pocket which has ~ 50 cm inner radius around

the target. The length of the cylinder, Lc, is several meters; it includes the distance

from the lens to the target plus a few beam lengths, Lj, to the right of the lens and
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the left of the target as shown in figure (12). The beam starts behind the lens; as

the simulation progresses, it travels down the axis of the cylinder, through the lens,

towards the target. The background gas only exists in front of the lens.

3.1 Superparticle Equations

Evaluating the governing equations for every particle in the system, s, i, is com-

putationally impractical; for the parameters given in table (3), the number of beam

ions of charge state + 1 initially is Ni ~2.6 x 1014. Therefore we need to first discretize

the number of particles. The discussion presented here follows that of Hockney and

Eastwood (1988). The equations that need to be discretized are the particle position

and velocity equations, (18) and (21). For each species, s, we group a number of

particles together, and define:

1 AN
r « ' ( 4 6)

where rp is now the position of a group of AiV particles at positions rt- indexed by p.

The species subscript has been suppressed for convenience. Given any function of r,

/(r) , we approximate its value at the group position rp by:

The validity of this approximation will be discussed in detail later, when we analyze

the numerical methods.

We can use equation (47) for the velocities of the particles to write:

> " ( 4 8 )

where vp is the velocity of a hypothetical particle at location rp, and v,- are, as before,

the velocities of the particles located at r,\ If we now take the time derivative of (46),
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we get:

so that (18) retains its original form if we interpret vp as the velocity of group p.

Taking the derivative of (48) results in:

where we have substituted from (21). The relativistic factor, 7, is simply a function

of velocity, therefore using (47) and interpolating the fields to the group position, rp,

we can write:

If we define mp—ANm0 and ep = AiVe, then equation (51) can be written as:

dpP

dt

and we see that (21) retains its form with pp=mmp7pvp.

(52)

We see that if we can approximate the value of a function at the position of

a group of particles, rp, by (47), then the equations that describe the motion of

the particles, (18) and (45) also describe the motion of these groups of particles,

or "superparticles". Therefore all the subsequent equations derived from these also

remain the same, provided we replace the particle index i by the superparticle index

p, the mass m0 by the "super-mass" mp, and the charge e by the "super-charge" ep.

From this point on, particles are to be thought of as superparticles with positions and

velocities, rSjP and vSjP, where s is the species label, s = (q, e,g); and the summation

over the particle numbers, iVs, is now done over superparticle numbers, KS=NS/AN.
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3.2 Particle and Field Equations

We now describe the the method for differencing the three sets of time-evolution

equations. The equations for the radial and axial positions of the superparticles: (19)

and (20); the superparticle velocity equations: (22), (23), (24), (25), (26), (27) and

(28); and the electric and magnetic'field equations: (30), (32) and (33). Many of the

techniques used here are described quite thoroughly in the definitive text by Birdsall

and Langdon (1985) and the review article by Dawson (1983).

3.2.1 Particle Position Equations

0
• • •

n

<_ _...

r

A

z

n+1/2

s ^

t

\ *

Vr

n+1

vevz

n+3/2

Figure 13: The temporal grid showing the particle positions and velocities.

To difference the particle position equations, (19) and (20), we temporally "stag-

ger" the particle velocities from the positions as shown on the grid in figure (13). At

is the temporal division over which the quantities are advanced, and n is an index

used to refer to a particular location in time. This allows us to employ a "central

differencing" scheme for the derivatives, which will be discussed in more detail later,

when we analyze the numerical methods. The method is called "leap-frog" because

the particle velocities at n + 1/2 are used to advance the positions from n to n + 1,
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and then the positions at n + 1 are used to advance the velocities from n + 1/2 to

n + 3/2.

Differencing the axial position equation (20) yields:

_n+l _ n , n+1/2zs,p ~ zs,p + vz,s,P (53)

where the superscripts refer to the time-index. Thus if the axial position is know at

time n and the axial velocity is known at time n+1/2 then we can find the position at

time n + 1, thereby advancing it by one time-division, At. For the beam ions Vz,sJ

is replaced by the invariant quantity vz>q>p. Thus:

— Zgp T^ Uz^qtpL\i, . . \ot)

Figure 14: The Cartesian transverse plane for the radial position advance.

Differencing the radial position equation (19) presents some problems in cylin-

drical coordinates. Consider a particle that is close to the origin and has some finite

radial and azimuthal velocity; by conservation of angular momentum, such a particle
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would be prevented from passing through the origin. If, however, we were to simply

difference equation (19) in a fashion similar to equation (53), then, because the result-

ing equation would have no accommodation for the azimuthal velocity of the particle,

the radial velocity could cause the particle to go through the origin in time At, clearly

violating the conservation of angular momentum. Boris (1970) describes a method for

overcoming this problem by performing the radial position advance in the Cartesian

transverse plane. Figure (14) shows this transverse plane and the particle's position

and velocity at the various times. Notice that the transverse velocity at n + 1/2,

vLs v ' *s reso^ve^ w**k respect to the position at n. The Cartesian coordinates of

the particle are then given by:

*s,p — ' s,p~ ur,s,P

and

Then the advanced radial position is calculated from:

rn+1 —
rs,p —

Since the background gas ions do not have any azimuthal velocity, this Cartesian

advance is superfluous; equation (56) vanishes and equation (57) simply becomes the

differenced version of equation (19), with the caveat that r always be positive. Thus

(58)

Equations (55) and (56) imply that the particle lies on the x axis at time n.

While the orientation of this axis is arbitrary initially, it cannot remain so, and if we

wish the particle at time n -f 1 to also be located on the x axis in preparation for the

advance to time n + 2, then clearly we must rotate the Cartesian system by the angle
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0 shown in figure (14). In particular this rotation will affect the orientation of the

velocities at time n +1/2, therefore we defer this calculation till we study the particle

velocity equations.

3.2.2 Field Equations

E r ! E z

0 n n+1/2

B

n+1 n+3/2

Figure 15: The temporal grid showing the electric and magnetic fields.

The field equations (30), (32) and (33) have both spatial and temporal derivatives.

Therefore, in addition to imposing a temporal mesh, similar to the one employed for

the particle positions as shown in figure (13), we also need to impose a spatial grid.

The temporal mesh is shown in figure (15). We now "leap-frog" between the radial

and axial electric fields, which are known at integral time-steps, and the azimuthal

magnetic field and current densities, which are known at half-integral time-steps.

Since the spatial derivatives of the fields are needed in equations (30) to (33),

we impose a rectangular (r, z) mesh, figure (16), on the; cylindrical system shown in

figure (12). This mesh is similar to the Cartesian grid used by Yee (1966), and allows

us to use a "three-point finite difference" scheme for the spatial derivatives, described

by Birdsall and Langdon (1985), and discussed in more detail later, when we analyze
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Figure 16: The spatial grid showing the locations of the electric and magnetic fields

and the current densities.

the numerical methods. The radial mesh division is Ar and the axial division is Az.

The radial index, j , runs from 1/2 on axis, r=0 , to Nr at the conducting wall, r=Rc.

The axial grid index, k, runs from 1 at the open end on the left of the target to Nz

at the open end on the right of the lens. The radial electric field, Er, and current

density, J r , are computed on integral axial nodes and half-integral radial nodes; the

axial electric field, Ez, and current density, Jz, are computed on half-integral axial

nodes and integral radial nodes; and the azimuthal magnetic field, Bg., is known at

half-integral axial and radial nodes.

The Ampere-Maxwell equations (32) and (33) can be differenced as:

n+l/2 _ Rn+l/2 \
JfBJ+l/2,k-l/2j At -
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yi+V^g,j-H/2,fc+1/2 Jl/^g,i-l/2,fc+l/2 j _
/ 2 2 \
(| j ) (60)

Af n+i/2

where the additional subscripts on the fields and current densities refer to the spatial

location on the mesh shown in figure (16), the superscripts, as before, refer to the

temporal location in figure (15), and ry+1/2, for instance, is the radius of the grid

location j + 1/2. Equations (59) and (60) advance the radial and axial electric fields

from nton+1 given the current densities and magnetic fields at n+1/2. The method

for calculating these current densities is discussed later.

To advance the magnetic field we difference the Faraday-Maxwell equation (30):

Rn+3/2 _ i ^

fpn+1 rm+1 \
Ar V *J+l,*+l/2

Therefore we advance the azimuthal magnetic field from n +1/2 to n + 3/2 given the

radial and axial electric fields at n + 1.

3.2.3 Particle Velocity Equations

Finally, we turn to the velocity evolution equations (22), (23) and (24) for the

electrons, (25) and (26) for the ions, and (27) and (28) for the background gas ions.

The temporal locations of the velocities are shown in figure (13). We first look

at the beam ions. The azimuthal velocity equation (26) is nothing more than the

conservation of angular momentum:

' «*(*•«****) = Q . (62)
at

With the help of figure (17), the same as figure (14) with more detail, we can finite

difference equation (62):
n+3/2 n+3/2 . / / , / \ n+1/2 n+1/2 . / ,s ,cos

V ' Sln(X ~1>)=rq* V±,q,P S m (^ ~ ^) > (63)
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^ + 1

Figure 17: The Cartesian transverse plane for the velocity advance.

where v± ' is the transverse velocity of the beam ion, x, as shown, is the angle

between r£p and v^_ ' , and •$ is the angle between r£p and rqjP ' ; similarly the

primed quantities are these values at n+3/2. The problem with this equation is that

r£p ' and r£p ' are "pseudo" positions, in that we do not actually have the particle

positions at these half-integral temporal locations. As mentioned before v^_ is

resolved with respect to the position at n, therefore the right-hand-side of equation

(63) becomes:

n+1/2
n+1/2 , rq,p

r9)P ' cosip — -^-

and from figure (17) we see that the term in the square brackets is nothing more than

rgp. Similarly the left-hand-side of equation (63) becomes V%~LJ r^J"1, and we can

write (63) as:

n+3/2 _ rq,p ..n+1/2
n+lV0,q,p (64)

We now have an equation for the advance of the azimuthal velocity from n + 1/2 to

n + 3/2 given the particle positions at n and n + 1. We can write this in a more
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insightful form if we realize the following:

^ p 1

xn+1

rq,p

rq

rlp'

+1

•f v

rq

r,q,P At
'.+1
,P

where 0g?p is the angle between r" and r**1 shown in figure (17). Then equation

(64) becomes:
n+3/2 n+1/2 R n+1/2 . a tcc\

V6,qJ =V8,qJ COS$q,p-Vr,p Sin $q,p . (66)6,qJ =V8,qJ

In this form equation (66) can be recognized as the the azimuthal component of the

velocity that results from a rotation of u? ' by the angle 6, and accounts for the

rotation of described by Boris (1970) and mentioned in the section on the position

advance.

We now look at the radial velocity equation (25) for the beam ions. We can

rewrite this as:

vr,q,p) _ V±,q,p gep / j? / % „ r> (r. \ \ t»7\

J = - — + { E ( r ) ~ V B e { r ) ) (67)rq,p at Tq,p 7q,pmbmp

Performing the same manipulations as we did with the azimuthal velocity equation,

and remembering that v^ ' is resolved with respect to the position at n, we finite

difference (67) as

n+3/2 _ r£P<S /2 At ( " S P ) qepAt
+ 311 +

rg,p

where -S^p is the radial electric field at n + 1 at the position of the particle r ^ 1 ,

and similarly for the azimuthal magnetic field; we'll discuss these fields in more detail

later. Again, we can gain some insight if we define the rotated radial velocity as:

x n+1/2 a n+1/2 . a ,„-.,.
Vr,q,p = vr,q,P COS 0g,p + V^J SlH^,p , (69)
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where 0?)P is the rotation angle shown in figure (17) and defined in equations (65).

Then (68) becomes:

n+3/2 x qep At f +1 r?n+l\ /7n\

Equation (70) completes the rotation described by Boris (1970) and advances the

radial velocity from n + 1/2 to n -j- 3/2.

We now turn our attention to the gas ions. The time-evolution of the radial and

axial velocities of these non-relativistic particles is given by equations (27) and (28).

If we central difference these equations we get:

*. / n+3/2 , n+l/2 \
n+3/2 _ n+l/2 &PAt I + 1 Vz,g,p + Vz,g,P p n + i \ ,- . ̂

Vr,g,P - Vr,9>P + — \EW ~ Be^pJ , (71)

A . / n+3/2 . n+l/2 \
n+3/2 ..n+l/2 , epAt / + 1 Vr^p + Vr,gjP +1 \

vz>9,p = vw + — ^Ew + B,MJ , (72)
The problem with these equations, unlike that of the beam ions, is that they are

coupled in the velocities through the force terms. In the case of the beam ions, the

force term contains only the axial velocity which is assumed to be invariant. Boris

(1970) provides an elegant solution to this problem by decoupling the electric and

magnetic forces. We first define a velocity advance based on half the electric force:

VrgP - v +
/.mgm

eP

gmp
ePAt 1

Then, anticipating that we will have to end the velocity advance by conducting a

similar operation for the remaining half of the magnetic field we write:

vr,g,P
n+3/2 _
r,g,p —

n+3/2 _
( 7 5 )
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These equations, (74) and (75), are sufficient to advance the radial and axial velocities

of the particles provided we know the quantities v*gp and v^gp. Clearly we need to

solve for these quantities in terms of the known values v~gp and v~gp defined by

equations (73). If we substitute (74), (75) and (73) into (71) and (72) we get what

look like a set of rotation formulae:
vta,P = vr,g,P

 c o s KP ~ v7,g,P sm <f>g,P ,

* + V7,g,P « » <j>g,v ,
where sin <f>9jP and cos $g<p are defined as:

= Vr,9,p

mgmp J

1 "f I o^,_m_ J

. ! (TT)

COS Snv =

\ 2mgmp J

We expect (76) to be a rotation because the azimuthal magnetic field will indeed

rotate the radial and axial velocities; the significance of this will be discussed in more

detail later. These equations then provide the desired relations between v+gp and

vr,g,p> a n d vtg,p a n d u w ' w n e r e v^,g,p a n d V7,g,p a r e &ven b v (73)- T l i e i 1 equations

(74) and (75) can be used to advance the radial and axial velocities of the gas ions

from n + 1/2 to n + 3/2.

Finally, we look at the velocity advance of the fully relativistic electrons, given

by equations (22), (23) and (24). As in Birdsall and Langdon (1985) we proceed by

defining a "generalized velocity", ue}P=fetPve!P, where vCtP is any velocity component,

and 7e)P, as before, is the relativistic factor. We now deal with this quantity instead

of the velocities and convert after the advance is complete. The azimuthal velocity

equation (24) can then be written as:

at
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This is similar to the azimuthal velocity equation for the beam ions; therefore using

the method of Boris (1970) we write the following difference equation:

n+3/2 n+l/2 ,, n+l/2 . Q . . ,

where the angle of rotation 0e,p is defined, as in the case of the ions, by:

n+l/2 A ,
ue ' At
n+l/2

7e,p

+
e,p 7

and the relativistic factor can be written as:

Equation (79) advances the azimuthal velocity from n + 1/2 to n + 3/2.

The coupled radial and axial velocity equations (22) and (23) become:

Using the same manipulations as we did for the radial velocity of the beam ions, we

can difference these two equations as:

n+3/2 x ep£±l I j-,n+l uz,e,P T uz,e,p p n + l 1

^ = Ur** ~ ~^TP [
E™ ^ B*^ ! '

n + 3 / 2 _ n + l / 2 - ' » ' ^ ^ ^ ^

where, as in the case of the beam ions,

X n+l/2 D . n+l/2 . a / O -N
ur,e,p = ur,e,p COS 0e,p + VgeJ Sm^e.p, (86)
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and sin0e,p and cos#e,p are given by equations (80). Then employing the concept

described by Boris (1970) of using half the electric force, followed by a magnetic

rotation, and then the remaining half of the electric force to advance the velocities as

we did for the gas ions, we can write equations (84) and (85) as:

u
n+3/2 + _ epAf + 1

where
e,p -u~etPsin(f)e,p ,

(89)
< e , p = ur,e,p s i n <f>e,p + «Zje,p c o s

where

K J

( 9 0 )

! ( \

and
uT,e,p — "r,e,p « p

2mem
- _ n+i/2 epAt

We now need to determine 7")£
1 in equations (90). However, the velocities are defined

at half-integral temporal nodes and are not known at n + 1; but since the magnetic

force serves only to rotate the velocities, we can determine the "pseudo" velocities at

integral nodes by the half electric advance. Then:

Finally the actual velocities are defined as < J 3 / 2 = u^3/2/^3/2, where 7 ^ 3 / 2 is

given by an equation similar to (81), except that the velocities at n + 1/2 are now

replaced by those at n + 3/2.
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Figure 18: Flow-chart of the algorithm for advancing particle and field quantities.

This concludes the differencing of the time evolution equations for the superpar-

ticle positions, (19) and (20), superparticle velocities, (22), (23), (24), (25), (26),

(27) and (28), and the fields, (30), (32) and (33). Given a set of superparticle posi-

tions, r£p, z^p, beam ion velocities, v"JJ /2, Vg+*J2, vz,qd» gas ion velocities, v?£#/2,

VzHJ2, electron velocities, t>XJ/2, Vg^J2, v^J2, and fields, ^,-+1/2jJfe,
 E"j,k+i/2>

^0 '+1/2 fc+i/2' ̂ ^e algorithm for advancing these quantities to the next temporal in-

dex, At in time away, proceeds as follows. We first use equations (53) and (54) to

advance the axial positions, and equations (57) and (58) to advance the radial po-

sitions of the particles from n to n + 1. This is done for every single superparticle

indexed by s,p. We then use equations (59) and (60) to advance the radial and axial

electric fields from n to n + 1, and equation (61) to advance the azimuthal magnetic

field from n+1/2 to n+3/2. This is done for every grid point indexed by j , k. Finally
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we use equations (66) and (70) to advance the azimuthal and radial velocities of the

beam ions, equations (74) and (75) to advance the radial and axial velocities of the

gas ions, and equations (79), (87) and (88) to advance the azimuthal, radial and axial

velocities of the electrons from n+1/2 to n-f 3/2. Again we do this for every particle,

s,p. Figure (18) shows the flow-chart for this procedure. At the end of this series of

operations we have all the particle positions, particle velocities, and fields at a time

At later. We repeat this for every time-step, n, "leap-frogging" forward in time.

3.3 Particle-Field and

Particle-Particle Interactions

The particles affect the fields through the current densities, J^j+i/2 k' ̂ zj fc+zj fc+i/2'

which are used to advance the electric fields. And the fields affect the particles

through the Lorentz force which requires a knowledge of the fields at the superparticle

locations, E?^, E%^> ^et]>^ m OT^eT *° advance the velocities. Particle-in-cell

(PIC) techniques, where the particles occupy certain locations within the spatial

mesh "cells", are used to evaluate both these quantities.

In order to calculate the current densities, we need to know the number of su-

perparticles, Ks. The number of particles of any given species will change due to the

collisions between particles. These collisions are described by the collision probabil-

ity equation (45). We shall use Monte Carlo collision (MCC) techniques to solve the

probability equations and determine the particle numbers.



3.3.1 Field Interpolation

We now discuss a method for interpolating the fields to the particle positions. In

general these fields are defined as:

Since we do not know the fields at all positions in space, r, but only at certain grid

locations, r^fc, we follow Hockney and Eastwood (1988) and approximate (93) by:

(rj>k)W(vSiP - vjjk)dV , (94)

where W is some "weighting" function which, like the delta function, determines to

what extent regions of space, now defined by the grid points Tj}k, contribute to the

particle position, rs,p. The validity of this approximation will be discussed in more

detail later, when we analyze the numerical methods.

r ¥

k+1

Figure 19: Spatial mesh for the interpolation of the fields to the particle positions.

In order to determine the weighting functions, W, we impose some constraints

on their form and function. The first of these is that only the fields from the four

nearest grid points will be used in the interpolation, then equation (94) becomes:

(95)
*s,P;rj,zk+i),
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where F*p is the interpolated field to the particle location, (r"p,z^_) at time n,

and Fj'j. are the fields at the spatial grid points, (rj, z*), and temporal location n.

With the above constraint then, the grid point j , k in equation (95) is such that

Tj < r"p < ry+i, zk < z"p < Zk+i as shown in figure (19). We now stipulate that

these weighting functions be bilinear in r2 ,z. This is also referred to as "volume

weighting" because the weight associated with any grid point will then be related to

the volume of space between the particle and the grid point; where, for example, the

volume of space between the particle shown in figure (19) and the grid point j , k is

(̂C7*™?)2 ~~ (ri)2)(zs,p ~~ zk)- Using this volume to interpolate the forces from the grid

points to the particles yields:

_ z

(96)

More generally, for all nodes in the system, equation (96) can be written as:

and
(97)

k-l < Zs,p < Zk ,

(

,p
otherwise ,

Zk+1
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It must be mentioned that this is only one type of weighting; there are other schemes

that involve more or less grid points, other than the nearest four. Hockney and

Eastwood (1988) present a good discussion of the various weighting schemes. For

instance the "nearest-grid-point", or NGP, method interpolates the field from only

the nearest single grid point to the particle. We'll discuss these weighting functions

in more detail later.

We can now interpolate the fields at grid points, F?k, to the particle position,

{rs,p, Zs,p), using equation (94):

Fs,v = E FF,kW«P, <P; r;, zk) , (98)

where W(r£p, z£p; ry, z%) are given by equations (97). FJk can be either the radial

or axial electric fields or azimuthal magnetic fields. The electric fields are known at

the same temporal index, n, as the particle positions and so can be used directly

in equation (98). However the magnetic fields are .known at half-integral temporal

indices, n — 1/2, and n + 1/2, and therefore must be time-averaged before they can

be used in equation (98):

This is done for every superparticle, 5, p, in the system.

3.3.2 Current Density Equations

We now turn to the current density calculations. Verboncoeur, et al. (1995),

present a charge conserving method for calculating the current densities. We start by

solving the continuity equation (34). If we finite difference this equation around the
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Figure 20: Spatial mesh showing the locations of the current densities and charge.

location (J, k) as shown in figure (20) we get:

Trj+l/2,k ~ r3-l/2JrJ-l/2,k)

(100)J+1/2 r i - l

Az
where Qjjk is the charge at location j , k and is defined as:

Q(rj>k) = J P(v)dVj,k , (101)

where the integration is performed over a small volume surrounding the grid location,

Tjik. If we substitute for the charge density, /?, from (35), and use the same argument

as we did for interpolating the fields in the previous section, where we replaced the

integration over the delta function by some weighting function, W, described by

Hockney and Eastwood (1988), we get:

(D u ̂ — cfdZnWiv z^*v' zir\ (102)

where, for simplicity, we have assumed that we have a particle of charge state q

located at (rn,zn); we have suppressed the subscripts, s,p, denoting a single particle.'
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(103)

where W?k is used as a shorthand notation for W(rn,zn;rj,zk). To solve for the

current densities we write a set of equations (100) for each node in the spatial mesh,

substituting from (103) for the charge, and then solve this set with appropriate bound-

ary conditions.

k+1/2 k+1 k+3/2

Figure 21: Spatial mesh showing the trajectory of a hypothetical particle.

Consider a hypothetical particle that starts at position (rn, zn) at time index

n and ends at (rn+1,zn+1) at time index n + 1 after having crossed several "cell"

boundaries, where a cell is defined by the solid lines marked by integral grid indices

in figure (21). The location at which the particle crosses the cell boundary is given

by (rn 'ro,zw 'ro), m = 0,1,2,3,-- • ,M + 1, where m = 1 is the location of the first

cell boundary crossing, m = M is the location of the last crossing, and (rn'°,zn)0) =

(rn, zn) and ( r«,^+i^»,^+i) = (r
n+1, zn+1). A segment of such a particle's trajectory
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is shown in figure (21). Then we can rewrite equation (103) as:

M+i

m=l

where W*'™ are the weighting functions with (rn, zn) replaced by the boundary cross-

ings (rn'm, zn'm). We now attempt to solve for the current densities by writing a set of

equations similar to (100) for each node on the mesh for a given particle. From (104)

we see that we can replace AQj^ in these equations by a summation over cell traver-

sals, m. Therefore we can break a particle's trajectory from (rR, zn) to (rR+1,zR+1)

into a series of cell traversals and treat each of these independently, summing the

current densities at the end. If we now choose W to be the same functions as were

used to interpolate the fields, (97), then W?'™ and W?'™~ are nonzero only for the

four integral nodes surrounding the cell. For the hypothetical particle shown in figure

(21), these nodes are (j, k), (j + 1, k), (j -f 1, k + 1), and (j, k + 1). Therefore for

every cell traversal we can write the following equations for each node in the system

by substituting for AQjtk from (104) into (100):

_££L (wn'm~1 - Wn'm\ - 2Az (r- ,» 7R+1/2'm

jn+l/2,m ,n+l/2,m\
z,j,k+V2 Jz,j,k-l/2j

n,m-l rrrn,m \ 0 A / 7n+l/2,m rn+l/2,m\
+l,k ~ Wj+l,k) = 2 A z {rHWJr,j+3/2,k ~ rJ+l/2JrJ+1,2,k)

2 -r2 \ (Tn+l/2,m Tn+l/2,m
j+Z/2 ~ rj+l/2j \Jz,j+l,k+l/2 ~ J

n+l/2,m
Ml ~ r3+l/2

jn+l/2,m

(T • , ,n T
n+1/2'm _ r • ln Jn+1l2'm

\r3+l/2Jr,j T V 2 JIT At \ i>k+1 3,k+l) ~ llXZ \r3+l/2Jr,j+l/2,k+l TJ-

(r2 _ r 2 "\ (jn+l/2,m _ jn+l/2,m\
\rj+l/2 rj-l/2j \Jz,JMV2 Jz,j,k+l/y '

' (105)

where grid point j , k is such that rj < rn'm~1 < ry+i, Zk < zn'm~1 < Zk+i- For the rest
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of the nodes on the spatial mesh we have homogeneous equations of the form:

n O A , ^ Tn+l/2,m jn+l/2,

0 =2Az ( r y 1 / 2 J - O3/2^

- r 2
rj-3/2

where Jn+1/2»m are the current densities calculated from this particular traversal, so

that the total current density on mesh points for each particle is given by a sum

over all cell crossings. We can solve this set of equations with appropriate boundary

conditions. The simplest boundary condition is to set all current densities on mesh

points not immediately surrounding the cell to zero. We can then reduce this set of

equations, one for each node, to four equations for the four nodes surrounding the

cell:

qep /T/rrn,m-l -rj/n,m\_OA Tn+l/2,m ( 2 _2 \ Tn+l/2,m

j+l,k W

n+l/2,m (2 _2 \ Tn+l/2,m

n+1/2>m _(~2 _ r 2 \ rn+l/2,m^L.fw-W\—9Azr- /nJ _( _ r

(107)

Solving these equations for the four current densities surrounding this cell yields:

rJ-+1/2(2ri +

jn+l/2,m qep / A P T ~ V"'"T ~ I*"*"* *)~ , n,m_x _ ,
./_,., . . . , ,« 2-KAt{ArfAz I (2r i+1/2 + Ar)(2ry + Ar)

n,m\2
)

4irAtAr(Az)2 \ r i+1/2(2ry + Ar)

n+i/2,m _ qeP- I (.r ) -(r ) \ , _ n , m _ n,m-l
j+i/2ki ~ 2 \ ) {Z k Z

, , / o rt(O / o / r . , , ̂ 2 _ (rn,m\2 _ / n,m-l\2 \
jn+l/2,m _ geP / z l r J+lJ l r ) \ r ) \ ( n,m _ n,m-l\

z,j,k+i/2 2xAt(Ar)2Az { (2r,-_1/2 + Ar)(2ry + Ar) J K J '
(108)
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where we have substituted for the weights from (97). We remind the reader that

m = 0,1,2, • • •, M + 1 where (rn 'm, zn'm) are the coordinates of each cell boundary

crossing for 1 < m < M, and (rn'°, zn>°) = (rn, zn) and (rn>M+1, z
n>M+1) = (rn+1, zn+1).

Therefore with equations (108) we can solve for the current densities associated

with a segment of a given particle's trajectory. As mentioned before, to get the current

density for a superparticle we need to sum over all segments, Jj*p ' =J2m ^v '"*»

where we have added the subscripts s,p denoting a particular superparticle, p, of

species s = q, e, g, and suppressed the subscripts denoting the component and grid

location. Then the total current density is given by summing over all particles:

ry-n+l/2 ^-71+1/2

Y, j:t1/2+ E Jit112-
g=l y=l p=l p=l

where Zf, is the atomic number of the beam ions, K% , K* , and K% are

respectively the number of "super-beam ions" of charge state q, "super-electrons",

and "super-gas ions" at time n + 1/2. J can be either component, radial or axial, at

a particular grid location.

3.3.3 Particle Number Equations

As can be seen, equation (109) involves a summation over the superparticles.

Therefore we need to determine the number of superparticles of a given species,

K* ' , that exist in the system at time n + 1/2. Birdsall (1991) and Vahedi and

Surendra (1995) describe an MCC method for evaluating the collision probability

equation (45).

This equation determines the probability, Px,q,p(t), for a collision of type x to

take place between a beam ion, q, p and a background gas neutral over the interval
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0 < t < oo so that Px,q,p(0) — 0 and Px,q,p{co) = 1. Therefore if we choose a number £

between 0 and 1, and then set i—Px,q,p{t)i we can invert (45) to find the time within

which collision x will occur:

tx,g,P = — lnfl-^) . (110)

In the MCC method, the number £ is chosen randomly from a list of numbers that

are uniformly distributed over the interval 0 to 1. We'll discuss this in more detail

later, when we analyze the numerical methods.

As mentioned above, every collision between a beam ion and a background gas

atom will result in ionization of the background gas atom. Therefore to calculate the

time it takes for a beam ion to ionize a background gas atom, we assign particle q,p

a number £,in,q,p- Then setting t=£,in,q,p in equation (110) yields:

Un,q,p = — - = i ; In (1 - Cin,q,p) • (HI)

otn,qngVz,q,p

where we have replaced aX}q with cr,-n)?. Clearly if Un,q,p < At then the ion will

undergo an ionizing collision in the time interval At. Therefore we can define a

discrete probability function:

otherwise,

so that Din,q,p is the probability that particle q,p will undergo an ionizing collision

within time At. We also need to determine if the beam ion strips. Therefore we

assign a second number £,st,q,p to the beam ion and calculate the time to strip as:

st,q,v = ~\ In (1 - ^st,q,P) •
o-in,qngvz,q,p \ ast,q J

(H3)

where we have replaced ax>q with ast>q in equation (110). If we set tst}q,p < Un,q,p < At,

and substitute for Un,q,p from (111), then we can write:

Dst q p = { l if S T J ^ * ' ^ - &n'q'v -1 ~ e x p (~a™.<in9vz,q,
I 0 otherwise .
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where Dst,q,p is the discrete probability that this particle will undergo a stripping

collision.

We can now use these probabilities to advance the superparticle numbers, /if™ ,

to the next temporal index, n + 3/2, as follows. At time n we assign two numbers,

£in,q,p and £st,q,j>-, and then evaluate Din,q,p and Dst,q,p using equations (112) and (114)

respectively, for every super-beam ion q, p. The numbers of superparticles at n + 3/2

are then given by:

q —Kg +
p = l p=l

Zb K?+1'2 Zb

n+3/2 _ j.n+1/2 ^ V D- +V V D*
« l\e + 2 2 JJ + 2 2 UtA>V •>

g=l p=l q=l p=\

Zb

8=1 p=l

With the evaluation of the particle-field interactions, using PIC techniques, and

the particle-paxticle interactions, using MCC methods, we have provided a complete

set of numerical equations that correspond to the analytical governing equations pre-

sented in the previous chapter. After advancing the particle positions we use equation

(109) to calculate the current densities. These current densities are then used to ad-

vance the fields. Given a set of superparticle numbers, Kg+ ' , K* ' , and Kg1 ' ,

we use equations (115) to advance them. And finally equation (98) is used to inter-

polate the fields to the particle positions, before advancing the velocities. Figure (22)

shows the expanded version of the flow-chart, figure (18), that includes these calcula-

tions. The constant parameters that appear in the complete set of equations are now

the beam ion and gas atom masses in units of amu, mi, and mg; the atomic number of

the beam ions, Z},; the background gas density, ng; and the stripping and ionization
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electric field
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particle number
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Figure 22: Flow-chart of the algorithm for advancing particle and £eld quantities,

showing the current density calculations and field interpolations.

cross sections, aatjq and <Tin,q- In addition, the numerical equations also contain a

set of "non-physical" discrete parameters: the time-step, Ai; the grid sizes, Ar and

Az; and the particle-to-superparticle ratio, AN. We also remind the reader that we

need a set of initial and boundary conditions for the fields and particle positions and

velocities to solve these equations.
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4 Numerical Analysis,
Initial and Boundary Conditions

The numerical equations derived in the previous section form a complete set of

equations for the superparticle positions and velocities, the electromagnetic fields,

and the particle-particle and particle-field interactions. As mentioned in the previous

section, in order to solve these equations we need to supply a set of initial and

boundary conditions.

We also need to supply a set of discrete parameters: the time-step, At; the

spatial mesh sized, Ar and Az; and the superparticle ratioj AN. Clearly, from

a computational point of view, we would like to make these quantities as large as

possible because the number of superparticles, mesh-points, and time-steps are all

inversely proportional to them. However, if we require that the solutions to the

numerical equations be both stable and accurate, in that they do not undergo "non-

physical" growth or damping, and that they be as close to the analytic solutions as

possible, then these parameters tend to zero. An analysis of the stability and accuracy

will allow us to put realistic upper bounds on the difference quantities.

4.1 Numerical Analysis and

Discrete Parameters

We first discuss the methods used in the previous section to derive the numerical

equations for the particle positions and velocities, the electromagnetic fields, and

the particle-field and particle-particle interactions. We then analyze the solutions to

these equations for their accuracy and stability. This will provide us with a set of

conditions for the choice of the temporal and spatial grid sizes and the superparticle
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ratio. Many of the methods presented here and their analysis can be found in Birdsall

and Langdon (1985), and Isaacson and Keller (1966); lectures by Vujic (1992) were

also very helpful.

4.1.1 Superparticle Equations

We discuss now the approximations used to derive the superparticle equations,

in particular (47). Consider a function / (r) , then we can expand this function in a

Taylor series about a particle position r,- (in this section "particles" refer specifically

to real particles; and "superparticles" to a group of real particles):

/0>) = /(*) + V/ • (r,- - r,) + • • • , (116)

where rp is the superparticle position defined by (46), and the derivatives of / are

evaluated at r,\ If we now expand /(r) for all particles in a superparticle group and

then sum over these particles, we can write:

where AN is the number of particles in the superparticle group. If we assume that

the first derivative of the function, V / , is constant and that the higher derivatives

vanish for all particle positions r,- in the superparticle group, in equation (117), then

we arrive at the superparticle equation (47). If the function varies with wavelength

A, then clearly the summation should be done over particles in a region defined

approximately by this wavelength.

We now attempt to determine the minimum number of particles that must be

included in the superparticle group given the above approximation. The analysis

used here is similar to that presented by Lewis and Miller (1984) and Nakamura
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(1977). Let NQ be the number of particles in the small region. We can now define an

average:

where, /,• = / (r,-), is the function at the particle location r,-, and the summation is

done over all particle positions in the region. We can also define the variance:

which is a measure of the spread of the function at individual particle locations /,•

about the average value (/). For large No and linear fields in the region, V / ~ {/)/A,

we can evaluate this as a2 = {/)2/12.

We now do the same for the superparticles. We define an average quantity over

the superparticles in this region as:

where /Pjt- is the field at the particle location rt- belonging to superparticle group p,

and Ko is the total number of superparticles in the region, Ko = No/AN. We can

also define a variance of this average quantity with respect to the "true" average as:

AiV

Clearly if the superparticles in the region are to be an accurate representation of the

actual particles, then this variance should vanish. Ifwe evaluate cr2 in equation (121),

we get a2=ai/Ko'i o r as ".Kb becomes large, the superparticle representation becomes

more accurate. However, as mentioned above, making the number of superparticles

large is computationally expensive.

We now evaluate the error between (/)t- and {/). The central limit theorem

states that the probability of having (/),• fall between (f) — S and (f)+$ approaches
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the normal distribution:

where z = ((/)i — (/))/<?>• C is also called the confidence level. Carrying out the

integration, and substituting for av and a yields:

= erf (ym-^j , (123)

where erf is the error function. If we now define the error as e = ((/),• — (/))/(/),

then we can write

e

where N is the total number of particles in the system. Making e smaller, or de-

creasing the allowable error, increases the number of superparticles, if, needed to

establish a given confidence level C. The number of beam ions in a small region

defined by A can be approximated by JVo ~ IbX/qev, where h is the beam current •

q is the charge state of the beam ions, and v is the beam velocity, while the total

number of beam ions is given by JN = I],Li,jqev, where Lj, is the length of the beam;

then (124) becomes:

f
This equation gives us a condition for the number of superparticles, K, in relation to

the spatial variation of the fields, A. (In the sections that follow, "particles" will once

again be synonymous with "superparticles").

4.1.2 Particle Position and Velocity Equations

We now look at the particle position and velocity equations (49) and (52). These

equations are both first-order ordinary differential equations in time, of the form:

I "8- <1 2 6>
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If we expand any function f around the temporal point n +1/2, we can evaluate fn+1

as:

where all derivatives are evaluated at n + 1/2; and At is, as before, the difference in

time between n and n + 1. We can also evaluate fn:

Subtracting (128) from (127) and discarding terms of order (At)3 or higher yields:

where we have substituted from (126) remembering that the derivatives are evaluated

at 71+1/2. This result is known as "central differencing", and is second-order accurate,

in that the largest term discarded is third-order. Clearly, the smaller At, the more

accurate the result; indeed in the limit that At —> 0, (129) reduces to (126). If we

substitute the differential equations (19) and (20) for the radial and axial positions

into (129) we get the numerical equations for the particle position advance (57) and

(53). Similarly substituting the differential equations (22), (23) and (24) for the

electron velocities, (25) and (26) for the beam ion velocities, and (27) and (28) for the

gas ion velocities into (129) yields the numerical equations for the velocity advance:

(87), (88) and (79) for the electrons, (70) and (66) for the beam ions, and (74) and

(75) for the gas ions respectively.

To see the affect this approximation, and hence the affect that the introduction

of the finite time-step, At, has on the motion of the particles, we evaluate these

difference equations under some special circumstances. First we look at the force-free

motion of a particle in the transverse plane, that has azimuthal velocity v$, but no

radial velocity. The equation of motion is then:
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where 9 is the angle of rotation around the z axis. The solution to this equation is

0=u>rt, where the frequency ior = vg/r. The numerical solution with no radial velocity

is given by equation (57):

(rn + 1)2 = (rn)2 (1 + co?At2) , (131)

where we have substituted ur = vg
l ' frn. Using cos 9 = rn/rn+1, where 9 is given

by equations (65), equation (131) becomes:

9 = tan"1 (wr At) . (132)

If we assume that the numerical solution also describes a rotating particle, 6 = cot,

but with some frequency u> different from cor, then we can solve (132):

u = -^- tan"1 (to,.At) . (133)

Therefore we have an equation that relates the numerical frequency 10 to the actual

frequency cor. This equation is unconditionally stable, in that as long as u?r is real, no

choice of At will make 10 imaginary. For the numerical result to be accurate, however,

we require that these two frequencies be close. Expanding the right-hand-side of (133)

in a Taylor series yields:

u — — L rAi (torAtf + • • • , (134)
r\T. | tJ I

and the error is then:

e = ̂ ^-~\{urAtf . (135)

This equation gives us a condition on the time-step, At, relative to the particle

rotation frequency ior. For a given error, the time-step is inversely proportional to

the frequency, as expected; that is, the resolution of higher frequencies requires smaller

time-steps.

Next we consider a non-relativistic electron moving, with no azimuthal velocity in

the radial electric field of a long beam, ET = kr, where k is some constant determined
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by the parameters of the beam. If we ignore the azimuthal magnetic field, then the

equation of motion is:

memp

The solution to this equation is of the form r ~ cos(u;p2), where the frequency of

oscillation is u>2 = kep/memp. We now write the numerical solution for this problem.

With no azimuthal velocity, the radial position is given by equation (57):

and with no azimuthal magnetic magnetic field, the non-relativistic velocity equation,

(87), becomes:

vn+3/2 = vn

where we have substituted u>p for the electric field. If we now eliminate the velocity

in equation (137) we get:

r«+l _ rn + r«+2 + rn+l (^2^2 _ ^ Q^

Again we assume that the numerical solutions are also oscillatory, r ~ cos(wi), but

with some frequency u different from u>p; then, as in Birdsall and Langdon (1985),

we can solve for the frequency, u, in equation (139):

07 = —sin" 1 (^—^ ) , (140)

This result is numerically unstable, i.e. a? becomes imaginary for real OJP, when

At>2/u)p. However, the accuracy condition is more stringent; Expanding the right-

hand-side of (140) in a Taylor series, we get:

2
u> = At

and the error is:

1 /i*
(141)

iO—COp 1
£ = up " 2 4
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This equation gives us a condition on the time-step, At, relative to the plasma fre-

quency, U3p.

Finally, we look at a non-relativistic electron in an azimuthal magnetic field, BQ.

The equations of motion are:

dvT &pBg

dt TTlgiTlp

dvz &BQ

dt merrip

The solutions to this equation are of the form vr~cos(u>c£) and vz~sin{ioct), where

the frequency of rotation in the r,z plane is, 03c = —epB0/memp. The numerical

solutions are given by (88) for no electric field:

^n+3/2

V 2
n+1/2

= vr

n+1/2 ^
i V

(144)

where we have substituted OJC for the magnetic field. As in Birdsall and Landgon

(1985), we assume that the numerical solutions also describe a rotating electron,

vr ~cos(u;£) and Ujs~sin(a;£), but with frequency u different from wc. Then equation

(144) becomes:

This equation is also unconditionally stable. Expanding the right-hand-side in a

Taylor series yields:

3

03 =
At

•3cAt 1 /03cAty
2 3 V 2 )

and the error becomes:

12

(146)

(147)

This equation gives us a condition on the time-step, At, relative to the cyclotron

frequency, uc.

v-VV-Kv--.'
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4.1.3 Field Equations

1 1

1 1

' J-

I _ _

I

Ale

Figure 23: The spatial grid used to difference the Held equations.

We now turn to the field equations (29) and (31). These are both first-order

partial differential equations of the form:

| = V x f . (148)

If we use the central difference technique described above for the temporal derivative,

we can write this as:
g w + 1 - g n

A*
= (V x f ) n + 1 ' 2 (149)

We now look at the right-hand-side of this equation. In the cylindrical coordinate sys-

tem of concern here, the "curl" operation results in the following derivatives: df/dz,

df/dr and (l/r)d(rf)/dr. We can evaluate these using a "three-point" spatial finite

difference scheme on the mesh shown in figure (23); this is similar to the central dif-

ferencing scheme used above for the temporal derivatives in the position and velocity

equations. Then

~ fj,k-i/2

(150)

Az

fj+i/2,k ~ fj-i/2,k
Ar

dr
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where the subscripts, as before, represent the radial and axial positions on the spatial

mesh respectively, and rj is the radius at the mesh point j . As in the case of the central

difference equations, these finite difference results are also second-order accurate, in

that the largest terms discarded are of order (Ar)3 and (Az)3. Clearly, if we let Ar

and Az approach zero, equations (150) will reduce to the corresponding differential

equations; but since the number of mesh points is inversely proportional to the grid

sizes, for computational reasons we want to make these quantities as large as possible.

If we substitute (32) and (33) for the electric fields and (30) for the magnetic field

into (150) and (149) we arrive at the difference equations for the field advance: (59)

and (60) for the electric fields and (61) for the magnetic field.

As before, we now look at the stability and accuracy of these numerical solutions.

The analysis presented here benefited from lectures by Mei (1994). The azimuthal

magnetic field of a free-space transverse magnetic wave can be found from, B$ =

(dA/dr), where the potential function A satisfies the Helmholtz equation:

In an axisymmetric cylinder, such as that used for the simulation environment, fig-

ure (12), the solution is of the form Bg ~ Ji(por) exp(±ikoz) exp(—iuot), where the

frequency of the wave, wo, the axial wave number, &o5 and pa are related by the disper-

sion relation, CJQ =c2(fcg +Po), such that poRc=Co are zeroes of the Jo Bessel function

where Re is the radius of the cylinder. We now consider the numerical solution for

the azimuthal magnetic field. With no source terms, equations (59), (60) and (61)

become:

A! ~ ~c Az 1 ' (152)
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I
1

V
r J -

R /
J-l/2-%-l/2,fc+l/2 \

J_2 _ _ 2

(153)

and
n+3/2 n+l/2

At Az
(154)

V
Substituting (152) and (153) into (154) yields:

Ai2

n+l/2

1 =

,n+l/2

(155)

n+l/2 rJ+l/2

r > 3-i

Di+1/2 ( rJ-l/2

Taking the numerical solution to have the same form as the analytic solution, Bg >

Ji(pr)exp(doikz)exp(—iu)t), but with a different frequency, w, and wave numbers

and p, yields from (155):

(156)

/ 2 \ 2 . 2 /wAA / 2 \ 2 . 2—— sin2 ( —— = I — I sin2

\cAtJ V 2 ; \AzJ (
\ 2

(As2 - 2s2) (J+ + Jf) + xAx (J- - J+) + 4s2 J
2(4z2 - Ax2) Ji

where J\ = Ji(x), J * = J\(x + Ax) and J-j" = Ji(x — Ax), and x = Crj+i/2/Rc and

Ax=(Ar/Rc, where we recall that (=pRc are the zeroes of the Jo Bessel function.

We now focus on the spatial parts of this equation. If we take the temporal

derivatives to be exact, or At —> 0, then the frequency of the numerical solution will
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be equivalent to that of the exact solution, u>=u:o, and (156) will become:

_2
2 (Ax2 - 2x2) (J+ + Ji) + xAx (J{ - J+ ) + 4x2J]

2(4x2 - Ax2) Ji

J (157)

where we have substituted for c2 from the dispersion relation. If we now take the

radial derivatives to be exact, or Ar—»0, then p=po, and in the limit that Ax—J-O

equation (157) reduces to:

, 2 . _i fkoAz\ . , „ .
h = —sin -^— • (158)

With Xz = 2TT/&O, we can expand the right-hand-side of (158) in a Taylor series to

give:
2

e =
k0 24:\ Xz J

This equation sets a limit on the axial grid division, Az, relative to the axial variations

of the fields, \ z .

Similarly if instead of taking the radial derivatives to be exact in (157), we take

the axial derivatives to be exact, or Az—>0, then k=ko, and we get:

_ / J _ \ / Ax2(4x2 - As2)Ji
£+ \V2~J V (A*2 - 2x2) (J+ + J^) + xAx (Ji - J+) + 4x2Jj ' ( 1 6 ° j

where the error is given by, e = (p/po) — 1- For any radial wavelength, Ar, we can

find £, the zero of the Jo Bessel function that will support this wave in a cylinder of

radius i?c; we can then use equation (160) to find the Ax, for 0 < x < £, that will

result in a given error e; and finally we can find Arot

We now look at the stability of (156) without assuming exact spatial or temporal

derivatives. For this equation to be stable, we require that co be real, or that the sin2
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term on the left-hand-side be less than or equal to unity:
/ i \ 2 / , \ 2

,AzJ
2 r (Ax2 - 2x2) (J? + JT) + xAx (J^ - J+)+4x2J n ( 1 6 1 )

2(4x2 - Ax2) Ji

We now find the maximum values of the expressions on the right-hand-side. For the

axial term the maximum value is simply 1/Az2. For large zeroes, we can write £~

2irRc/\r] then for Ar/i?c varying from ~0.02 to 1 the radial term in [] approximately

evaluates to unity. So that (161) becomes:

(J— + J—\ <: __L_ . (162)

Equation (162) is a condition for stability that relates the temporal and spatial divi-

sions; it is commonly referred to as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy stability criterion.

4.1.4 Particle-Field Interactions

The PIC methods used to calculate the current densities and to interpolate the

fields to the particle positions are defined by the weighting functions (97). We now ex-

amine the accuracy of these weighting functions. The analysis presented here follows

that of Hockney and Eastwood (1988). From conservation, we require that:

= 1 , (163)

where, as before, (rp, zp) is the location of the particle and (ry, zk) is the location of

the grid point j , k. If we now also require that the first volume, nr2z, moment be

satisfied, then:

J2 r2-zkW(rp, zp; ry, zk) = r2
pzp , (164)

Invoking separability in the radial and axial coordinates yields from (163):

(165)
w{zp\ zk) = 1 ,

it
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and from (164):

5 (166)
^2 zkw(zp; zk) = Zp .

k

where W(rp, zp\ rj, zk) — w(rp; rj)w(zp; zk). We now have a total of four equations. To

solve we must have only four unknowns; hence we limit the summation over grid points

to the four grid points that surround the particle, rj <rp< ry+i and zk < zp < zk+i.

Then equations (165) and (166) become:

w(rp; rj) + w(rp; rj+i) = 1 ,
(167)

™(ZP'I zk) + w{zp, zk+1) = 1 ,

and
rjw(rp;rj) + rj+1w(rp;rj+1) = rp ,

(168)
zkw(zp; zk) + zk+1w(zp; zk+1) = zp .

Solving these four equations yields the weighting functions given by (97). In this

analysis, we stopped after the first order moment; the maximum error in not satisfying

the second order moment is first order in the grid divisions, Ar and Az. The accuracy

of the scheme increases with the number of moments we choose to satisfy; however,

the number of grid points that must be used in the weighting scheme also increases

leading to greater computational expense. If, for instance, we choose to satisfy only

the zeroth order moment, then we are left with equations (167), and we must therefore

limit ourselves to a single grid point; as mentioned before, this is referred to as the

NGP weighting scheme. The accuracy of this scheme is zeroth order, which means

that the error is infinite for any finite grid division.

Another advantage, besides accuracy, of satisfying higher moments and thereby

including more grid points is that the charge assignment and field interpolation both

become "smoother". Consider a particle of charge state q located at rp = rj and

2jt_i <zp<zk+i. Then the charge assigned to the grid points is given by substituting
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the weighting functions (97) into (102):

Qj,k-i = , . .
0 if zk < Zp < zk+i ,

if 2jfc < Zp < Zk + 1 ,

0 • if Zfc_i < zp < zk ,

As the particle moves axially and crosses the grid location j , &, say from zk < zp <

Zjt+i to Zk-i < zp < zj;, the charge weighted to any grid point, given by (169), is

continuous, although its derivative is not. Similarly, if we take the grid fields to be

such that Fj}k is the only non-zero field, and ignore the effect of the particle, then the

interpolated field is given by substituting the weighting functions (97) into (98):

\ * " ( * H H
And again as the particle moves axially and crosses the grid location j , k, the inter-

polated field to the particle position, given by (170), is continuous. However, with

the NGP weighting scheme where only a single grid point is used, both the charge

and field quantities are discontinuous as the particle moves across the grid. Therefore

using more grid points allows us to "smooth" both the charge assignment and the

field interpolation.

Hockney and Eastwood (1988) show that using the same weighting scheme to

weight the particle to the grid and to interpolate the fields to the particle positions, as

is done here, eliminates any self-force that the particle would otherwise feel. Consider

a single particle of charge state q located at (rp, zp), then the weighted charge at the

grid points is given by (102):

Qj,k = WPW(rp, zv\ ry, zk) . • (171)
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We can calculate the grid fields from these charge assignments through some discrete

Green function:

Fi,h = 5 3 ^ ' **; rJv' zk')Qj',k' , ( 1 7 2 ) .
i'Jkf

where d(rj, zjt; ry, JSJ/) is the Green function that relate the charge at grid location

/ , k' to the field at grid location j , k. Clearly this function must be properly symmet-

ric, so that when the charge and field locations are interchanged, d(rj,Zf;]rji,Zk>) =

—d(rjt, Z\J\ ry, Zk). The force at the particle position is given by fp=qepFp, or substi-

tuting from (98):

fP = <?eP 5 3 FJfi

In order to calculate the self-force, or the force that the particle experiences due to its

own charge weighted to the grid, we substitute (171) into (172) and then into (173),

to get:

' z j t ; rJ'' zv)W(rP> ZP> r i ' ' zvW(rPi zp; r5, zk) . (174)

Interchanging j , k and f, k' and using the symmetry condition of the Green function

gives the desired result: fp = 0.

4.1.5 Particle-Particle Interactions

Finally, we turn to the particle-particle interactions. The discrete collision proba-

bility equations (112) and (114) depend on the numbers £in,q,P and Cst,q,P respectively.

We now discuss a method, similar to that described by Hammersley and Handscomb

(1964) and Lewis and Miller (1984), for choosing these numbers. Given a probability

density, Kx,q,P(t) as a function of time, for a collision of type x to occur between a

beam ion q, p and a background gas neutral within time t and t+dt, we can transform

to some other variable £, where £ = f(t), some function of time, so that t = f~1(£),
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where Z"1 is the inverse of / :

f

where f = df(t)/dt. TJx,q,p(Q is the probability density that £ = f(t) will correspond

to the time, t, at which a collision occurs. If we now take the special case of f(t) =

Px,q,p(t), the probability that collision x will occur within 0 and some time t; then

using the differential form of equation (42):

equation (175) becomes:

iWfl = i > (177)

where £ = -Fx,g,p(2)- We recall that since itx,q,p is normalized over 0 < t < oo, Px,q,p

ranges from 0 to 1. Therefore equation (177) means that £ is uniformly distributed

over the interval 0 to 1. In deriving equations (112) and (114) we set £in,q,p = Pin,q,p(t),

and £st,q,p = Pst,q,p{t), therefore £in,q,p and £st,q,p are also uniformly distributed over

the interval 0 to 1, and we can randomly choose them from a set of such numbers.

We now discuss the accuracy of the MCC method used here to calculate the

particle-particle interactions. The first approximation stems from the fact that we

allow each beam ion to undergo only one ionizing collision in every time-step. As

discussed by Vahedi and Surendra (1995), this approximation puts a limit on the size

of the time-step; clearly the smaller the time-step, the more accurate the result. The

probability that a single beam ion, q,p, will undergo at least one ionizing collision in

time-step At, Pin,q,p, is given by (45):

Pin,q,P = 1 - exp (-<TiniqngVZiqipAt) . (178)

Therefore the probability that a particle will undergo m > 2 collisions in this time-

step is simply (Pin,q,p)m, and the total probability that this particle will undergo more
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than one ionizing collision, or the error in ignoring these collisions, is:

°° (p. \2

m=2 l ~ ^m>™

If we wish to keep this error, e, to less than 2%, then we get Pin,q,p & 0.13, and

At<3Q.l4/vin,q,p, where uin^p = <Xin,qngvz^v.

The second approximation is a result of using a small number of particles to

represent the the collision probability. The analysis presented here is similar to that

discussed by Lewis and Miller (1984) and Nakamura (1977). If there are a large

number of total particles of charge state q, Kq -* oo, then the average number of

particles that undergo an ionizing collision is simply given by the probability:

(*)oo = Pin,q,P , (180)

where Pin,g,p is, as before, the probability for a single particle q,p to undergo an

ionizing collision in time At, and is given by (178); the oo subscript denotes the fact

that this is an average for large Kq. For a finite number of particle, Kq, the probability

of having k particles collide in time At is given by the binomial distribution:

K '

— k)\

And the average number of particles that collide is simply:

4- , (182)
Kq

where now the K subscript reminds us that this is the average for a finite Kq. Clearly

we wish this average to be as close to the probability Pin,q,p as possible. We now find

the variance of (JC)K with respect to (k)^.

Kq

<*>~)2 • (183)
Jfc=0
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Substituting from (180), (181) and (182) and carrying out the summation yields

a2
K = {Pin,q,pQ- — Pin,q,p))/Kq', therefore we see that as Kq becomes large this vari-

ance vanishes, as expected. As before, we use the central limit theorem to find the

probability, or confidence level, that (k)x will fall between (fc)oo—8 and (&)

1 r-i-o/t7K /' 2 \

C = -f= / exp [-^- )dz , (184)

V2TT J-6/<TK V 2 /

where ^ = ((&)# — {k)oo)/<7k- Carrying out the integration, and substituting from err-

and Pin,q,p from (178), yields:

q lexp(viAt)\ e Jl-exp(-vin,q,pAt)

where erf"1 is the inverse error function, and e=5/{fc)oo is the error. As the collision

frequency v becomes smaller, more particles are needed to compensate for the low

statistics, if we wish to keep the same error and confidence level.

In summary, we collect some of the more stringent accuracy and stability relations

derived here. These essentially set upper-bounds to the difference quantities: the

time-step, At; the spatial mesh sizes, Ar and Az; and the superparticle ratio, AiV.

To ensure accuracy of the superparticle approximation, we have equation (125). If

we set A^ySc/oty, where /? is, as before, the velocity of the beam and wj is the beam

frequency, u?j =nje2/eo"J6"^o where raj is the beam ion density and mj, is the beam

ion mass; then for an error of less than 1% and a confidence level C ̂ 98%, equation

(125) becomes:

AiV < 1.4 x 1015 (—} , (186)

where, as before, Ij, is the beam current, and q is the charge-state of the beam ions.

For the parameters given in table (3), the beam frequency at the target, when the

radius of the beam is ~2mm, is wj~4.4xl085~1; this gives AiV <> 1.4 x 1010 and

K\ ~ 19,000, a manageable number number from a computational point of view. To
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resolve the plasma frequency accurately, we have a limit on the time-step, equation

(142); for an error of less than 0.2%, this equation yields:

A* £ — , (187)

where o>pe is the electron plasma frequency, w*e = nee
2/eomem0 where ne is the

electron density and me is the electron mass. Again, for the parameters given in (3),

if we assume that the electron density is the same as the beam ion density, then at

the lens, when the radius of the beam is a/ ~ 10 cm, we get wpe — 5.13 x 109 s"1, so

that Ai^39ps; this leads to about 1,400 time-steps for the beam to reach the target.

Accuracy of the electric and magnetic fields sets limits on the spatial mesh sizes. For

Az, if we again take Xz ~/3c/u)b, then for an error of less than 0.2%, equation (159)

becomes:

Az < 0.03— . (188)

With the parameters given in table (3), the beam frequency at the end of the simula-

tion is o?6~4.4xl085~1, and Az£>0.7cm. For a simulation length, £ c ~8m, shown

in figure (12), this gives the total number of axial mesh points, Nz ~ 1,140. For the

radial mesh size, if we specify e ̂  0.2%, equation (160) becomes:

As^-AsV,
(A** - 2x2) (j+ + j-) + x A x ( J f _ j+) + 4 x 2 7 l ~ Z - U i > I"*)

where we recall that x = ^rjRc-, Ax = (Ar/Rc, J\ = Ji(x), Jj" = J\{x + Ax), and

J- = J1(X- Ax). Equation (189) is satisfied for all 0 £ x <> 100 if Ax ^ 0.22 or

Ar ^ 0.22i?c/£. K we now take Ar ~)5c6/o?i, where 0 is the convergence angle, then

for the parameters in table (3), the beam frequency at the lens, when the radius of

the beam is aj ~ 10 cm, is wj ~ 8.5 x 106 s"1 and Ar ~ 22.6 cm. In order to support

such a wave in a Rc ~ 30 cm cylinder, ( would have to be the third zero of the Jo

Bessel function, £ = 8.65. Therefore we get Ar < 0.8 cm, and the number of radial

mesh points iVr ~ 38. The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability criterion (162)
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relates the time-step and spatial mesh sizes:

( i g o )

For the mesh sizes given above, At < 17 ps. Although this condition is more stringent

than the plasma frequency limit of ~ 39 ps, if the electron density becomes several

times the beam ion density, then the plasma frequency could become the limiting

condition. Indeed towards the end, when the beam is at the target, and the number

of electrons is large, perhaps as much as ~ 10 times the number of beam ions, and

the radius of the beam is small, ~ 2 mm, the electron plasma frequency could get as

high as ~ 8 x l O u s~1 and At£0.2ps. Finally the collision frequency can also limit

the time-step (179):

A* <> ^ , (191)

where v is the collision frequency, v = ong{5c where cr is a particular collision cross

section and ng is the background gas density. For the parameters given in table (3),

and ng ~ 1015 cm"3 and the cross section for a Hg^ ion to ionize a fluorine atom,

cr,-n~4.1xl0~17cm2, we get */~3.8xlO8 s"1, and At<>0Ans. This is certainly less

stringent than either the plasma frequency of CFL condition; however if the beam

ions reach charge states in excess of a few, as a result of stripping in high density

gas, then the ionization cross section can get large enough to make this a limiting

condition. For example for an Hg15+ ion cr,-n ~ 1.5 x 10~15 cm2, then At £9.7ps.

4.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions

As mentioned above, in addition to values for the discrete parameters, in order

to solve the numerical equations, we also need to supply a set of initial and boundary

conditions. Since the particle equations have only temporal derivatives, they only

need initial conditions. The fields however need both initial and boundary conditions.
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4.2.1 Particle Initial Conditions

The only particles that need to be initialized are the beam ions. For the system

being studied in this thesis, there are no initial electrons or background gas ions,

iVe=0 and Ng = 0', these are created via ionizing and stripping collisions between the

beam ions and background gas neutrals. The number of beam particles that need to

be initialized is simply given by Kq = Ng/AN, where Ng is the total number of real

beam ions of charge-state q in the system.

Birdsall and Langdon (1985) describe a method for initializing these particles by

inverting a given initial distribution, / ?(r ,v) , where the total number of beam ions

of charge-state q is now given by:

Ng = dz I dy dz I dvx / dvy I dvzfq(r,v,t) , (192)

We first find the density of a single variable by integrating over the other variables;

for instance:

~fq{x) = -N-

where fq(x) is the normalized particle density in the spatial variable x. We now

construct the cumulative distribution, similar to the method used to invert the prob-

ability density for the MCC calculations:

J

Fg(x) = f ]g(x')dx', (194)
yXmin

where, because fg(x) is normalized, Fq{xmin) = 0 and Fg(xmax) = 1- Then as was

done in the MCC method above, we assign a random number £x,q,p from a uniform

distribution over the interval 0 to 1, and then invert Fq to find the position of particle
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Figure 24: The transverse plane of the beam

showing the position and velocity vectors.

This is then repeated for all Kg beam particles, for each variable, y, z, etc.

For the solutions presented in this thesis, we assume that the beam initially

consists of particles of a single charge-state q, that are singular in axial velocity,

vz, and have K-V, Kapchinskij and Vladimirskij (1959), distribution in transverse

phase-space:

/,(r, 6, z, v±, *, vz) = - ^ M ( 4 + ̂ | | - 1 W , - fie) fg(z) , (196)

where 6 is the Dirac delta function. The beam radius, aj, and emittance, e, can vary

along the length of the beam; and fg(z) is the normalized axial distribution of the

beam. If we now assume that we can divide the beam into several axial slizes, each

of thickness 6z, across which the radius and emittance of the beam can be taken to

be approximately constant, then for each slice fi we can write:

(197)

8 (vz — /3c) H (z — Zh — (fj, — l)Sz) H (zk + fiSz — z) ,

where H is the Heaviside step function, ft = 1,2,- • • ,I>i/6z, a^ and ê  are the radius

and emittance of each slice, and Ng)fl is the number of beam ions in slice (j,:

zh+{ti-l)6z
fq(z)dz , (198)
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where Zh is the axial position of the "head" of the beam, and Li is the pulse length.

The geometry in the transverse plane of the beam is shown in figure (24). As men-

tioned before, the only coordinates that need to be initialized are, rg,p, zgiP, vrjqtP,

Ve,g,p, and vz,g}P; where vr,q,p = v±}gjP s in(^ ) P) and ve^p = v±)?)P cos(^ j P) . Therefore

we find densities, and cumulative distributions for each beam slice using (193) and

(194):

^ V " (199)

where 0 < r < a^, so that Fq]fl(0) = 0 and Fq^fan) = 1. Then we choose a random

number £r>?)P for particle q,p from a uniform distribution over the interval 0 to 1, and

invert (199) to get, rgip = afl-Si/^r>g>p. For the axial position:

= j-H(z-zh-(ft-l)Sz)H(zh + fiSz-z) ,
Y (200)

where zjl+(fi—l)Sz<z<Zfl+fi6z1 so that Fq}fl(zh+(fJ-—l)Sz)=O and Fqzll(z}l^-/jLSz)

Again we choose another random number £z,q,p and invert (200) to get, zq>p =

ztfj—\)Sz. For the transverse velocity:

a2v2

where 0 < v± < CpPc/an, so that ^ ,^(0) = 0 and Fq^e^cja^) = 1. Choosing a ran-

dom number £»P,g,P, and inverting (201) yields, v±,q,P = (^n^c/afl)-yl/^p~^. From the

distribution function, (197), we see that £,Vq,q,p and £rjgjP are correlated. Substituting

(199) and (201) into (197), and focusing on the delta function gives, fq,n(r, v±) ~

S(€r,q,P+tvp,q,p-l); therefore &,P)?)P = l-£r,?)P- Then v±>qiP=(e^c/dp)y/l-£r,g,P. For
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the angle tj) we get:

(202)

where 0 < ^ < 2TT, so that Fqifi(0) = 0 and Fgj(l(27r) = 1. Therefore inverting (202)

yields, ^>?iP=27r£^j9jP, where £^)?)P is a uniformly distributed random number between

0 and 1. Then vr>q,p = vLjq>v sin(2jr^fW,) and WtflW, = WL,w»cos(2jr&,g,p). Finally we

look at the axial velocity:

(203)

where —oo<uz<co, so that ^ ^ ( - 0 0 ) = 0 and Fqjtl{oo) = l. Then choosing a random

number and inverting (203) yields vz^v = y?c. We carry out these operations for

each super-beam ion Kqtft=Nqjfi/AN in each slice fi. Therefore given a set of initial

parameters for the beam: its velocity, /?; pulse length, Ly, and the number of ions of

charge state q, Nq>fl, initial radius, c^, and emittance, e^, of each beam slice /̂ ; we

can use a set of random numbers uniformly distributed over the interval 0 to 1 to find

the initial positions and velocities of the beam particles.

4.2.2 Field Initial Conditions

We initialize the fields by first solving the electrostatic problem in the frame of

the beam, and then performing a Lorentz transformation of the results to the frame

of the cylinder. The electrostatic problem is defined by the Poisson equation for the

potential:

V V = —P- , (204)

€0

where the prime superscripts denote that we are solving this potential in the frame

of the beam, and p is the charge density of the beam. Using a Green function
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formulation, we can write:

V'(r'o) = f p(r)G(r'o, v)dr + F(r'o) , (205)

where T'O is the point at which we wish to find the potential in the beam frame

and r is the variable of integration over the beam. F(r'o) is a function that satisfies

the Laplace equation, V 2JP = 0, inside the volume, and is therefore defined by the

boundary condition, and <j?(rg,r) is the so-called Green's function that satisfies the

condition,

V2G(r'0,r) = - ^ Z i } , (206)

where the derivative is taken with respect to r. If we substitute (206) into (205)

we recover (204). Using Dirichlet boundary conditions, where the potential on the

conducting wall surface of the cylinder shown in figure (12) is zero, reduces (205) to:

V'(r'0) = Jp(v)G(v'0,v)dr. (207)

And the Green function equation, (206), for the geometry of concern here becomes:

V2G(r'o, r) = -^(r'o ~ r)6(8'0 - e)6(z'o - z) , (208)

where {r^z^B'^) is the coordinate at which we wish to find the potential. Jackson

(1975) solves this equation for a cylinder of radius Rc:

Y ) exp(im(6'0-$)) f°°dkcos [k(z'Q - z)] x
= - o o ' Jo

m=-oo

lm{kHc J
(209)

where Im and Km are the modified Bessel functions of order m, and:

= (r, if r<r'o,
\r'Q, if r > r'Q ,

r < r ? ' (210)



Substituting (209) into (207) yields:

foo r-Rc

J—oo J0

exp
m=—oo

x

roo
«77i(#o — #)) / d& cos [k(z'o — x

}
(211)

In the axisymmetric geometry of concern here m = 0. For a K-V distribution (196),

we can write:

p(r, 6, z) = qef d*v~fq(r, v) =
J Taf 4af (212)( )f \ afj

where the beam consists of ions with a single charge-state q. Substituting (212) into

(211) and carrying out the radial and azimuthal integrations yields:

Vi(r'0,z'0,z)H (^ - l ) + VM,z'0,z)H (l - ^

(213)

where for r'o > ai we get:

°° dk

(214)

and for r'o < a\ we get:

- f f co, - . , J f •
J

(215)

The electric fields are evaluated by substituting (213) into E' = —VV. For the
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electric fields in the beam frame, we can write:

j | - l) +E'rj<(ro,zo,z)H (l - if

X

[i^fo,zQ,z)H ( ^ " l ) + K,<(r<>, « d , ( ^ ) ]
' (216)

where we have transformed the location at which we compute the electric fields to

the frame of the cylinder from that of the beam, r'Q = ro and Z'Q=^ZQ, where 7 is, as

before, the relativistic factor. Then for TQ > a\ we get:

y*OO

E'r}>(ro, ZQ,Z) = dk cos [kfrzo — z)}
Jo

hikro) - Ki(kro)\ V

f°°dk . ._, ,.
= / - j - sin [k{-fzo — z)\

Jo k

and for ro < ai we get:

/.00

K,< {n ,ZQ,Z)= dk cos [kfrzo - z)]
Jo

r?' i ^ f°°dk - xu M
Ez<(ro, ZQ, z) = I — sm [k^zo — z)\ x

Jo k

K0(kr0) K0(kRc)• kailo(kro)li(kai) ,
[Io(kro) ()

(217)

(218)

We now convert the integrals in equations (216), (217) and (218) to Reimann

sums. First the infinite integral over the axial dimension in (216) is non-vanishing

only along the length of the beam, Lb, because fg(z), the normalized axial density of

the beam, is non-vanishing only along the beam. As before, we divide the beam into

several axial slices, each of thickness 6z, across which the radius of the beam, <2/, can
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be taken to be approximately constant, then (216) becomes:

Lb/Sz

€° f=i al

Lb/6z
L v <v v , n (219)

where a^ and Nqift are the radius and number of beam ions for each beam slice

denoted by index fi=1,2,- • • ,Lb/6z, and E'rfl>, for instance, is the shorthand notation

for E'j.^TQ^ZQ^Zh + ^&z), where z^ as before, is the axial location for the head of

the beam. The integral along the the axial wave number, k, is made finite by the

imposition of the spatial grid. Since we are ultimately interested in the fields at grid

locations, the smallest axial wavelength that can be resolved is Amt-R = 2/yAz, where

Az, as before, is the axial grid division, in the frame of the cylinder, and the factor

of 7 converts this to the frame of the beam. Then the maximum wave number is

kmax=27r/Amt-R=7r/7A2, and equation (217) becomes:

^ a2 Lc/2Az

Z0) =7T-j-^r + ] £ ZT C°S

Z7i ro j ^

j°(k
n
R

C\ Ji( fe" ro) + Ki(knr0) a

Le/2Az
i [k( S)] X

n=l U

\Ko{knro) Ko(knRc)

(220)
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and equation (218) becomes:

«• Le/2Az 2-K
+ S C O S f r i f fo -*fc - A***)] x

Le/2Az
V~^ 1 . T, I

n=l '

_ Jfo(fe,JZe)1
I0(knRc)\

(221)

where Lc, as before, is the length of the cylinder and kn = 2rnrl^Lc is the discretized

wave number in the beam frame, where n = 1,2,- • • ,Lc/2Az. This conversion of

an infinite integral over H o a finite sum over kn makes the system periodic, and

therefore introduces "ghost" beams to the front and back of the actual beam. We can

reduce the effects of these beams on the fields in the cylinder by making the cylinder

shown in figure (12) sufficiently long; perhaps by a few beam-lengths longer than the

minimum simulation length.

Equations (219) give the electric fields in the beam frame; however, in order to

solve the numerical equations, we require the initial fields in the frame of the cylinder.

Therefore we perform a Lorentz transformation of these beam frame fields:

„ E' - 0cz x B' _ (0z-E')0z
1 _ R2 j . , , p ^

B =

where 0 is the axial velocity of the beam in units of c. The "primed" quantities are

the fields in the beam frame and the "unprimed" quantities are those in the frame of
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the cylinder. For the geometry of concern here (222) reduces to:

Ez(r0,z0) = E'2(rQ,zo) ,

Er(r0, ZQ) = 7E'r(r0, z0) , (223)

where 7, as before, is the relativistic factor, 7 = l/\/l—/?2. To find the fields on

the spatial grid shown in figure (16) we set (ro,2o) to the grid location of interest.

For instance if we wish to find the radial electric field at the grid location j + 1/2, fc,

K,j+i/2,k = Er(rj+i/2,zk), we first set rQ=rj+1/2, and zQ = zk where (rj+1/2,zk) is

the position of the grid point j + 1/2, k. We then use equations (219) to solve for

the field in the frame of the beam, E'r(rj+i/2i zk)i a n d then use equations (223) to

transform to the frame of the cylinder, Er(rj+1/2, Zk) = lE'r(rj+1/2,
 zk)- Therefore

given a set of initial parameters for the beam: its velocity, fi; pulse length, Lj; the

number of ions of charge state q, Ngjll, initial radius, a^, and emittance, e^, of each

beam slice, ft; we can use this method to initialize the radial and axial electric fields

and the azimuthal magnetic field at all grid points in the cylinder shown in figure

(12).

4.2.3 Field Boundary Conditions

Finally we discuss the boundary conditions for the fields. For the spatial grid

shown in figure (16), these are the radial electric field and azimuthal magnetic field

on the axis of the cylinder shown in figure (12), -£^1/2,* and -65,1/2,̂ +1/2? the axial

electric field on the surface of the cylinder, ^(i\rr,it+i/25 an<* the radial electric fields

at the two open-ends, Erj+1/2,1 and ^r,y+i/2,iVz • From symmetry arguments we set

the radial electric field and azimuthal magnetic field on the axis of the cylinder to

zero; and because the cylinder has conducting walls, the axial electric field on the

surface also vanishes. This leaves the radial electric field at the two open ends.

- • ' . . - • • .
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Mur (1981), discusses a boundary condition that absorbs the outgoing waves at

the two open ends of the cylinder. The analytic free-space solution for the radial

electric field of a transverse magnetic wave in a long cylinder is of the form Er ~

Ji(por) exp(dbikoz)exp(—iu>ot), where, as before, the frequency of the wave, CJQ, the

axial wave number, &o, and po are related by the dispersion relation, OJQ =c2(£g +PQ),

such that PQRC = Co are zeroes of the Jo Bessel function where Rc is the radius of

the cylinder. For any transverse boundary in the cylinder, these solutions satisfy the

condition:

dz " ± U ; dt ' (224)

where a wave traveling in the direction of increasing z, or a right-going wave specified

by the + sign in the axial exponent, satisfies the negative equation, while the left-

going wave satisfies the positive equation. The propagation vector of the wave is given

by k = koz+por; and the angle of incidence with respect to the axis of the cylinder

is, cost? = A;o/|k|. Substituting from the dispersion relation, we can write (224) as:

dEL_ (cosf\
dz ~±{ c ) dt '

If we now take d ~ 0, or the waves to be normal-incident on the open-ends, then

( 2 2 5 )

The validity of this approximation is discussed later.

We now turn to the finite difference equations. If we assume that all stability and

accuracy criterion are met rigorously, then the frequencies and wave numbers of the

numerical solutions will be close to those of the analytic solutions. Using "central

differencing" in time and "three-point" spatial differencing discussed earlier gives:

r _ J_ fEr,j+l/2,k + Erj+l/2,k-l _ Er,j+l/2,k
A

_ J_
dt At \

7 (227)
ErJ+l/2,k + Er,j+l/2,k _ Erj+l/2,k-l + E ^

dz Az\ 2
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Substituting (227) into (226) yields:

(228)

where, as before, the left-going wave uses the upper signs and the right-going wave

the lower signs. Separating this equation into a left-going wave for the left open end

and a right-going wave for the right open end yields:

— Az
^^

Er,j+1/2,NZ =

Thus knowing the radial electric fields at one grid location inside the boundaries at

both the current and previous time-steps, i?""^ ,2 2 and E^-+1,2 2, and ^""t^/2 ^ —1

and -E*-+1/2 Nz_1; and the field at the boundary at the previous time-step, E"-+1,2 x

and E*-+1i2 Nz, allows us to find the fields at the boundary for the current time-step,

£ n t ? , / o . and En*\ /o M . This simple boundary condition absorbs all waves that are

incident normal to the open-ends, -d ~ 0; waves that are incident at angles that are

much different from this will be artificially reflected back into the cylinder. Since the

waves are generated in the vicinity of the beam, if the distance between the beam

and the open-ends of the cylinder shown in figure (12) is approximately the length

of the beam, then the angle of incidence for a wave to reach the open-ends without

reflecting off the walls of the cylinder is •dc^ta,n~1(Rc/Li). F° r the parameters given

in table (3) we get t?~ 0.29 rad, or cos fl~ 0.96, which is close to unity, satisfying the

approximation made in equation (226).

This concludes the discussion of the initial and boundary conditions required to

solve the numerical equations. Indeed with these and the conditions on the discrete

parameters described above, we are in a position to use the equations to analyze

the transport of a beam of ions through background gas. The algorithm proceeds
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Figure 25: Flow-chart of the BTRAC code used to solve the numerical equations.

as follows. We start with a set of initial beam parameters, such as those outlined in

table (3). We assume that the beam has a K-V transverse distribution; and convert

the normalized axial distribution, fq(z), into a series of slices specified by equation
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(198). We also specify the background gas density, ng; the stripping and ionization

cross sections for beam ions of various charge states, q, colliding with background gas

neutrals, ast>g and cr,-nj9; and the size of the simulation environment shown in figure

(12), Lc and Re. We first use equation (186) to determine the superparticle ratio,

AN. From this we can determine the number of super-beam ions for each charge

state, Kg. Then using equation (195) and the beam parameters we can determine the

initial positions, r?)P and zgiP, and velocities, vT}q>p, vg^p and vz,q,p, of each particle,

q,p. Using equations (200) and (199) we can determine the spatial mesh sizes, Az and

Ar. From these and the size of the simulation environment, we can find the number

of radial and axial grid points, Nr and Nz. And using the distribution functions and

equations (223) we can initialize the fields, Er)j+1/2,k, Ez,j,k+i/2 a n d B0,j+i/2,k+i/^

for each mesh point j , k on the grid shown in figure (16). After having initialized the

fields and particles, we can now "push" the beam ions forward in time.

First using the most stringent of equations (187), (190) and (191) we can deter-

mine the size of the time-step, At. Then for every time-step we do the following.

We use equations (53) and (57), and the present positions, r"p and z"p, and veloci-
,. n+1/2 n+l/2 n+1/2 n+1/2 n+1/2 n+1/2 , n+1/2 , , .,

ties, vraJ , vej , vz,gjP, vr,e,p , v0ej , vXf(J , vT,g,P' and vz,gJ to advance the

positions of the particles to the next time-step, r"^1 and z^1. We then use equa-

tion (109), these present and advanced particle positions, the weighting functions,

(97), and the present number of particles K* ' , to calculate the current densities

for each mesh point, J* -Ai^ jt aa<^ Jz • fc+i/2* With these current densities and the

present electric fields, £* i+1/2jJ t and -E£i)fc+1/2, and magnetic fields, £j£J.02>JH.1/2,

we can use equations (59) and (60) to advance the electric fields for each mesh point

in the interior of the simulation environment to the next time-step, ^ " ^ i / o t and

^rtk+i/2' These along with the boundary conditions specified by equations (229)

are used to advance the radial electric fields on the two open-ends of the simulation
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environment shown in figure (12) to the next time-step, •S"yli1/21 a^d ^r^+1/2 N '

Then with these electric fields and equation (61) we can advance the magnetic field

to the next time-step, B? -i 1/244.1/2• Using equations (115), the present number

of particles, and the cross sections and background gas density we can determine

the number of particles for each species for the next time-step, K% ' . With the

• advanced fields on the mesh points, the particle positions, and the same weighting

functions as were used for the current density calculations, (97), we can use equation

(98) to interpolate the fields to the particles, JE£+J, £*+* and BJfi^. Finally we can

use equations (66), (70), (74), (75), (79), (87) and (88), these interpolated fields, and

the present particle velocities to advance the velocities to the next time-step, v^qJ ,

n+3/2 n+3/2 n+3/2 n+3/2 n+3/2 , n+3/2 T ., . , „
vo,q,p ' Vr>e'P ' v0,eJ ' Vzie* ' Vr>w Vz'9* ' W a y w e a d v a n c e ^ < l u a n "

tities from one time-step to the next; we repeat this for each time-step. Figure (25)

shows the flow-chart for this algorithm. A computer code, BTRAC, described in detail

in the appendix, was developed to "solve" the numerical equations by carrying out

these operations.
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5 Stripping and Ionization
Cross Sections

As mentioned above, in order to use the method outlined in the previous chapters

to solve for the propagation of a beam of heavy ions through background gas we need

to provide, in addition to the beam parameters and system geometry, a set of stripping

and ionization cross sections, ast,q and <rt-n)9, for the fast, /?~0.3, collisions of interest

in this thesis. Since most experimental data is for slow collisions, Lo and Fite (1970)

and Dehmel, et al., (1973), we develop here a semi-empirical approach for calculating

these cross sections. Betz (1972) presents a good survey of the various theories appli-

cable to such calculations. We focus here on two theories that allow us to calculate

the cross sections for electron loss collisions between the beam ions and background

gas atoms: the Bohr classical theory and the Bethe quantum theory. The Bethe

theory, based on the Born approximation, gives the "correct" velocity dependence,

(l//32)ln(/?2), when compared with experimental data; however the parameters con-

tained in this formulation axe not easily calculated for atoms more complicated than

helium. By contrast the Bohr theory, based on the "free electron" approximation, has

parameters that depend only on the ionization energies of atomic orbitals, which are

readily available; however, the velocity dependence it predicts is simply (1//32). We

therefore develop a semi-empirical method for obtaining the necessary parameters in

the Bethe theory using the Bohr theory as a guide.

5.1 Cross Section Theories

Single-electron loss reactions can be described by:

An+

In the following discussion we shall refer to the atom that looses the electron as the
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target, in this case An+ , and the atom that causes this loss as the projectile, in this

case Bk+. We can relate this to the ionization and stripping cross sections discussed

earlier, if we let An+ represent the beam ion of charge state n, so that q=n, and Bk+

represent the neutral background gas atom, so that k — 0, then the cross section for

the loss of an electron from A is the stripping cross section, ast>n; alternatively, if we

let An+ represent the background gas atom, so that now n=0, and Bk+ be the beam

ion of charge state k, so that q = k, then the cross section for the loss of an electron

from A is the ionization cross section, <7,-n)jfc.

5.1.1 Bohr Classical Theory

B

i l
e z

Figure 26:, The geometry for atomic collisions.

Following Bohr (1948) we" calculate the cross section by viewing the system in the

reference frame of the target atom, A. The derivation presented here also benefits

from lectures by Prussin (1992). Figure (26) shows the geometry of the collision,

where B is the projectile, and e is an electron to be lost in the target atom. Because

the projectile is fast we can invoke the impulse approximation, then the electron

remains instantaneously at rest in this reference frame. The change in momentum of

the projectile can be written as:

= ZB,ke J Edt, (230)
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where E is the electric field of the electron in this frame, and Zs,h 1S the effective

charge state of the projectile, which depends on both the atomic number, Zg, and

the charge state, k. The electric field of the electron is simply:

E = 77fW[x* + "1' (231)

where Vx2+z2 is the distance between the projectile and the electron. If we now

make the assumption that, the projectile maintains a straight-line trajectory with

constant velocity, then substituting (231) into (230) and carrying out the integration

yields:

= ^ ^ i , (232)

where b is the so-called impact parameter as shown in figure (26), and /? is the

velocity of the projectile. From momentum conservation, the momentum transferred

to the electron must be exactly equal to, but opposite in sign to the change in the

momentum of the projectile, Ape = —Apj3- The kinetic energy transferred to the

electron is given non-relativistically by:

AT = - i - [Ap2
e + 2APe - P J ] . (233)

where p,- is the initial momentum of the electron in the target atom, and me is the

electron mass. Because the direction of the initial momentum of the electrons in any

given orbital is entirely random, if we take an ensemble average of the dot product

in (233) we get zero; then substituting from (232) yields:

2c&Z% ycfim&<?
(AT) = -*-&$ , (234)

where () denotes an ensemble average, a is the fine structure constant, and ao is the

Bohr radius. The ionization cross section, or probability for the removal of any single

electron, /x, in the target atom, is simply given by:

= 2* J hdb ? J JMf , (235)
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where we have substituted for b from (234), and where BA,n,y. is the electron's binding

energy in the target atom, A. If we carry out the integration in (235) and sum over

all the electrons in the target atom to get the total probability, then the Bohr cross

section formula becomes:

4 f B k
CTBokr = E ^ = f / '

where:

' § ^ - (237)

where R is the Rydberg energy, 13.6 eV, and Z^ is the atomic number of the target

atom. 5JA,TI contains all the atomic information of the target; and the coefficient,

in particular Zs,ki contains the information about the projectile. The fact that the

formula is a product of these two parts is a general characteristic of fast collisions

where the projectile and the target do not intimately interact with each other.

5.1.2 Bethe Quantum Theory

Bethe (1930) gives the following cross section for the removal of a single electron,

ft, based on the Born approximation for fast collisions:

where b^n,? a r e some ionization factors and CA,n,p aie roughly equivalent to the

binding energies, BA,V.,H\ R, as before, is the Rydberg energy. Carrying out the

summation over all orbitals in (238) yields the Bethe cross section formula:

1 , (239)
ii=i

where

( 2 4 0 )
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and
ZA-n / R \ f R \

Again we see that the formula (239) is the product of two parts: one that contains

the quantities M^n and CA,V, which are both functions of the target only, and a

coefficient that contains the information of the projectile. It is interesting to note that

the projectile parts of the Bohr and Bethe formulae, (236) and (239), are identical.

5.2 Semi-Empirical Analysis

The parameter, S^^, in the Bohr formula (236), is fairly easy to calculate since

it depends on nothing more than the binding energies of the electrons in the target

atom, B^,n,n- On the other hand the parameters, M\n and CA,TH in the Bethe

formula (239), are difficult to obtain since they require a detailed knowledge of the

eigenfunctions of atom An+ for the calculations of bA,n,n and CA,U,\I-

5.2.1 Experimental Comparison

In order to determine which of the two formulae, (236) or (239), has the "correct"

velocity dependence, we write them as:

<rBohr = XA,n, (242)

and

K we now plot experimental data for the left hand side of these equations versus

ln(4/32/a2) we would either expect to see a constant, if the Bohr formula is "correct",

or a straight line, if the Bethe formula is "correct"; such a plot is referred to as a

Fano plot, after Fano and Cooper (1968). As mentioned above, there is not much
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Figure 27: ( . ! 2 ) a vs- ^n (~T") f°r single electron ionization of argon.

experimental data available for fast atomic collisions; however fast collisions between

electrons and atoms, and protons and atoms are more readily available. In this

case Z\ k = 1. Figure (27) shows the Fano plot for electron impact ionization of

argon; the experimental data is taken from Schram (1966). As can be seen the data

is not approximated by a constant corresponding to cr ~ (I//?2), suggesting that

the Bohr formula (242) is "incorrect". Indeed we can fit a diagonal straight line

through the data, as shown, which means that the Bethe formula (243) contains an

essential additional physics. Following Fano and Cooper (1968), we can use such

plots to determine M\ n and CA,V. which should be the slope and intercept of the line

respectively as seen from (243). Table (4) shows the results of such an analysis for

the electron impact ionization of various noble gas targets; the data is again taken

from Schram, et al., (1966).
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Target atom

Helium
Neon
Argon

Krypton
Xenon

0.49
1.84
4.16
5.95
8.25

0.54
4.50
7.23
9.58
11.8

,n

Table 4: M\ n and CA,U f°r noble gases.

5.2.2 Cross Section Formula

16
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Figure 28: —CA,V. VS. l^A,n for the noble gases.

12 14

Using the data in table (4) and guided by equations (240) and (241) we look for

relationships between the parameters in (239), M\ n and CA,™ and the quantity Y>A,n-

Inokuti (1971) suggests the possibility of polynomial expansions in the inverse binding

energy, 1JBA,V.,II- Since S ^ is a function of these binding energies, we assume that

the expansion can be given in terms of 1^A,V.- Figure (28) shows the plot of —CA,V.

vs. l^A,n for each of the noble gases shown in table (4). The binding energies for the
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calculation of %A,n were taken from Sevier (1979). If we assume a lowest order linear

expansion, we can fit a straight line to the data, C2&A,TI.I where ci is some constant,

in this case, C2 ^ 1.1. Similarly we can also plot M\n vs. S^n, as shown in figure

(29). Again using the data in table (4), and conducting a linear fit yields,

where for the noble gases c\ ~ 0.7.

If we now substitute these constants into (239) we get the following semi-empirical

formula for the electron loss cross section, a:

<7 — (244)

where Ŝ 4>n is given by (237). Therefore given the constants c\ and C2, we can calculate

the cross sections for single electron ionization.
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5.3 Cross Section Calculations

Before we can use equation (244) we need to discuss methods for calculating the

summation over the binding energies of the target atom, XU,«j and the effective charge

state of the projectile, ZB,k-

As can be seen from equation (237), %A,n depends on the binding energies for

the electrons in the target atom. The binding energies for neutral atoms are well

tabulated, and can be found in Sevier (1979) for example; for non-neutral atoms,

these are not so readily available. However, Carlson, et al., (1970) give the following

simple formula for calculating these binding energies from those for the neutral atom:

BA,n,ii = (lA,n — BA,Q,fi') + BA,Q,II •> (245)

where IA,U is the ionization energy of the ion An+, B^y is the binding energy in

the neutral atom of the orbital, /*', that corresponds to the outer-most orbital of the

ion, and -BA,O,P is the binding energy in the neutral atom that corresponds to the

orbital in question, fi. Thus knowing the binding energies of the neutral atom and

the ionization energy of the ion we can compute the binding energies of the ion.

The effective charge of a bare ion is simply the atomic number of the atom,

ZB,zB —ZB', however for non-bare ions the electrons would provide some screening.

Therefore we write:

ZB,h = ZB-eB,k, (246)

where ZB is the atomic number of the projectile and eB>k IS some screening constant

that depends on the charge-state k. Slater (1930) provides a semi-empirical method

of calculating these screening constants. Although the calculations were made to

determine the asymptotic form of the single-electron wave function by making the
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assumption that the electron is in a hydrogen-like atom of nuclear charge (Z—e), they

can be used to provide an estimate of the effective charge of the projectile. In this

approach, the screening constant is a function of the number of occupied orbitals in

the projectile atom, and is calculated by the following sum rules: we first group the

shells so that the s and p orbitals of a given quantum number form the same group

while the d and / orbitals form separate groups. Then we add screening numbers as

follows: an amount 0.35 for each electron in the outermost group (except if this is a

Is group, then 0.30 is used); if this outermost group is an s,p group then 0.85 for

each electron in the next group in and 1.00 for each of the rest of the electrons in the

atom; if this outermost group is not an s,p group then we simply add 1.00 for each

of the rest of the electrons in the atom. This sum is then the screening constant &B,k-
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Figure 30: The stripping cross section, crst,q

for Hgq+ colliding with neutral fluorine at /?=0.315.

We can now use equation (244) to calculate the stripping and ionization cross

sections for various beam ions colliding with background gas. For this thesis we are
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Figure 31: The ionization cross section, ain>q

for Hgq+ colliding with neutral fluorine at 0=0.315.

concerned with heavy ions, like Hg9+, colliding with neutral background gas atoms

like fluorine. In the case of the stripping cross sections, <rSf)9, as mentioned above, A

represents the beam ion and B the background neutral; therefore we need to calculate

ESg,q and Zpfi. Similarly for the ionization cross sections, <7in,q-, we need to calculate

and Zffgtqi

,.2 r4ira2
0ZFi0o? T ( ^

^ , ? - p C l V"o^
(247)

where we use equation (245) for %Hg,q and S^o, and (246) for Zng,q and ZF$. Figures

(30) and (31) show the results of equations (247) for /? ~ 0.315 as a function of the

beam ion charge-state q, where we have assumed that the constants c\ and ci are the

same as those calculated for the noble gases, ci~0.7 and C2C^1.1.
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6 Results and Conclusions

In the previous sections we have shown that the focal spot radius of the heavy ion

beam at the target is a crucial parameter in establishing the power plant feasibility

and operating conditions. Target gain, driver energy and peak power, all depend on

focal spot size. Generally the smaller this spot size for a given beam current the more

favorable is the operating regime. The purpose of this thesis is to determine the spot

radius to which a beam of heavy ions can be focused by a conventional lens system,

followed by propagation through a chamber of background gas.

Beam ion Hg+

Beam ion mass (mj) 200.6 amu
Ion kinetic energy {Eh) 10.02 GeV
Particle velocity (j3) 0.315
Beam current (7j) 4.3 kA
Beam line-charge density (Aj) 45.6 fiC/m
Pulse length (Lb) 0.94 m
Beam emittance (e) 19.3 mm—mrad
Beam radius at final lens (a;) 10 cm
Beam convergence half-angle (0) 20 mrad

Table 5: Beam parameters used for calculations.

We now analyze the transport of a beam of ions using the BTRAC code to solve the

numerical equations described in the previous sections. We take the beam to be K-V

in the transverse plane with uniform radius, a/, and emittance, e, along its length,

Lb, singular axial velocity, /?, and uniform axial dirstribution:

/(r,*,vuvz) = *X2L28 i^ + % - l) 6(v, - 0c)B(L* ~ *)*(-*) - (248)

The beam parameters, adapted from Lee (1991), are shown in table (5). We will

first look at the case of transport through a vacuum chamber, and then at the more

interesting case of transport through background gas.
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6.1 Vacuum Propagation

The first case we consider is propagation of a beam through vacuum, ng = 0.

In this case we can derive an approximate analytic solution for the beam envelope

radius; and then compare this to the results of the numerical solution.

6.1.1 Analytic Solution

with Standard Beam Parameters

The analytic solution to the problem of a beam of ions propagating through a

vacuum can be described by the "envelope" equation (10). Lee and Cooper (1976)

derive a very general envelope equation for axisymmetric beams; we present a specific

derivation for the case of concern here. We start by using the analytic governing

equations for the motion of the beam ions derived earlier. If we substitute equation

(25) into (19) we get

f ^ i 2£ (249)
at2 r

where we have dropped the subscripts for convenience, and remind the reader that 7

is the relativistic factor, and mj is the mass of the beam ion in amu. With the same

assumptions as were made before, that the velocity of the beam ion is primarily axial,

v±-^.vz~fic, and that this axial velocity doesn't change much over the course of the

beam propagation, we can convert the temporal derivative in (249) to one over the

axial position, z:

dz*

where we define the radial force:

(251)
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We now take moments defined over the transverse phase-space distribution. For a

moving "disk" of beam particles with z — flct equal to a constant:

(r) = JrdrJd9j v±dv± J <tyr/(r, 6, v±, ft z) , (252)

where / is the particle distribution in the transverse plane shown in figure (24),

evaluated at axial location, z. Using (250) we can find the following moment:

v ' /?2c2

where the primes signify derivates with respect to z. Substituting

<r2>" = 2(r '2)+2(rr"), (254)

and defining a2=2(r2) in (253) we get the envelope equation:

<Pa _e2_ Q
a3 a

where e, called the emittance, is defined as:

^ - (rvr)
2] , (256)

and Q, the dimensionless perveance is defined as:

The envelope equation, (255), is identical to (10). The emittance equation, (256), is

also identical to that given by (13). The variable a is interpreted as the radius of the

beam, or its "envelope".

Using the moment equation (252), we can write the perveance, (257), as:

AT?

Q
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where /(r; z), the normalized number density, is given by

J «*tf/f (r, v±, *; z) , (259)

and fq(r,v±, ip\z), as before, is the transverse axisymmetric distribution for particles

of charge-state q in the beam. If we assume that all the particles in the beam are of

charge-state q, then we can define a beam line-charge density at some radius, r, as:

\{r;z) = 27cqe I v±dvL I dij> f r'dr' fq(r'>j.,^;z) , (260)

so that Aj is the total beam line-charge density:

Aj = 2irqe / v±dv± dif> rdrfg(r,v±,i(>]z) , (261)

Substituting (260) and (259) into (258) yields:

rdr!T (Er - fcBe) , (262)

where we have substituted for the radial force from (251). The fields are given by:

E X

2ireor fnao\

2nr '

where A is defined by (260). Substituting (263) into (262) and performing the inte-

gration yields:
no Ti

(264)

where 7j, the beam current, is given by Aj/?c; this equation is identical to (11).

Lee and Cooper (1976) have shown that in the case of self-similar expansion,

the emittance of the beam is conserved. Given the initial conditions <z(0) = a\ and

a'(0) = —0, the beam convergence half-angle, we can solve equation (255) to obtain

the radius of the beam, a, as a function of axial position z. For the parameters given
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Figure 32: The envelope solution for the beam

propagating through a vacuum.

in table (5) we get, <2=3.78xlO~5, and with e=1.93x 10~5m-rad, ai = 10cm, and

0=20 mrad, figure (32) displays the solution of equation (255) obtained by applying

Stoermer's rule* for discretizing second-order, conservative differential equations. The

beam is considered to be moving from left to right. As mentioned before, the effect

of the final focus system is modeled by an artificial thin lens, located at z=0, which

focuses the beam onto the target (a//O) - 5 m away. The radius of the beam, initially

at ~ 10 cm, gets focused to a spot-size of as~l.97mm at axial position z~ 5.68 m,

slightly beyond the nominal position of the target. The actual convergence angle,

or target position, would be adjusted so that the minimum radius occurred at the

target. This spot radius agrees with the analytic integral to the envelope equation,

(14).

We can also make estimates for the radial electric and azimuthal magnetic fields

* See for example Press, et al., (1992).
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at the edge of a long cylindrical beam by substituting a, the beam radius, for r in

equations (263):

2ireoa '

where A&, the beam line charge density, is given-by (261), and If,, the beam current,

is given by X^c. For the parameters given in table (5), with <z~ 1.97 mm, we get

ET ^ 4.16 x 108 V/m and Bg ~ 4.37 x 10"1 T. These high fields are expected to

strongly effect the motion.of any electrons generated by collisions with background

gas molecules.

6.1.2 Numerical Solution

with Standard Beam Parameters

Ar {mm) At (ps) Nt

8
4
2
1
0.5

15
10
5
3
1.5

2,294
1,727
1,694
706
1,900

Table 6: Number of time steps used for numerical simulation

of the beam for vacuum propagation.

Using the parameters in table (5) we set the length and radius of the simulation

enviroment shown in figure (12) to I c ~ 9 m and Rc~30cm. Equation (186) yields

AiV^ 1.4xl010, and therefore K\ ~ 19,080 super-beam ions; the subscript "1" signifies

that all these particles have initial charge state q— 1. Using the "envelope" solution as

a guide, we determine that at the end of the simulation, when the radius of the beam is

approximately ~ 2 mm, the beam plasma frequency will be wj ~4.4xl08 s~1; and using
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equation (188) we set Az&6mm and Nz —1,500 grid divisions. Since the numerical

simulation code, BTRAC, does not allow for reductions in the axial grid division, we will

use this, more stringent, Az throughout the simulation. Similarly, at the beginning of

the simulation, where the radius of the beam is ~ 10 cm, a;j~8.9xl065~1; and using

(189) we get Ar & 8 mm and Nr ~ 38 grid divisions. Since there is no background

gas, there are no collisions or electrons; therefore the only condition on the time-

step comes from the CFL equation (190), which gives At < 15 ps. As the simulation

progresses the radius of the beam will decrease, this will force a smaller radial grid

division and time-step; the BTRAC code does allow for reductions in Ar and At. Table

(6) shows Ar and At and the number of time-steps, Nt, for each set of parameters.

For instance, at the end of the first "run", the mid-point, i.e. the axial location of

the center of the beam, will be at position z~— 0.48+2294(Ai/?c)~2.77m, where

the mid-point of the beam is initially at ~ —0.48 m; at the end of the next run, the

mid-point of the beam will have progressed to z ~ 2.77—1,727(A£/?c)~4.4m; and so

on.

Figure (33) shows the results of a BTRAC simulation with the parameters given

above. The figure shows the beam at three different times, superimposed on the same

graph, along with the envelope solution of figure (32). The first of these "snapshots"

is at time "0", when the head of the beam is still behind the lens, at 2=0 m; its radius

is ~ 10 cm, and the mid-point is seen to be ~ 0.48 m behind the lens. The second

"snapshot" shows the beam at ~ 34.4 ns, when the mid-point is at ~ 2.77 m. And

finally the last of these "snapshots" is at ~ 65.1 ns, when the mid-point of the beam is

now at ~ 5.67 m. The "waist" or point of smallest beam "envelope" radius, given by

a=y/2{r2), occurs at ~5.67m, as opposed to ~5.68 m for the numerically integrated

envelope solution, and has radius ~ 2.08 mm as opposed to ~ 1.97 mm; this is a ~ 5.6%

discrepancy between the envelope and numerical results. We can also calculate the
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Figure 33: The beam ions for vacuum propagation.

emittance of the beam at the waist given by equation (256), e~2.01 xlO~5 m—rad;

this confirms the assumption of emittance conservation that was made when solving

the envelope equation.

Figures (34) and (35) show the radial electric field and azimuthal magnetic field

at a radius of ~ 2.08 mm as a function of axial position across the beam when its

mid-point is at ~ 5.67 m. These fields are obtained by carrying out the summation

given by equation (98) that weights the fields to the particle positions:

z-r- zu\ (266^

where F(r,z) is either the radial electric field or the azimuthal magnetic field at

location (r,z), Fj^ is the field at the grid location (rj,Zk) and W is the weighting

function given by equation (97). As can be seen, the radial electric field at the mid-

point of the beam, for location z ~ 5.67 m is Er ~ 4.06 x 108 V/ra, which is within

~ 2.29% of the analytical value calculated above; and the azimuthal magnetic field
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Figure 34: The radial electric field at 2.08 mm

for vacuum propagation.
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Figure 35: The azimuthal magnetic field at 2.08 mm

for vacuum propagation.

is 4.63 x 10"1 T, which is within ~ 5.93% of the analytical value. Although the
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analytical theory assumes a long cylindrical beam with no axial electric field, Ez, the

results obtained from the numerical solution are very close to those obtained from

the analytic calculation.
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Figure 36: Charge density for vacuum propagation.

Figure (36) shows the charge density as a function of radius at the mid-point of

the beam, at ~ 5.67 m. This is done by counting the number of super-beam ions in a

small annulus with thickness A r ~ 0.5 mm and length Az~6mm at the mid-point.

If we integrate this charge density over the radius of the beam we get a line-charge

density of Aj~4.79xlO~5 Cfm. Again we see that although the analytical solution

did not include the effect of the axial electric field and therefore assumes that Aj is a

constant, it is very close, within ~4.99%, to the numerical solution.
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6.2 Propagation through Background Gas

We now turn our attention to propagation of the beam through background gas for

reactor chambers theat use Flibe, a molten-salt mixture of 66.7 mol % LiF and 33.3

mol % BeF%, or liquid-lithium as the working fluid. We first explore beam propagation

through vapor densities of ~ 1014 to 1015 molecules per cm? of Flibe. Moir, et al.,

(1991) report that these densities correspond to Flibe equilibrium temperatures of

~ 940 to 1038 K. Under these conditions the background gas consists of ~ 99%

B&Fi molecules, while the remaining ~ 1% contains other compounds, including

LiF. Therefore we can take the vapor to be entirely BeFi. There is almost no

data for the stripping and ionization of BeFi molecules, however, estimates of atomic

cross sections can be made using the semi-empirical methods described earlier in

chapter 5. In view of this we take the gas to be composed of individual atoms, rather

than molecules. The BTRAC code is currently only capable of simulating single-species

background gas. There are twice as many fluorine atoms as there are beryllium atoms

in the background gas, and the atomic number of fluorine is more than twice that of

beryllium; consequently we expect the stripping of the beam ions to be dominated

by fluorine. The stripping and ionization collision frequencies, a%/?c, for Hgz+ ions

at /? ~ 0.315 colliding with the Be atoms in ~ 5 x 1014 molecules cm~z BeFi are

vst c^5.9xlO7 s~1 and y,-n~l.lxl09s~1 respectively; similarly for F these frequencies

are */a$~l.lxl09 s - 1 and vin~3.1xl09 s-1. As can be seen, the stripping frequency

for beryllium is about ~ 5% that of fluorine, and the ionization frequency is about

a third; therefore we ignore the Be and take the background gas to be composed of

fluorine atoms at twice the Flibe molecular vapor density in the chamber.
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6.2.1 Numerical Solution for

Flibe Vapor at 2 x 1014 Molecules per c.c

Ar (mm) At (ps) Nt

8
8
8
8
4
4
2
2

Table 7: Number of time steps used for numerical simulation

of the beam in 4 x 1014 cm~3 fluorine.

15
10
5
3
3
2
2
1

662
490
2937
1631
2263
5239
1005
182

We now look at the results of the numerical simulations for the beam passing

through background gas at various densities. For background gas at 2xl014 molecules

of BeFi per cm3, we carry out the simulation with 4xl014 atoms of fluorine per cm3,

as described above. The stripping and ionization cross sections for Hg+ beam ions

colliding with F at /? ~ 0.315 are shown in figures (30) and (31). The initial beam

parameters are the same as those used for the vacuum case and listed in table (5). The

reductions in the radial grid division, Ar, are performed at similar intervals to the

case of vacuum transport shown in table (6). However, now the time-step is no longer

simply limited by the CFL condition, (190); because there are collisions between the

beam ions and the background gas, it can also be limited by the collision frequency,

(191), and because of the presence of electrons, by the electron plasma frequency,

(187). Table (7) shows the time-step sequence used for this simulation; except for the

initial time division, which is set by the CFL condition, all subsequent At are set by

the more stringent plasma frequency limit. The other simulation parameters are the
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same as were used in the vacuum case, Az~6mm and AiV~1.4x 1010.
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Figure 33: The beam ions for propagation through 4 x 1014 cm 3 £uorine.
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propagation through 4 x 1014 era"3 fluorine.
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Figure (37) shows the results of the BTRAC simulation for the beam ions at three

different times superimposed on the same graph. The first of these "snapshots" is at

time "0", the second is at time ~ 34.4 ns, and the third "snapshot" is at the end of

the simulation, ~ 53.9 ns. The solid line plots the location of the particle with the

maximum radial position within a thin, Az, slice around the axial mid-point of the

beam. As can be seen this "edge" radius of the beam reaches a waist, or spot size, of

~ 3.05 cm, when the mid-point of the beam is at ~ 4.61m. This spot radius is much

larger than the ~ 2 mm spot-size achievable in a vacuum. Also the position of the

focal spot has shifted by ~ 1.06 m from the vacuum case as would be expected for

a beam that has a larger focal spot. The distribution of charge states of the beam

ions at the end of the simulation is shown in figure (38). The average charge state

is ~ 11.41, so that the beam line-charge density increases from ~4.79xlO~5 C/m to

~5.47xlO-4C/m.
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Figure 39: The electrons generated by the beam

propagating through 4 x 1014 cm~z fluorine.
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Figure 40: The background gas ions generated by the beam

propagating through 4 x 1014 cm~3 £uorine.

Figures (39) and (40) show the electrons and background gas ions in the chamber

at the end of the simulation. The electrons, which are much lighter than the back-

ground gas ions, get "dragged" along and concentrated in the vicinity of the beam.

It had been hoped that these electrons would not only be able to compensate for the

extra charge due to the stripping of the beam ions and the presence of any gas ions in

the vicinity of the beam, but also substantially neutralize the original beam charge:

Any residual electric field, resulting from incomplete neutralization, will have a much

larger defocusing effect than in the case of vacuum transport because of the higher

charge state of the beam ions.

Figure (41) shows the radial electric field at a radius of 3.05 cm as a function of

axial position across the beam when the mid-point of the beam is at ~ 4.61 m at

the end of the simulation; this field is calculated using equation (266) in a manner

similar to that for the vacuum case. The dashed line is a result of convoluting the
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Figure 41: The radial electric field at 3.05 cm for

propagation through 4xl014cm~~3 fiuorine.

simulation data with a Gaussian kernal whose full-width at half-maximum is ~40Az,

or one-fourth the length of the beam. The average radial electric field across the beam

from ~4.14 to 5.08 m is Er — 3.68xlO7 V/m. If we use the line-charge density for the

vacuum case, ~ 4.79 x 10~5 C/m, and then use the long-beam approximations for the

electric field, equation (265), at this radius, ~ 3.05 cm, we get JSr ~2.82xlO7 V/m.

Even though we used an approximation that neglects the effects of the axial electric

field, we see that this field is smaller than the non-vacuum case, suggesting that the

electrons are not able to neutralize the extra charge due to the stripping of the beam

and the gas ion charge due to ionization of the background gas.

K we ignore the effect of the magnetic "pinch" force, which, in general, is fi2 times

the electric force, we can calculate an effective force on an ion at the edge of the beam,

fr = (q)eET, where (q) is the average charge-state of the beam ions, and Er is the

electric field at the edge. Although the electric field at the edge is lower than the edge
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electric field for the vacuum case, ~ 4.06 x 108 V/m, the charge-state has increased,

therefore the effective force, fT ~ 6.73 x 10~n N, is only slightly larger than that felt

by a beam ion at the focal-spot radius for vacuum transport, fra6.bxlQ~11 N, which

partially explains why the beam starts to expand at this point.
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Figure 42: The charge density for

propagation through 4 x 1014 cro~3 fluorine.

In order to calculate the extent of the neutralization of the beam and gas ion

charge we can look at the charge density across the beam radius. Figure (42) shows

the charge density as a function of radius averaged over the entire length of the beam

from ~4.14 to 5.08 m. This is calculated in the same manner as was done before in

the case of vacuum transport, except that now Ar~2mm. The solid lines refer to

the beam ions and the dashed and dotted lines refer to the electrons and background

gas ions respectively. If we integrate the charge density for the beam ions only over

radius to ~ 3.05 cm, we get A& ~ 5.16 x 10~4 C/m\ this agrees well, ~ 5.59%, with

the value estimated earlier from the average charge state of the beam ions. For the
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electrons we get, Ae ~—1.16 x 10~3 C/m; while for the gas ions, Xg ~7.0 x 10~4 C/m,

which is comparable to the beam ion charge density. The total charge density of the

beam ions, gas ions and electrons is A~5.94x 10~5 C/m. As in the case of the field,

this is larger than the vacuum case of ~4.79xlO~5 C/m, which again means that the

electrons are not able to neutralize even the excess charge due to the gas ions and the

stripping of the beam ions. We calculate a charge neutralization fraction based on

the ability of the electrons to not only compensate for the excess positive charge due

to stripping and ionization, but also to neutralize the original charge of the beam by

[1-(A/A6)]~88.5%.
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Figure 43: The potential energy for

propagation through 4 x 1014 cm~z fluorine.

To gain some insight into why the electrons are not able to effectively neutralize

the beam we look at the beam potential. Figure (43) shows the potential energy of the

beam as a function of radius. This is calculated by integrating the radial force on an

electron, (Er —vZjeBg), where Er and BQ are, as before, the average radial electric and
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Figure 44: The electron transverse kinetic energy for

propagation through 4 xlO14 cm~3 £uorine.

azimuthal magnetic fields respectively, and v2>e is the average electron axial velocity.

The magnetic force is about ~ 3 % of the electric force, and therefore can be ignored.

As can be seen, the potential reaches ~ 1.45 MV at the edge of the beam, ~ 3.05 cm.

Figure (44) shows the distribution of the transverse kinetic energy for the electrons

in the vicinity of the beam, from z~4.14 to 5.08 m. The plot shows the fraction of

electrons with energies greater than ~ 1 MeV. Some electrons can have transverse

kinetic energies as high as ~ 3.26 MeV. Electrons with transverse kinetic energies

larger than the potential of the beam that are not entirely confined within the beam

and therefore cannot contribute effectively to its neutralization. These electrons gain

energy from the rapid increase in the beam potential. Because of the high stripping

cross sections of fluorine, the beam ions can reach charge states in excess of ~ 6

within the first meter of propagation; the potential from the bare beam, discounting

any electrons and gas ions, would then be ~2.46MV. By the time the beam reaches

a waist, this bare-beam potential can get as high as ~4.67 MV, leading to energetic
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electrons that can "escape" the potential of the beam.

6.2.2 Numerical Solution for

Flibe Vapor at 1 x 1015 Molecules per c.c

Ar (mm) At (ps)

• 8

8
8
8
8
4

TaWe 8: Number of time steps used for numerical simulation

of the beam in 2 x 1015 cm~3 fluorine.

15
5
3
2
1
1

349
753
1891
3125
13486
982

We now look at the results of the numerical simulations for the beam passing

through Flibe background gas at lxlO15 molecules per cm3, which we simulate with

2xlO15 cm3 fluorine. The beam parameters axe the same as those used in the previous

simulations given in table (5). The reductions in the radial grid division, Ar, and

the time division, At, are given in table (8). Again, the first time division is set by

the CFL condition, while all subsequent times axe determined by the electron plasma

frequency limit; the other simulation parameters are the same as were used in the

vacuum case, Az~6mm and AiV~1.4xlO10.

Figure (45) shows the results of the BTRAC simulation for the beam ions at two

different times superimposed on the same graph. The first of these is at time "0", the

second is at the end of the simulation at time ~ 35.39 ns. As before, the solid line plots

the location of the particle with the maximum radial position within a thin, Az, slice
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Figure 45: The beam ions for

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~z fluorine.
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Figure 46: The distribution of beam ion charge states for

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~z fluorine.

35

around the mid-point of the beam. As can be seen, the radius of the beam reaches a
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spot-size of ~ 5.49 cm at a distance of ~ 2.86 m from the lens. Again, this spot size is

much larger than the ~ 2 mm achievable in a vacuum; and now the position of this

focal spot has moved by about ~ 2.81 m from the vacuum case. The distribution of

charge states of the beam ions at the end of the simulation is shown in figure (46).

The average charge state is now ~ 19.98, so that the bare beam line-charge density

increases from ~4.79 x 10~5 C/m to ~9.57x 10"4 C/m.
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Figure 47: The electrons generated by

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~3 £uorine.

Figures (47) and (48) show the electrons and background gas ions in the chamber

at the end of the simulation. Again, it had been hoped that the electrons, concen-

trated in the vicinity of the beam, would partially neutralize both the beam charge

and the background gas ions. Figure (49) shows the radial electric field at a radius

of ~5.49 cm as a function of axial position across the beam at the end of the simula-

tion. As before, this field is computed using equations (266); and the dashed line is

a convolution with a Gaussian kernal of full-width ~40A2. The average field across
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Figure 48: The background gas ions generated by-

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~z £uorine.
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Figure 49: The radial electric Held at 5.49 cm for

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~z Suorine.

the beam from ~2.39 to 3.33 m is £ r~2.47xl07 V/m. If we calculate the field of the
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vacuum case at this radius, ~ 5.49 cm, with the long-beam approximation, equation

(265), we get Er ~ 1.57 x 107 V/m. Again the field that results from propagation

through the background gas is larger than that from vacuum propagation, suggesting

incomplete neutralization of the excess charge state of the beam ions from stripping

and the gas ions.

We can calculate the electric force on a beam ion at the focal-spot radius, ~

5.49 cm, fr ~ 7.91 x 10""11 N, which, again, is only slightly larger than the force on a

beam ion at the focal-spot radius for vacuum transport, and is the dominant repulsive

force on the beam ions causing the beam to expand.
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Figure 50: The charge density for

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~3 Suorine.

0.048 0.056

To calculate the extent of the neutralization, we look at the charge density as

function of beam radius averaged over the length of the beam ~2.39 to 3.33 m, figure

(50). As before, we calculate this density by averaging over the particles in successive
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annuli, this time of thickness ~4mm. The total beam line-charge density, integrated

out to radius ~ 5.49 cm, is Aj ~ 8.94 x 10~4 C/m; this agrees well, ~ 6.59%, with the

value estimated earlier from the average charge state of the beam ions. Similarly for

the electrons, Ac ~ —1.19xlO~2 C/m; and for the gas ions, Xg ~ 1.12xlO~2 C/m, which

is now more than ten times the beam ion density. The total line-charge density is

A~2.2xlO~4 C/m, is substantially higher than the vacuum case of ~4.79xlO~5 C/m,

meaning that the electrons are not able to neutralize the extra charge of the highly

stripped beam ions and gas ions. We calculate a charge neutralization fraction of

~ 75.4%; this is lower than the ~ 88.5% neutralization achieved for propagation

through 4 x 1014 cm~3 density fluorine.
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Figure 51: The potential energy for

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~z fluorine.

Figure (51) shows the potential energy of the beam as a function of radius, cal-

culated in the same way as before. The potential diiFerence between the minimum

point and the edge of the beam, ~ 5.49 cm, is ~ 0.33 MV. Figure (52) shows the
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Figure 52: The electron transverse kinetic energy for

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~z Euorine.

1.6

distribution of the transverse kinetic energy for the electrons in" the vicinity of the

beam. As can be seen, about ~ 5% of the electrons have energies greater than this

potential "well", with some as high as ~ 1.36 MeV. These high-energy electrons con-

tribute only partially to the beam's neutralization. However, from figure (51), we see

that the potential has a minimum at r~3.6cro, implying a region of better confined

electrons in the center of the beam. The charge neutralization fraction, calculated

by integrating the line charge density to radius ~ 3.6 cm, is ~ 85.2%; this is about

~ 10% higher than the total beam neutralization of ~ 75.4% calculated above. Indeed

from figure (45) we see that there exists a "core" of beam ions to a radius of around

~ 3.6 cm at the midTpoint of the beam, z ~ 2.86 m. One measure of the behavior of

this core is the "envelope" radius a, given by ^/2(r2), where \/(r2) is the rms radius.

At the mid-point of the beam, a ~ 4.09 cm; and shows no sign of stagnation as the

maximum radius does, but continues to decrease.
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Figure 53: The beam ions for

propagation through 2 x 1015 cro~3 fluorine.

Figure (53) shows two "snap-shots" of the beam at different times. The first of

these is at the start of the simulation, and the second is at ~ 44.65 ns, which is about

~ 9.26 ns later than the last "snap-shot" of the beam in figure (45); the mid-point

is now at ~ 3.74 m. The solid line shows a = y/2(r2) of the mid-point of the beam.

As can be seen, the edge radius of this mid-point continues to grow, until it reaches

~ 6.93 cm; however a decreases until it reaches a minimum at ~ 2.44 cm. Although

there is still a core of confined beam ions, they are now concentrated within a radius

of ~ 1.5 cm at the mid-point of the beam. The average charge state of the beam has

also increased from ~ 19.98 to ~ 22.41 which gives a beam ion line-charge density of

1.07xl0-3C/m.

Figure (54) shows the potential energy as a function of radius. As can be seen,

the potential minimum has shifted inward to about ~ 1.5 cm which again coincides

with the core of the beam. The potential at the edge of the beam, r ~ 6.93 cm, is
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Figure 54: The potential energy for

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~3 fluorine.
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propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~3 fluorine.

now ~ 3.03 MV. Figure (55) shows the distribution of electron transverse kinetic
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Figure 56: The charge density for

propagation through 2 x 1015 cm~3 fluorine.

energy. As can be seen, the electron energies have also increased, and can get as high

as ~ 4.69 MeV; these high-energy electrons will not be entirely confined within the

beam and provide only partial neutralization. Figure (56) shows the charge densities

for the beam ions, electrons, and gas ions, as a function of radius. If we integrate

these out to radius ~ 6.93 cm, the edge of the beam, we get A& ~ 1.01 x 10~3 C/m,

Ae ~ —1.35 x 10~2 C/m and Xg ~ 1.28 x 10~2 C/m. The total charge neutralization has

decreased to ~69.6%; but in the core of the beam, up to a radius of about ~0.15 cm,

the charge neutralization is ~98.8%, almost ~30% higher than the rest of the beam.

6.2.3 Numerical Solutions for

low-density Flibe Vapor and high-density Lithium Vapor

The previous results have shown that a heavy ion beam with parameters given

in table (5) cannot be focused by conventional means to the mm size focal spot radii
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necessary for heavy ion driven inertial confinement fusion in high-density, ~ 1014 to

1015 molecules per cm3, Flibe gas. Before proceeding to the case of high-density

propagation in chambers that use liquid-lithium as the working fluid, we look at one

last Flibe case: low-density, ~1013 molecules pe cm3.
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Figure 57: The beam ions for

propagation through 2 x 1013 cm~3 fluorine.

For 1 x 1013 cm 3, Flibe, the background gas density, as before, is taken to be

2 x 1013 cm~3 atoms of fluorine. The beam is the same as was used in the previous

cases. Figure (57) shows the results of a BTRAC simulation. As before the figure

shows three "snapshots" of the beam. The first of these is at time "0", the second is

at time ~ 34.4 ns, and the third is at time ~ 64.4 ns. At the end of the simulation the

mid-point of the beam is at axial location ~ 5.6 m from the lens. The edge radius of

the beam reaches a waist, or focal spot radius, of ~8mm at this location. Although

this is not as good as the case of vacuum propagation where the focal-spot radius was

~ 2.08 mm at an axial location of ~ 5.67 m, it is considerably better than the ~ 3 to
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5 cm spot sizes for high-density propagation. The beam also has a "core" of better

focused ions; the rms radius reaches a minimum of ~2.23 mm at an axial location of

~ 5.33 m. The average charge-state of the beam ions is much lower, ~ 1.66, than those

seen for propagation through high-density gas. This lower charge state leads to lower

beam ion line-charge densities and also lower gas ion line-charge densities because the

ionization cross sections depend on the charge state of the beam ions. If we calculate

the line-charge densities integrated to r ~ 8 mm we get Aj ~ 6.43 x 10~5 C/m, which

is what we expect for an average charge state of ~ 1.66; Ae ^ —5.17 x 10~5 Cjm\

and Xg ~ 4.57 x 10~6 C/m. From these we calculate a charge neutralization fraction,

given by [1—(A/Aj)], of ~ 73.2%. Although this is not much better than the fractions

achieved at higher densities, leading to comparable residual fields, Er ~3.79xlO7 V/m

at r ~ 8 mm, the charge state of the beam ions is more than an order of magnitude

lower than the high-density cases, therefore the space-charge defocusing forces are

smaller, fr ~ 1.01 x 10" n N.

We now turn to the case of propagation through high-density, ~ 1014 to 1015 cm"3,

lithium background gas. In their original HYLIFE design, Blink, et al., (1985), pro-

posed using liquid lithium in the chamber as the coolant, to protect the first structural

wall and breed tritium, in much the same way as Flibe is used in the HYLIFE-II de-

sign by Moir, et al., (1994). From a beam propagation point of view, lithium has an

advantage over Flibe; it has a lower atomic number than fluorine, therefore its strip-

ping cross section, which is proportional to the square of the atomic number as seen

in equation (247), is much lower than that of fluorine. Figures (58) and (59) show the

stripping and ionization cross sections for mercury ions colliding with lithium atoms

with velocity 0 ~ 0.315 computed using equations (247). If we compare these cross

sections to those for fluorine shown in figures (30) and (31) we see that although the

ionization cross sections are the about the same order of magnitude for both gases,
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the stripping cross sections for lithium are almost an order of magnitude lower than
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that for fluorine. Therefore, even in high-density lithium gas, we expect the charge

states of the beam ions to be low.
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Figure 60: The beam ions for

propagation through 2 x 1014 cm"3 lithium.

Figure (60), as before, shows three "snapshots" of a beam of heavy ions propa-

gating through 2xlO14 cm~3 lithium. The first of these is at time "0", the second is

at time ~34.4ras, and the third is at time ~ 60.3 ns. At the end of the simulation

the mid-point of the beam is at ~ 5.22 m from the lens. The edge radius of the beam

at this point is ~ 3.75 mm; which is comparable to the vacuum focal spot radius of

~ 2.08 mm at an axial location of ~ 5.67 m. As expected, the average charge-state of

the beam ions in this case is low, ~ 1.87, as compared with ~ 11.41 for propagation

through Flibe gas of the same density. The line-charge densities integrated out to

a radius of ~ 3.75 mm are now, Aj ~ 5.12 x 10~5 C/m, Xe ~ —7.14 x 10~5 C/m and

Â  ~ 2.64 x 10~5 C/m. The neutralization fraction is ~ 87.7%, which is about the

same as the neutralization achieved by Flibe at the same density, ~ 88.5%.- Conse-
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quently, the radial electric field at r ~ 3.75 mm is still as high as ~ 3.02 x 107 V/m;

but since the charge-state of the beam ions is small, this field has less of a defocusing

effect than comparable fields in the case of propagation through Flibe gas. The force

on an ion at the focal-spot radius is about seven times smaller than that for Flibe,

/ r~9.05xl0-1 2iV.
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Figure 61: The beam ions for

propagation through 1 x 1015 cm~3 lithium.

Finally we look at propagation through 1 x 1015 cm 3 lithium. As before figure

(61) shows the beam at three different times, "Ons", ~ 34.4 ns, and ~ 60.8 ns. The

beam reaches a waist, or focal-spot radius of 6.88 mm at a distance of ~ 5.27 m

from the lens. The average charge-state is now higher than the previous case, as

expected, ~ 3.96, but still considerably lower than propagation through Flibe at the

same density. The radial electric field at r~ 6.88 mm is ~5.01 x 107 V/m. The force

on a beam ion at the focal-spot radius is now about half that for a beam ion at the

focal radius for transport through Flibe gas of the same density, fr ~3.18 x 10~~n N.
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6.3 Conclusions

We have seen that heavy ion beams used to drive the implosion of a pellet of DT

fuel for the effective production of electricity in an ICF power plant, must be focused

to mm size spot radii on the target in order to yield the high temperatures required

for efficient ablation driven implosion. In some power plant designs, the target is

surrounded by exposed liquid flows, consisting of lithium compounds, located in the

center of a chamber. For efficient electric power production, a pellet must be imploded

~ 5 to 20 times a second. The "liquid-wall" carries away the heat generated from the

microexplosion of the pellet, protects the first structural wall of the chamber from

damage from the neutrons and breeds tritium. The microexplosion partially vaporizes

the liquid resulting in a background gas density in the chamber that can get as high as

~ 1018 molecules per cm? immediately after a shot. Much of the design of a chamber

is devoted to lowering this gas density between subsequent shots to levels that would

not impede the ability to focus the beams to the necessary small spot radius. It is

therefore of high interest to determine the degree to which clearing between shots is

really necessary.

In this thesis we examined the ability to "conventionally" focus a single heavy

ion beam in reactor chambers that use Flibe, a molten salt mixture of LiF and

BeF2, or liquid-lithium as the working fluid, with background gas densities in the

range of ~ 1014 to 1015 cm~3. Conventional focusing schemes employ a system of

magnetic quadrupoles, the last element of which is located well outside the chamber,

perhaps ~5m away from its center, to focus the beam onto the target. For this study

the beam was initially taken to be a uniformly distributed, ~ 0.94 m long, ~ 10 cm

radius, cylinder consisting of ~ 4.3 kA of ~ 10.02 GeV, Hg+ ions. The BTRAC code

was developed and used to study the propagation of this beam through high-density,
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~4xlO14 and ~2xlO15 atoms per cm3 fluorine gas, used to simulate chambers with

Flibe, and ~2 x 1014 and ~ 1 x 1015 atoms per cm3 lithium gas.

Our results for vacuum propagation showed that such a beam can indeed be

focused t o a ~ 2.08 mm spot-size at a distance of ~ 5.67 m from the lens. This spot

radius is in good agreement, ~ 5.6%, with the solution to the "envelope" equation,

even though this solution ignores the effect of the axial electric field. The beam line-

charge density was ~ 47.9 fiC/m, leading to a radial electric field at the edge of the

beam, r ~ 2.08 mm, of ~0.41 GV/m, as expected. The azimuthal magnetic field was

~ 0.46 T; but because the beam is sub-relativistic, fi c± 0.315, the magnetic pinch

forces are typically a tenth of the electric defocusing forces felt by the beam ions. If

we ignore this magnetic force the radial electric force felt by a beam ion at the edge of

the beam is ~6.5xlO~u N. Any electrons generated from collisions with background

gas neutrals will be strongly effected by these fields.

The complicated plasma phenomena that results from propagation through back-

ground gas makes analytic methods inadequate for describing the dynamics of the

beam. The primary defocusing effect on the beam ions comes from the radial elec-

tric force and is a product of two components: the charge state of the beam ions,

and the total line-charge density of the beam. The charge-state of the beam ions is

determined solely by the stripping cross sections and the density of the background

gas. The total line-charge density is the sum of the line-charge densities of the various

charged particles in the beam: the beam ions, electrons and background gas ions. The

charge-state of the beam ions can influence not only the charge density of the beam

ions, but because the ionization cross sections depend on this charge-state, they also

influence the electron and gas ion charge densities; furthermore, any radial electric

field due to the total line-charge density will strongly effect the transverse dynamics
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of the electrons and determine their ability to remain confined within the beam and

contribute to its neutralization.

In ~ 4 x 1014 era"3 fluorine gas the edge radius of the beam, given by "tracking"

the ion with the largest radial position at the axial mid-point of the beam, reached a

"waist", or minimum, of ~ 3.05 cm at an axial location of ~ 4.61 m from the lens. The

larger the focal-spot radius the shorter the distance from the lens to the waist. The

average charge-state of the beam ions was ~ 11.41; therefore the beam line-charge

density was as high as ~ 0.52mC/m. The ionization mean-free-path at this charge

state and background gas density is ~ 2.78 cm, therefore we expect to see a high gas ion

line-charge density, ~0.7mC/m. If we assume a uniform radial distribution we can

calculate the potential at the edge of the beam due to both these line-charge densities,

~ 11MV. These high potentials are capable of imparting large transverse energies

to the electrons; indeed the electrons had transverse kinetic energies as high as ~

3.26 MeV. The observed potential at the edge of the beam, calculated by integrating

the radial electric field, was ~ 1.45 MV. Electrons with transverse kinetic energies

larger than this potential are not effectively confined within the beam. The electron

line-charge density was therefore lower than expected, ~ —1.16mC/m, leading to a

total line-charge density of ~59Afj,C/m and a neutralization fraction of ~88.5%.

The average radial electric field at the edge of the beam was ~36.8 MV/m. Although

this field is about a tenth of the strength of the field for the vacuum case, it coupled

together with the fact that the average charge-state of the beam ions has increased

by more than a factor of ten leads to a defocusing force, ~ 6.73 x 10~n N, which is

comparable to that at the smaller waist of the beam for vacuum propagation.

The next case studied was propagation through ~ 2 x 1015 cm~z fluorine gas. In

this case beam focused to a spot radius, determined by the outermost beam ion,
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of ~ 5.49 cm, which, as expected, was located closer to the lens at ~ 2.86 m. The

average charge-state of the beam was now almost twice as high, ~ 19.98, leading

to a beam line-charge density of ~ 0.89 mC/m. The ionization mean-free-path is

now much smaller, ~ 0.15 cm, and the gas ion line-charge density was correspond-

ingly higher, ~ 11.2 mC/m. Again the electron line-charge density was lower than

expected, ~—11.9mC/m, leading to a total line-charge density of ~ 0.22 mC/m and

a neutralization fraction of ~ 75.4%. The average field at the edge was ~ 24.7 MV/m.

Again this field is about a factor of seventeen lower than the vacuum field, but the

average charge-state has also gone up by close to a factor of twenty, leading to defo-

cusing forces, ~7.91 xlO"11 N, that are comparable to the forces at the waist of the

beam for vacuum propagation.

In both these cases, there exists a "core" of much better focused beam ions. This

was evidenced by the fact that the rms radius of the beam continued to decrease

even after the edge radius reached a waist. In the case of the propagation through

~ 2 x 1015 cm~z fluorine it was ~ 2.89 cm at the time the edge radius was at its

minimum, ~ 5.49 cm. The potential of the beam had a "well" with a minimum at

r ~ 3.6 cm. Most of the electrons were concentrated in a central region within this

radius; indeed the neutralization fraction in this region was ~85.2%, which is more

almost 10% higher than the overall beam neutralization. We allowed the beam to

propagate past the waist, until the rms radius reached a minimum of ~ 1.73 cm,

~ 3.74 m from the lens; the edge radius of the beam expanded to ~ 6.93 cm. The

beam potential at the edge of the beam was now ~ 3.03 MV, with a minimum at

rot 1.5 cm. The electrons had maximum transverse kinetic energies of ~4.69MeV,

again allowing them to "escape" the beam potential. The overall beam neutralization

fraction decreased to ~ 69.6%; but the core, to a radius of ~ 1.5 cm, again had a much

better fraction of ~ 98.8%.
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We finally looked at propagation through three different gas and density regimes

that did yield spot radii that were more in keeping with the requirements for heavy

ion driven inertial confinement fusion. The first of these was for low-density Flibe,

~2xlO1 3 cm~3 fluorine gas. The beam focused to a spot radius of the ~8mm, with

a minimum rms radius of ~2.23 mm. The average charge-state of the beam ions was

~ 1.66, much lower than for propagation through higher density fluorine. We also

looked at transport through high-density, lithium background gas for chambers that

use liquid-lithium as the working fluid instead of Flibe. Because lithium has a lower

atomic number than fluorine, the stripping cross sections for the beam ions are about

an order of magnitude smaller. Therefore even for propagation through high-density

lithium gas we do not expect the charge-states of the beam ions to get as high as they

do for propagation through similar density Flibe. The first of these cases studied was

for ~2xlO14 cm~z lithium. The beam focused to a spot radius of ~3.75 mm; and the

average charge-states of the beam ions was ~1.87. The last case was for propagation

through ~ 1X1015 cm~3 lithium. The average charge-state was ~ 3.96 and the spot

radius was ~ 6.88 mm.

Although we studied the propagation of a beam with only a single, but typical,

set of parameters, we found essentially that moderate stripping, to average beam ion

charge-states of ~ 4 could be tolerated. Substantially higher charge states, ~ 11.4

to ~20, that result from propagation through high-density, ~1014 to 1015 molecules

per cm?, Flibe, not only lead to higher beam ion line-charge densities, but because

of the increased ionization of the background gas, also lead to large gas ion line-

charge densities. The resultant beam potentials impart considerable transverse kinetic

energies to the electrons. These high-energy electrons are not entirely confined within

the beam and cannot effectively neutralize the beam and gas ion charge. The residual

radial electric fields at the edge of the beam when it reaches a waist of ~3.1 cm to
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~ 5.5 cm, although lower than the fields present in the case of vacuum propagation,

when coupled with the higher charge-states of the beam ions results in defocusing

forces that are comparable to those at the much smaller waist, ~2.1 mm, achievable

in vacuum. Stripping cross sections depend roughly on the square of the atomic

numbers, therefore propagation through high-density gas, ~ 1014 to 1015 atoms per

cm3, in chambers that use liquid-lithium as the working fluid results in considerably

lower charge states, ~1.9 to ~4 , than for propagation through Flibe background gas

of comparable densities, allowing the beam to focus to smaller spot radii, ~ 3.8 mm

to ~ 6.9 mm.

There are several methods that can be employed in reactor designs with conven-

tional focusing systems to achieve smaller spot radii in high-density gas. For instance,

Callahan (1995) has shown that it may be possible to overcome the problem of in-

adequate neutralization by injecting "cold" electrons into the beam to continuously

replenish those that are heated and lost. Also, electrons generated by photo-ionization

of the background gas by x-rays emitted from the target when the beam impinges

on it, which are not accounted for in this study, may further neutralize the beam.

Another possibility is to use final focus systems that focus the beam with larger

convergence angles, or to simply increase the number of beams thereby lowering the

current in each beam. Another strategy is to employ targets that yield similar gain

for spot-radii that are larger than the nominal ~2mm.

Ultimately, the various methods for propagating a beam of heavy ions through

background gas must be weighed with respect to the cost and safety of the ICF

power plant. Allowing for higher-density background gas in the chamber may lead

to simpler designs, eliminating the need to drastically lower the density between

shots, but the resultant larger focal-spot radii lead to lower target gain and increased
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plant costs. Increasing the number of beams or focusing with larger convergence

angles may require bigger and more complicated final focus systems. And although

using liquid-lithium as the .working fluid in the chamber instead of Flibe drastically

reduces stripping and therefore allows the beam to focus to smaller spot radii for

higher background gas densities, there are several safety disadvantages compared

with Flibe. These include fire hazard, large tritium inventory, and a greater fluid

thickness to contain the fusion neutrons.
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Appendix
BTRAC Code

The "C" code BTRAC was developed to implement the numerical solution for the

transport of a beam of heavy ions through background gas. The numerical equations

are derived and explained in the preceding sections, and figure (25) shows the flow

chart for the algorithm used in the code. We describe here the structure of this code,

its syntax, and the input and output files.

A.I Code Structure

Figure (A.I) shows the block diagram for BTRAC. As can be seen the code is

divided into four modules. The first of these is the main program that controls the

flow of the other modules in the code, and the input and output of information. The

second module does the initialization and is composed of two submodules. The first

of these, IFC, initializes the electric and magnetic fields in the system. The Bessel

functions needed in this submodule are based on expansions given by Abramowitz

and Stegun (1965). The second submodule, LOAD, "loads" the super-beam ions, or

initializes their positions and velocities. The random number generators needed in

this submodule are taken from Press, et al., (1992). Both IFC and LOAD assume a

K-V transverse distribution for the beam and a singular axial velocity for all beam

ions; however, the axial spatial distribution is specified by the user.

The next module does the time-step loop and is comprised of three submodules.

CPC advances the positions of the particles, and then uses these positions to calcu-

late the current densities; MCC analyzes the collisions between the beam ions and

background gas neutrals and then updates the number of beam ions of each charge
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I/O FILES
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Figure A.I: Block diagram of the BTRAC code.

state, electrons, and background gas ions; and FVC advances the electric and mag-

netic fields, interpolates the fields to the particle positions and uses these interpolated
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fields to advance the particle velocities. The random number generators in MCC are

taken from Press, et al., (1992). Finally the last module does the diagnostics and

consists of the single submodule DIAG, which, at present, computes the radius of the

beam and the electron plasma frequency at the longitudinal mid-point of the beam,

and the maximum and average charge-states of the beam ions; from these quantities

can be computed the beam current and collision frequency. The plasma and collision

frequencies are particularly useful in calculating the time-step accuracy conditions

discussed in the previous sections.

A.2 Running the Code

The command line syntax for invoking the code has various options that control

which modules in the program are invoked. The syntax for the code is:

btrac [-ni] [-nd] [-rn #] i /o-location

The command line argument i /o-location is the directory location from which the

program will take its input files, and to which it will write its output files. At this

location there must exist two subdirectories with the titles input and output. The

input files, with extension inp, must be located in the subdirectory input and the

output files, with extension out, will be written to the sub-directory output.

Regardless of the options with which the code is run, it will always read two input

files at the start of a simulation "run" from the input subdirectory: geom. inp, which

contains a description of the simulation environment, and csec. inp, which contains

the cross section information for the stripping and ionization collisions between the

beam ions and background gas neutrals; this latter file is only read if background gas

is present, i.e. the chamber is not a vacuum. The code will also write four output

files at the end of the "run" to the output subdirectory: f ield.out , which contains
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the electric and magnetic fields on the spatial grid, and part .out, elec.out and

gas. out, which contain the' positions and velocities of the beam ions, electrons, and

background gas ions respectively. The other input and output files are determined

by the options used.

A.2.1 The Initialization Option

We shall now discuss each of the command line options in turn. The first of these

is -ni; this option is used to control the initialization module of the code. Without it

the code calls both IFC and LOAD. In this case, in addition to geom. inp and csec. inp,

another input file, beam. inp, which contains a description of the beam, must also exist

in the input subdirectory. As an example consider the following command line:

btrac .

The i /o-location is the current context, and the code takes the input files from

./input and will write the output files to ./output. The code will also display the

following information on the screen:

Reading in the chamber geometry from file:
Reading in the cross section data from fi le:
Reading in the beam data from fi le:

Computing the ini t ial fields . . .
Loading the particles . . .

The length, of the chamber is . . .
The axial grid division is . . .
The location of the thin lens is . . .
The radius of the chamber is . . .
The radial grid division is . . .

The number of radial grids is . . .
The number of axial grids is . . .
The axial grid location of the target is . . .

The mass of the beam ion is . . .
The average ini t ial charge state per particle is
The beam current is
The central radius of the beam is . . .

./input/geom.inp

./input/csec.inp

./input/beam.inp

9.000000 m.
0.006 m.
5.000000 m.
0.300000 m.
0.008 m.

38
1501
331

200.59 amu.
.1.000000 .
4304.88 A.
0.0989693 m.
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The electron plasma frequency i s 0 rad/sec.
The mass of the background gas i s . . . 19 amu.
The background gas density i s . . . 4e+20 m-3.

The number of par t ic les per super-particle i s . . . 1.4e+10 .
The number of super-beam ions to be simulated i s ...19080 .
The number of electrons per super-electron i s 1.4e+10 .
The number of super-electrons i s . . . 0 .
The number of super-gas par t ic les i s . . . 0 .

The time division i s " 1.5e-ll s .
The current simulation time i s . . . 0 s.
The head of the beam i s at 5.010204 m.
The number of time-steps to h i t the target i s 3868

Please enter in the number of time-steps you wish to simulate:

The first three lines inform the user that the environment, cross section and beam

input files are being read; if the background gas density is zero, the cross section file

is not read. The second two lines tell the user that the code is calling IFC and

LOAD to initialize the fields and load the particles, using the information contained in

./input/beam.inp. The next eight lines display the environment parameters, shown

in figure (12). These are the length of the chamber, i c = 9 m ; the axial grid division,

Az = 6mm; the location of the lens from the target, Lf = 5m; the radius of the

chamber, Rc=S0cm; the radial grid division, Ar=8mm; the number of radial grids,

JVr = Rc/Ar = 38; the number of axial grids, Nz = Lc/Az = 1501; and the axial grid

location of the target, 331, so that the distance between the target and the left open

end of the cylinder is 131 x Az ~ 1.99 m, and the distance between the lens and the

right open end is ~ 2.01 m, both about twice the beam length. The next four lines

display information about the beam. The mass of the beam ion, mj = 200.59 amu;

the initial charge state of the beam ions, q = l; the beam current, Jj ~ 4.3 kA; and

the initial radius of the beam at its longitudinal mid-point, a ~ 10 cm. The next

three lines display nformation about the background gas and electrons. The electron

plasma frequency, wpe, is computed at the longitudinal mid-point of the beam, and

is zero because no electrons have been generated yet; the mass of the background
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gas atoms, mg = 19amu; and the density of the background gas, % = 4xlO14 cm~3.

The next five lines display the super particle information. The superparticle ratio for

the beam ions, AN= 1.4 x 1010; the number of super-beam ions, ^ Kq = 19080; the

superparticle ratio for the electrons and background gas ions, which can be different

from that used for the beam ions; and the number of super-electrons, Ke, and super-

gas ions, Kg, both of which are zero. The next four lines display the time information.

The size of the time-step, At = 15ps; the current simulation time, which is zero; the

distance of the head of the beam from the target, ~ 5.01 m, so that the beam is

located ~ 1 cm behind the lens initially; and the number of time-steps it will take

for the beam to hit the target, Nt = 3868. The last line asks the user to enter in

the number of time-steps to simulate. If, as an example, we wish to run for 100

time-steps, then we would enter 100 in response; at the end of the "run", the code

will display the following information:

Please enter in the number of time-steps you wish, to simulate:
100
Running the simulation
Appending data to diagnostics output f i le : ./output/diag.out

The average charge state per particle is . . . 1.017453 .
The beam current is . . . 4380.012652 A.
The central radius of the beam is 0.0989736 m.

The electron plasma frequency is . . . 0 rad/sec.
The number of electrons per super-electron is — 1.4e+10 .
The number, of super-electrons is . . . 727 .
The number of super-gas particles is . . . •394 .

The current simulation time is — 1.5e-09 s.
The head of the beam is at 4.868552 m.
The number of time-steps to hit the target is . . . 3768

Please enter . . .
c : to print out data and continue simulating
e : to end simulation and print out data

The first line informs the user that the simulation is running; the second line

tells the user that the diagnostic information is being written to a file diag.out in
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the subdirectory output; we'll discuss the diagnostics in more detail later. The next

three lines display updated beam information. The average charge-state of the beam,

{q) ~ 1.02, indicating that some of the beam ions have been stripped to higher charge

states; the current of the beam is now ij~4.4 kA, because of the higher charge state

beam ions; and the radius of the beam at its longitudinal mid-point is slightly larger

than it was before, indicating that this location in the beam has not passed through

the lens yet, but has rather expanded due to the space-charge forces of the beam. The

next four lines display updated information about the background gas and electrons.

The electron plasma frequency at the longitudinal center of the beam is still zero;

the super particle ratio for the electrons and background gas ions is AiV=1.4xl010;

the number of super-electrons is now Ke = 727, and the number of super-gas ions is

Kg=394. The next three lines display the updated temporal information. The current

simulation time is now 100 x At = 1.5 ns; the distance of the head of the beam from

the target is ~ 4.87 m, indicating that the head of the beam has now passed through

the lens, located at 5 m, and is ~ 13 cm beyond it; and the number of time-steps it

will take to hit the target is now JVt=3768. Finally the code asks the user to decide

either-to continue or end the simulation. In both cases the output files f ield.out ,

part.out, elec.out and gas.out are written to the output subdirectory; if other,

possibly old, files exist with these names they will be over-written. In the case where

"e" is entered, these files are written and the simulation is ended:

Please enter
c : to print out data and continue simulating
e : to end simulation and pr int out data
e
The f ield output f i l e i s : . /output/field.out
The par t ic le output f i l e i s : . /output/part.out
The electron output f i l e i s : . /output/elec.out
The gas output f i l e i s : ./output/gas.out

If "c" is entered, the files are written and the code asks the user to enter the

number of time-steps to simulate, and then continues as before:
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Please enter ...
c : to print out data and continue simulating
e : to end simulation and print out data
c
The f ie ld output f i l e i s : . /output/field.out
The par t ic le output f i l e i s : . /output/part.out
The electron output f i l e i s : . /output/elec.out
The gas output f i l e i s : ./output/gas.out

Please enter in the number of time-steps you wish to simulate:

We now discuss what happens if we use the -ni command line option. In this case

the code does not invoke the initialization module, and there is no need for the beam

description file beam.inp; instead the field and particle information is "loaded" from

four files located in the input subdirectory. These are f ield. inp, for the electric

and magnetic field information, par t . inp, elec. inp and gas. inp for the super-beam

ion, super-electron and super-gas ion position and velocity information respectively;

and are identical to the output files that the code writes with the same prefixes. It is

necessary to run the code with this option if one wishes to restart a simulation that

one has previously ended. One situation where this may need to be done is if one has

to reduce the radial grid size, Ar, or the time division, At, or both in order to comply

with the accuracy conditions discussed in previous sections. The code allows for At

reductions by any amount, and Ar reductions by factors of two; the other parameters

cannot be changed. The prescription for doing this is to run the simulation for the

desired number of time-steps with a certain Ar and At. Then end the simulation;

at which point the code will write the output files, f ie ld , out, part .out, e lec . out

and gas.out, to the output subdirectory. These output files should then be copied

verbatim to the input subdirectory, and the suffixes changed from out to inp. Then

Ar and At should be changed in the environment file, geom.inp, and finally the

simulation should be restarted with the -ni option. For example after having ended

the above simulation we can restart it with the following command line:

btrac -ni .
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The code again takes its input from the current context, . /input and will write its

output to . /output. The screen display will now read:

Reading in the
Reading in the
Reading in the
Reading in the
Reading in the
Reading in the

chamber geometry from file:
cross section data from file:
initial fields from file:
initial particle data from file:
initial electron data from file:
initial gas data from file:

The length of the chamber is
The axial grid division is —
The location of the thin lens is ...
The radius of the chamber is —
The radial grid division is ...

The number of radial grids is ...
The number of axial grids is
The axial grid location of the target is ...

The mass of the beam ion is ...
The average initial charge state per particle is
The beam current is ...
The central radius of the beam is
The central edge emittance of the beam is ...

The electron plasma frequency is ...
The mass of the background, gas is
The background gas density is

The number of particles per super-particle is
The number of super-beam ions to be simulated is
The number of electrons per super-electron is
The number of super-electrons is ...
The number of super-gas particles is

The time division is ...
The current simulation time is ...
The head of the beam is at ...
The number of time-steps to hit the target is

./input/geom.inp

./input/csec.inp

./input/field.inp

./input/part.inp

./input/elec.inp

./input/gas.inp

9.000000 m.
0.006 m.
5.000000 m.
0.300000 m.
0.004 m.

38
1501
331

200.59 amu.
.1.017453 .
4380.01 A.
0.0989736 m.
1.92532e-05 m-rad.

0 rad/sec.
19 amu.
4e+20 m-3.

1.4e+10 .
.19080 .
1.4e+10 .
727 .
394 .

1.0e-ll s.
1.5e-09 s.
4.868552 m.
5652

Please enter in the number of time-steps you wish to simulate:

Notice that the code no longer requires the beam description file beam. inp; how-

ever, it does read in the field information file, f ie ld , inp, and the particle information

files, par t . inp, e lec . inp and gas. inp. It also no longer calls IFC and LOAD to ini-

tialize the fields and particle positions and velocities. The radial grid division, Ar,
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has been halved from 8 mm to 4 mm, and the time-step has been changed from 15 ps

to 10 ps; consequently the beam will now take Nt = 5652 time-steps to hit the target,

rather than the 3768 time-steps it needed before. The rest of the display is identical to

the case without the -ni option shown above; and the simulation proceeds as before.

A.2.2 Other Options

We now turn to the second command line option, -nd. This works in a similar

manner as the -ni option, but controls the diagnostic module instead. Without this

option, the diagnostic submodule, DIAG, is included in the time-step loop, after the

FVC submodule as can be seen in figure (A.I). As mentioned above, DIAG computes,

among other quantities, the plasma frequency and collision frequency, therefore not

including the -nd option enables the code to warn the user about time-step violations

of the accuracy conditions as they occur at every time-step, rather than just at the

beginning of a "run". In addition the code will write an output file diag.out in the

output subdirectory. Currently this file contains only the longitudinal postion of the

mid-point of the beam with respect to the target, and the radius of the beam at this

longitudinal mid-point at every time-step; however, the code can readily be modified

to output other information as well. This file is continuously appended; that is, as

long as there exists a file diag.out in the output subdirectory, the code will add

new information to it, rather than overwrite it, as it does with the other output files.

Including the -nd option bypasses this diagnostic submodule, enabling the simulation

to run faster. But, the code will no longer have the capability to warn the user about

the time-step accuracy condition violations during "run-time", however, it will still

report on these at the beginning of a "run". Also the code will not write the output

file diag.out.
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Finally we discuss the -rn # command-line option. # is a negative integer used

to seed the random number generator for evaluating the collisions between the beam

ions and the background gas neutrals. For example -rn -6785 sets the seed to -

6785. This option is useful if the simulation is stopped and then restarted with the

-ni option, because choosing a new seed number avoids repeating the same collisions

as in the previous run. If this option is omitted the default seed is set to - 1 .

A.3 Input and Output Files

We now discuss the format for the various input and output files required by

the code. The input files can be divided into two groups, the user generated files:

geom.inp, csec.inp and beam.inp; and those supplied by the code: f ield. inp,

par t . inp, e lec. inp and gas. inp. Also the output files can be divided into two cat-

egories, those that are always written by the code: f ie ld , out, part .out, e lec. out

and gas .out; and those that are controlled by the command line options: diag.out.

A.3.1 Input Files

We first look at the user generated input files, geom. inp, csec. inp and beam. inp.

The first of these, the system file geom.inp, contains a description of the simulation

environment:

length of chamber in m., axial grid division in m.:
9.00 6.0e-3
radius of chamber in m., radial grid division in m.:
0.30 8.0e-3
distance of the lens from the target in m.:
5.0
time division in sec.:
1.5e-ll
gas mass in amu., background gas density in m-3.:
19.0 4e20
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All units axe in mks. The odd numbered lines are comments. The second line

specifies the length of the chamber, Lc=9m, and the axial grid division, At = 6 mm;

the fourth line specifies the radius of the chamber, Rc = 30 cm, and the radial grid

division, Ar=8mm; the sixth line specifies the distance between the target and the

lens, Lf = 5m; the eighth line gives the time division, At = 15ps; and the last line

gives the mass of the background gas atoms, raj = 19 amu, and the density of the

background gas, raff = 4xl01 4 cm~3. The only restriction on the quantities in this file

is that the length of the chamber, Lc, should be at least four beam lengths longer

than the distance between the target and the lens, Lf, this allows for enough distance

between the target and the left-open-end of the cylinder and the lens and the right-

open-end as shown in figure (12). When Ar and Ai have to be reduced in order to

comply with the accuracy conditions, this is the only file that needs to be modified.

The next input file is the cross section data file, csec. inp, which contains the

cross section information for the stripping and ionization collisions between the beam

ions and background gas neutrals:

beam ion atomic number, gas atomic number:
80 9
beam ion velocity in units of c.:
0.315000
ionization .energy of background gas in units of eV:
18.670000
chg. state, ioniz. ene. in eV, strip, c.s., ioniz. c.s.:
0 +5.700000e+00 +7.869267e+00 +3.771160e-01
1 +1.850000e+01 +2.944619e+00 +4.622557e-01
2 +3.480000e+01 +1.796774e+00 +3.475336e+00
3 +5.290000e+01 +1.302316e+00 +3.724983e+00
4 +7.110000e+01 +1.031858e+00 +4.071314e+00
5 +8.920000e+01 +8.572782e-01 +4.341163e+00

78 +9.225000e+04 +6.854448e-06 +3.032494e+02
79 +9.389000e+04 +2.758458e-06 +3.055453e+02
80 +1.000000e+05 +0.000000e+00 +3.078498e+02
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The first, third, fifth and seventh lines are comments. The second line specifies the

atomic number of the beam ion, Zj, = 80, and the atomic number of the background gas

atom, Zg = 9; the fourth line gives the axial velocity of the beam ions, /?=0.315; the

sixth line gives the ionization energy of the background gas neutral, Igfi = 18.67 eV;

and the rest of the lines, starting with the eighth, give the charge state of the beam

ion, q, the ionization energy of the beam ion in eV, Jj^, the stripping and ionization

cross sections in units of TOQ, asttq and <r,-n)9 respectively, for every beam ion from

charge state 0 to the maximum charge state. Notice that the ionization energy for the

fully stripped beam ion, h,Zb-> is set to some "dummy" number that is larger than the

largest ionization energy value, and that the stripping cross section, <rsi ̂ 6, is zero.

The last user generated input file is the beam data file, beam. inp, which contains

a description of the beam used to initialize the fields and load the super-beam ions:

length of beam i n t . , axial beam grid division in m.:
0.99 0.11
real charge/part., real mass/part, in amu., part./superpart.:
1 200.59 1.4e+10
axial velocity in units of c :
0.315
radius of beam in. m., num. of superpart. , emit, in m-rad.:
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

2120
2120
2120
2120
2120
2120
2120
2120
2120

1.93e-5
1.93e-5
1.93e-5
1.93e-5
1.93e-5
1.93e-5
1.93e-5
1.93e-5
1.93e-5

All units are in mks. The first, third, fifth and seventh lines are comments. The

second line specifies the length of the beam, L'b = 99 cm, and the beam slice thickness,

Sz1 = 11 cm, in the frame of the beam, so that these quantities in the frame of the

chamber are, Li = {L'J'i) ~ 94 cm and 6z = (Sz'/j) ~ 10.4 cm; the fourth line gives

the charge state of each beam ion in the beam, q = l, the mass of the beam ion,
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mi = 200.59 amu, and the beam ion superparticle ratio, AN = 1.4 x 1010; the sixth

line specifies the velocity of the beam, 0 =0.315; and the remaining lines, starting

with the eighth, give the beam radius, a^, number of super-beam ions, Ki)ft, and the

emittance, e ,̂ for each of the fi = Li/6z = 9 slices in the beam starting with the tail,

or the end furthest away from the target, and ending with the head, so that the total

number of superparticles is 19080. The restrictions on the quantities in this file are

that the number of beam slices should be odd, and the number of super-beam ions

in each slice should be even.

This is the extent of the input files that need to be supplied by the user. The other

four input files, f ie ld . inp, part . inp, elec.inp and gas.inp, needed when the -

ni option is used, are identical to their output counterparts with the same prefixes;

indeed, it is imperative that these ouput files not be modified by the user if they are

going to subsequently be used as inputs, but simply copied verbatim from the output

files.

A.3.2 Output Files

We now turn to the output files; we first look at the mandatory files f ie ld , out,

par t . out, elec. out and gas. out. The first of these, f ie ld . out, contains the electric

and magnetic fields on the spatial grid:

current time in sec.:
1.500000e-09
radial grid division in m.:
8.000000e-03
the axial grid location of the target:
331
fields in mks (format: j k Er Ez Bt):
1 1 +0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00
1 2 +0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00
1 3 +0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00
1 4 +0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00 _
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+0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00 +0.000000e+00

15 1240 +7.392719e+06 +9.680006e+04 -7.696454e-03
15 1241 +7.294208e+06 +1.379422e+05 -8.138589e-03
15 1242 +7.362822e+06 +1.493052e+05 -7.967273e-03
15 1243 +7.385347e+06 +1.435686e+05 -8.354462e-03
15 1244 +7.495720e+06 +2.827732e+05 -7.816303e-03
15 1245 +7.338789e+06 +3.121824e+05 -7.528567e-03

38 1500 +1.226347e+02 +0.000000e+00 -1.558121e-07
38 1501 +1.357009e+02 +0.000000e+00 -5.424388e-07

All units are in mks. The first, third, fifth and seventh lines are comments. The

second line denotes the simulation time at which this file was written",' 1.5 ns; the

fourth line gives the radial grid division, Ar = 8 mm; the sixth line gives the axial

grid location of the target from the left-open-end, so that the distance between this

open-end of the chamber and the target is 331 x Az ~ 1.99 m; the remaining lines,

starting with the eighth, give the grid location, j , fc, the radial and axial electric fields,

Erj_i/2,k a^d Ez,j,k+i/2i a n d the azimuthal magnetic field, Bgj_i/2,k+i/2i f°r e a c n

mesh point shown on the grid in figure (16); where j = 1 is the grid on the axis, so that

the radius r7-_1/2(i=l) = 0; j=Nr is the grid on the conducting wall of the chamber,

so that rj(j=Nr) = Rc; and k=l and k=Nz are the left and right open-ends of the

chamber respectively.

The next output file is part .out , which contains the positions and velocities of

the super-beam ions:

current time in s e c :
1.500000e-09
real mass/part, in amu.:
200.590000
part./superpart., num. of superpart.:
1.400000e+10 19080
axial velocity in units of c.:
0.315000



2
3
4
5

19079
19080

+1
+1
+1
+1

+1
+1
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part ic le data in mks (format: n zp r z vr v t ) :
1 +1 +6.945126e-02 +4.911978e+00 -1.344088e+06 -7.167006e+03

+6.948343e-02 +4.911978e+00 -1.322728e+06 +7.163688e+03
+4.949950e-02 +4.947517e+00 -9.276196e+05 +2.958040e+03
+4.945327e-02 +4.947517e+00 -9.580874e+05 -2.960805e+03
+8.602024e-02 +4.965685e+00 -1.626359e+06 -6.131794e+03

+3.754831e-02 +5.772310e+00 -1.068042e+04 +1.229267e+04
+3.758308e-02 +5.772310e+00 +1.250028e+04 -1.228130e+04

Again all units axe in mks. The first, third, fifth, seventh and ninth lines are

comments. The second line denotes the simulation time at which the file was written,

1.5 ns; the fourth line gives the mass of the beam ion, mj=200.59 amu; the sixth line

gives the superparticle ratio for the beam ions, AiV= 1.4 x 1010, and the number of

super-beam ions, J2 Kq = 19080; the eighth line gives the axial velocity of the beam

ions, vz = 0.315c; the remaining lines, starting with the tenth, list the superparticle

number, p, followed by the charge state, q, the radial and axial positions, rgiP and

ZgjP, and the radial and azimuthal velocities, vT^p and v$^p, for all the super-beam

ions.

The next output file is elec.out, which contains the positions and velocities of

the super-electrons:

current time in s e c :
1.500000e-09
superparticle r a t i o , number of superelectrons.:
1 728
electron data in mks (format: n r z vr vt vz gamma):
1 +8.466111e-02 +4.982641e+00

-1.236253e+07 -5.598579e+05 -6.443189e+03 +1.000853e+00
2 +9.353555e-02 +4.993478e+00

-1.728865e+07 +6.910066e+06 -9.505799e+07 +1.056676e+00
3 +9.353555e-02 +4.993478e+00

-2.132151e+07 -1.143232e+06 -8.041249e+05 +1.002550e+00
4 +8.638089e-02 +4.939313e+00

-1.486332e+07 +9.665768e+05 -9.247005e+07 +1.052695e+00
5 +8.638089e-02 +4.939313e+00

-1.978246e+07 -1.184661e+05 +2.268508e+06 +1.002213e+00
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111- +8.272075e-02 +5.110175e+00
+2.425506e+07 -7.121247e+05 +1.847665e+08 +1.276602e+00

728 +7.931396e-02 +5.171986e+00
+1.631678e+07 -1.302135e+06 +2.275511e+08 +1.541393e+00

Again all units are in mks. The first, third and fifth lines are comments. The

second line denotes the simulation time at which the file was written, 1.5 ns; the

fourth line gives the super-electron ratio in terms of the super-beam ion ratio in the

part . out file; in the sixth line of that file the super-beam ion ratio was listed as

AN = 1.4 x 1010, so that the super-electron ratio is also 1.4 x 1010, and the number

of super-electrons, Ke = 728; the remaining lines, starting with the sixth, list the

super-electron number, p, followed by the radial and axial positions, re>p and zeyP,

the radial, azimuthal and axial velocities, «r,e,p5 v0,e,p a nd vzfijV, and the relativistic

factor, 7e,p, for all the super-electrons. Although these lines are shown as split lines,

they are single lines in the file.

Finally the last mandatory output file is gas. out, which contains the positions

and velocities of the super-gas ions:

current time in sec . :
1.500000e-09
mass of the gas par t ic le in amu.:
19.000000
superparticle ratio, number of supergasions.:
1 -406
gas data in mks (format: n r z vr vz):
1 +8.466ille-02 +4.982641e+00 +3.893040e+02 +3.826877e+00
2 +9.353555e-02 +4.993478e+00 +4.423860e+02 +3.251314e+01
3 +8.638089e-02 +4.939313e+00 +4.192890e+02 -5.807550e+01
4 +2.705703e-02 +4.937905e+00 +2.971518e+01 -1.045548e+00
5 +7.388687e-02 +4.903455e+00 +3.005444e+02 -1.845459e+02

405 +9.181947e-02 +4.995520e+00 +3.223086e+04 -3.221249e+03
406 +8.761122e-02 +4.998939e+00 +3.016384e+04 -1.348608e+03
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All units are in mks. The first, third, fifth and seventh lines are comments. The

second line denotes the simulation time at which the file was written, 1.5 ns; the

fourth line specifies the mass of the gas atom, mg = 19 amu; the sixth line gives the

super-gas ion ratio in terms of the super-beam ion ratio, similar to the fourth line

in the elec. out file, so that the super-gas ion ratio is the same as the super-beam

ion ratio, and the number of super-gas ions, Kg = 406; the remaining lines, starting

with the eighth, list the super-gas ion number, p, followed by the radial and axial

positions, r9tP and z5jP, and the radial and axial velocities, vr,g,p and vZt9tP, for all

super-gas ions.

This concludes a description of the output files that are always written by the

code. The diagnostic output file, diag. out, is only, written if the code is jun without

the -nd option. The format for this file is:

current time in sec . :
0.000000e+00
mid-location (m), avg. chg.,radius (cm), rms radius (cm)
+5.479623 1.000000 9.896930e+00 6.818661e+00
+5.478206 1.000000 9.896931e+00 6.818661e+00
+5.476790 1.000000 9.896931e+00 6.818661e+00
+5.475373 1.000000 9.896932e+00 6.818661e-K)0
+5.473957 1.000000 9.896933e+00 6.818661e+00

+5.339388 1.109958 9.897351e+00 6.818905e+00
+5.337971 1.112579 9.897359e+00 6.818910e+00

The first and third lines are comments. The second line displays the time at which

the present simulation run was started, 0, this is different from the time displayed in

the other output files, which is the time at which the simulation run ended, or when

those output files were written; the remaining lines, starting with the fourth, give the

location of the longitudinal mid-point of the beam with respect to the target in m,

the average charge state of the beam, (q), the radius of the beam at this point, a,
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in cm, and the rms radius, y/{r2), in cm. Notice that the head of a beam of length

L j ~ 94 cm starts ~ 1 cm behind the lens located 5 m from the target, and then moves

through the lens towards the target, i.e. the location of the mid-point decreases, and

the radius expands due to the space-charge forces of the beam; after this mid-point

passes through the lens, then the radius will start to decrease. At the end of this

run, the beam has moved a distance of ~ 14 cm, signifying a simulation run of 100

time-steps at At = 15 ps for a beam with velocity /?=0.315. Currently these are the

only four quantities written to this file; however, the code can be readily modified to

print out other information if needed.

A.4 Warning and Error Messages

The code has several error and warning messages. The distinction between these

two is as follows: error messages will abruptly terminate the simulation at the point

at which the error occurs, without regard to saving the current state of the system;

warning messages on the other hand ask the user if they wish to continue the sim-

ulation or end it, if the user chooses to "end the simulation, all output files with the

current state of the simulation, f ield.out, part .out, elec.out and gas.out, are

written, and then the simulation is ended.

A.4.1 Error Messages

There are two types of error messages, those that occur before the simulation

starts, and those that take place during the simulation. The former are generally

a result of checking the validity of the quantities in the input files, for instance the

simulation times in all the input files should match, and as such are recoverable in

that one simply has to fix the error and attempt the simulation again. One error
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of this type worth mentioning is the CFL time limit; in this case the error message

display may read:

*** ERROR
*** The time-step in the geometry f i l e must be less than the CFL limit

5.000000e-12 s.
*** Terminating the simulation

In this example the time-step chosen, At=5ps, violates the CFL limit and must

be reduced in the geom.inp file before the simulation is attempted again.

The second type of error, the one that occurs during the simulation, is catastrophic

in that all information about the present run is lost and none of the output files are

written. These are generally a result of memory allocation problems. The only error

of this type that is not a memory problem occurs when the beam ions start to hit the

conducting wall of the chamber; the error message display reads:

*** ERROR
*** Ions are h i t t ing the wall
*** Terminating the simulation

In this case the chamber radius, Rc, is too small. Since this quantity cannot be

changed in the middle of a run, the entire simulation will have to be redone with a

larger radius.

A.4.2 Warning Messages

There are only two warning messages, and both of these have to do with time-step

accuracy conditions; the first concerns the electron plasma frequency, and the second

concerns the collision frequency. If they occur before the simulation starts, the user

can choose to ignore them, and enter in the number of time-steps to simulate, or can

reduce the time-division, Ai, in the geom. inp file and attempt the simulation again.
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If the -nd option is not used then the code will also report these warning messages

during the simulation:

*** WARNING
*** The time-step must be less than the plasma frequency limit

5.000000e-12 s.
The current simulation time is 1.500000e-09 s.
Please enter ...
c : to print out data and continue simulating
e : to end simulation and print out data

and

*** WARNING
*** The time-step must be less than the col l i s ion frequency l imit

5.000000e-12 s.
The current simulation time i s 1.500000e-09 s.
Please enter . . .
c : to pr in t out data and continue simulating
e : to end simulation and pr in t out data

In this case the user is asked if the simulation should continue or end; if the user

chooses to continue the simulation, the warning messages will not be repeated for

the rest of the run; if the user chooses to end the simulation then the appropriate

output files are written and the simulation is ended. If the -nd option is used then

these warning messages will not occur during the simulation, but only at the start

and finish of a particular run.


